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A computer simulation of tthernet was deveìoped to assjst network
designers in the planning of Local Area Networks. Hith the use of the
simulation, the efficiency of a spec'ified network can be eva.luated

before the actuaì construction and installation of expensive physical
components.

AtsSTRACT

The computer program imp]emented the IEEE goz.3 csMA/cD access
protocoì to simulate network events. A variety of devices inc1uding
bridges, repeaters, and terminal servers are available in the design
process" The computer program also allows the designer to specify the
characteri stics of each device such as the unique bandwidth
ìimitat'ion, the packet size, the number of packets per message, and

any requ'irement for acknowìedgment.

The simulation was tested wjth actual experirnenta'l data and

proved to be reasonabìy accurate. A special user i nterface was

deveìoped which enabred non-programmer to easiry use the simuration.
Further testing in a large Ethernet environment remains to be done.
The simulation was used to test a number of different des.igns for the
Ethernet Locar Area Network at the Hearth Sciences centre. The

results showed that the present network has excess.ive capacity to
easiìy support all forseeable future configuration.
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1" 1 BACKGROUIUD

The Health sciences centre located in tdinnÍpeg, canada, is the

ìargest hospitaì in the Prov'ince of Manitoba. The Centre is divided
into 20 distinct buildings with a total area over 260,000 square

meters" The Information Services Department of the Health Science

Centre began to develop an Integrated Hospitaì Information System in
1983' with the obiective of providing an efficient and cost-effective
means to exchange pat'iento clinical and administrative information.

The Integrated Hospitar Information system is a computerized

informatìon management system which consists of hardware and software
components. A major hardware component 'is an advanced local area

network (LAN) " The LAN is an Ethernet which provides a data

consnunication network linking aìl the computers and peripherals

together within the Health Sciences Centre. The inter-connection
between the devices provides a fast and effic.ient pathway for data
processi ng operat'i ons"

1"2 ÞEF¡zuIT'å0n,

vendors of Ethernet devices indicate that it is capable of
operating efficientìy at the specified data rate of 10 Megabits per

second (Hbps)" However, a number of reports in the literature have

indicated that the bandwidth can become saturated if there is moderate

-2-



act'ivity (Shoch et al, 1982). A major .issue of concern for the

consnunication engineers at the Health Sciences Centre is to be able to
estimate the performance of various network expansions preceed.ing the

installation and purchase of expensive devices. This is especìaììy
true at this time since the network j s on'ly zs percent compìête.

1" 3 ots"rEcTtvE

The object'ive of th'is research was to develop a computer aided

design tool to estimate the performance of an arbitrariìy specified
Ethernet network" In this way, a cost-effective and efficient network

can be des'igned and ana'lyzed before the jnstallat jon and purchase of
network devices.

L.4 SCOPE

The entire thesis is div'ided .into e.ight chapters. chapter z

describes the basic concept of Ethernet. Chapter 3 reviews the recent

l'iterature on Ethernet. Chapter 4 describes the computer aided design

tool deveìoped in this research. Chapter 5 is the validation of the

software, with a specific exampre of .its application given in chapter

6" A general discussion is provìded in chapter 7. chapter g is the

avai'lable references.

-3-



CHAPTER 2

ETHERNET (CStuTA/CD PROTOCOL)
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carrier sense Multipìe Access with collisjon Detection (csMA/cD)

is a media access method in data communicat'ion. This method ìs used

to control the use of a shared transmission medium. Due to commerc.ial

interest, csMA/cD protoco'l was consnercial'ized to become Ethernet.
This chapter is divided into three sections which describe Ethernet or
the CSMA/CD system- First, the background of Ethernet is mentioned.
Then" the definition of an tthernet is presented. Finaììy, the
csl'lA/cD media access method is described. A concise reference to
Ethernet specifications is available in Appendix A; more detail may be

found in IEEE CSþíA/CD (1985).

2"T 8ÂGKGR@!.¡ruD

The xerox corporation developed the first csMA/cD system at the
Palo Alto Research centre in Lgr5. It was cailed Experimental
Ethernet (Boggs and Metcaìfe, 1976). Due to the cooperat.ive efforts
of Xeroxo Intelu and Digitaì tquipment Corporation, the Ethernet
Specification was deveìoped in 1980. The nost current versjon of the
Ethernet specification is version 2.0 (Digital et ô1, 19gz). Appendix
B summarizes the differences between the orìginaì Experimental
Ethernet and the current Ethernet Specificat.ion.

The

comnittee

for media

Institute of ilectrical and Electronics Eng.ineers (IEEE) g0z

was formed in 1990 to estabrish a common set of standards
access technoìogies (IEtE csMA/cD, rggs). In 1983" the IEEE

-5-



Standards Board approved the cSMA/cD system as IEEE standard g02.3.

In this thesis" the term csMA/cD'is the general term for this access

method, whiìe the term Ethernet refers to the commercialized CSMA/CD

system based upon the sìight modification of IEEt Standard g02.3.

IEEt 802 standards for Locaj Area Network are cìose'ly related to
the Internatjonal 0rganization for Standardjzation (IS0) gpen System

Interconnection (0SI) Reference Model. The 0SI Reference Model is a
'logicaì structure for data conrnunication network operations. Layering
'is the basic structure used in the 0SI Reference Moder. Each ìayer
consists of a set of rules or protocoìs for data cormnunication. The

0sI Reference Moder is divided into seven layers: l) Appìication " z)
Presentation" 3) session, 4) Transport, 5) Network, 6) Data L.ink, and

7) Phys'icaì" Figure 2.1 shows the ìayers for the 0SI Reference Model.

Tanenbaum (1981) described the detailed functions for each 'tayer

in the OsI Reference Moder. The upper rayers (ìayer 1 to rayer 5) are
used for address'ing, data transportationu error detect.ion, error
recovery" and user apprications. The upper ìayers are outside of the
scope in this research- The media access techn.iques are covered by

the lower two ìayers, Data L.ink and physicaì.

IEtt Standard g02 access

protocol for the physical

0SI Reference Model. Figure

methods spec'ify both the jnterface and

and Data L'ink Layers which def .ined by the

2"2 shows the relationship between the

-6-
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0si Reference Moder and IEEE Standard g02 access methods. Onìy g02.3

is cons'idered in thjs report.

m2.2

Flg¡ne 2.2 The 
'.eratlonshlp betumen Gr &fenence mcrer

and 1¡+r Stsrdencl 8o2.(from lr¡r csiue/cn, 19g5)
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2"2 MFFIzulT'!@ru @F Aru ET'FSERFUET' ruETWORK

An Ethernet network is a baseband LAN wh'ich 'interconnects two or
rnore stat'ions by physical transmission media. The media access method

for Ethernet network is the CSÞIA/CD technique as described in the next
section" F'igure 2-3 illustrates a sìmpìe configuration of an Ethernet
network" Ethernet operates at a transmission rate of 10 Megabits per

second (Mbps) and uses a bus topology in which a set of stations are
physical]y connected to a corrmon ìength of coaxial cable through an

interface unit- A station is a computer device which is capabìe of
process'ing, transmittìng and receiving network .information. 

Each

station on the Ethernet network is called a node. Each node Ís
assigned an unique address to specify its location in the network.
Xerox Corporation manages the allocation and distribution of unique
addresses to tthernet vendors throughout the world. These addresses

consists of 6 hex dig'its prov'iding a totar of zÆ unique
addresses.

2"2"I Devices Within

An Ethernet network

transceivers, terminators,

i I lustrates an exampl e of

network is composed of five

by four repeaters. tach node

An Ethernet Network

may consi st of repeaters" nodes,

and transmission medj a. Figure 2.4

an Ethernet network " Thi s parti cu lar
segments of transm.issjon med.ium connected

is physical ly attached to the medium

-9-



____ e¡s

baxlel cable eegrænt

Topology

Flgn¡r.s 2.3 Slrple Ethernet Conflgtrratlon.

fntenfoce unlt
I
I

v

with interface units. Some devices such as terminals, may require
servers 'in order to connected to the medium.

The commerc'ial'ly available transmission media for Ethernet are
standard tthernet coaxial cableu fiber optic cabìe, thinwire coaxial
cable and transceiver cable. A unit of length for the cable js caljed
a segment" The Ethernet coaxial segment 'is terminated at both ends

with terminators" The transceiver cable provides a connection between

a transceiver and a node. The transceiver is an interface device
which 'is tapped physicaììy on the coaxial cable to provide a

funct'ional interface between the node and the coaxiar cabre. Two

segments of the coaxial cable can be joined by a Ethernet repeater.

10-
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Three types of repeaters are commercially available : the local
repeater" the remote repeater, and the multìport repeater. The local
repeater connects two Ethernet coaxial segments. The remote repeater
consists of two 'local repeaters connected by a f .iber optìc I ink
segment" The multiport repeater provides eight ports for conneition
of ejght thinwire segments and one port for connect.ion of the
transceiver cable. Some of the conrnerc'ial repeaters are described in
Digitaì (1986) " Figure 2.5 il lustrates the relationsh.ip of the
repeater to the OsI Reference Moder. The repeater does not perform

any data link functions, jt only aìlows the bjts to be transferred
between the Physica'r Layers of the two nodes. A repeater can connect
media wjth identical physical 'layers onìy.

¡ÐeIlcetlon

Pr.es€ntatlon

Soeelon

TFônspont

tþtlrûnk

Oata Llnk

Ptryslcel

Repeater
Ftryslcal

Flgwe 2.5 Th€
6I

Appllcatlon

heeentetlon

trryslcel

Saeelon

r'elatlonshlp of the r.epeeten to the
FÞf enence r¡¡¡del -

Tl'wrspont

f'þtr{ork

Date Llnk

Phye1cel,
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2"2.2 Linitations Of An Ethernet Network

Dig'itar signaì s traver at approx.imateìy 0.27 times the speed of
ìight on coaxiar cabre. S'ince signars degrade w.ith d.istance on the
transmission medium, vendors suggest that there are identìfiable
distance limitatìons for the tthernet network (Digitaì" 19g6). For
exampleo the maximum ìengths of an Ethernet coaxial segment, a

thinwire coaxiar segmento and a fiber optic rink segment are 500
meters, 185 meters and 1000 meters respectiveìy. The maximum ìength
of a transceiver cable is S0 meters.

Accordi ng to Di gi taì ( 1996) , Ethernet coaxi ar segments may

contain a ¡naximum of 100 transceivers with a minimum separat.ion of 2.5
meters between transceivers; a thinwire segment may contain a maximum

of 30 transceivers with a minimum separation of 0.5 meter. A standard
Ethernet network has a d'istance limitation of 2800 meters between the
furthest two nodes in the network. Figure 2.6 shows the dìstance
iimitation of an Ethernet network. This network consists of three
Ethernet coaxial segnentse one fiber optic I ink segment, two
transceiver cabres connected to the transmitting and receiving nodes,
and four transceiver cabres connected to two repeaters.

The d'i stance ì .im.itati on of Ethernet

using extended LAN devices to connect

together "

networks can be modif-ied by

two or m¡re Ethernet networks

-13_
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Flgune 2.6 The dlstance 11m1tat10n of an Ethennet netwonk.

2"2"3 Extended LAN Devices

nepeater.

5O0m coaxlal eegmont

Two or more networks can be connected together with extended
network devices. There are three types of devices to extend a rocal
area network : bridgeu router, and gateway. A bridge operates at the
lower two'layers (data link and physical) of the osl Reference model.
Fjgure 2"7 shows the rerationship of the br-idge to the OsI ìayers.
Instead of bits transfered in the physical layer, a bridge aììows
'information transferred between the data r.ink ìayer of the two nodes.
Thereforeu a brìdge can connect two local area networks wjth same or
different type of physica'l ìayers. In addition, the bridge is able to
recognize the address of the transm'iss'ion and determine whether or not
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it should be buffered and forwarded from one

D'igita'l (1986) recommends that an extended LAN

seven bridges in series and span a distance

meters -

App I lcat 1on

Þesentatlon

network to the other.

consist of no more than

not exceeding ZZ,4OO

Physlcal

Data Llnk

Flgune 2.7 The
OSI

A router operates within the rower three rayers (Network, Data
Link, Physicaì) of the OsI Reference model. The function of the
router is to determ'ine if a n*ssage is to be forwarded to the
destination node in a remote network. Fìgure z.g shows the
relationshìp of the router to the 0SI Reference model.

APpl lcatlon

Pnesentat 1on

Phys lca I

nalstlonshlp of the bntctge to the
rnodel.

Ptryslcal
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Flgune 2.8 The nolatlonshlp of the Fouten to the
OSf Refonence modol.

tbta Llnk

Physlcal

A gateway may operate in ar ìayers of the OsI Reference moder.
It allows two networks with different but spec'ified protocols to
consnunicate with each other. Figure 2.9 shows the relationship of the
gateway to the 0SI Reference model. Detailed discuss.ion of gateways

and routers is external to scope of this thesis; for a detaiìed
descri pt'ion ref er to McNamara (lggs) , Digitar ( 19gz) , and D.igi tar
(1e86).

Appl lcat 1on

Ì.letwonk

Pneeentatlon

Date Llrk

Ptryslcal

Sesslon

Tnanspont

Netwonk

tbta Llnk

Physlcaì.
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FlSune 2.9 The nelatlonshlp of the gate¡ray to the
OSI Fbfenenc€ modsl.

t

Data Llnk

Sesslon

Physlcal
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App 1 lcatlon
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Data Llnk
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2"3 CSMÂ/CÐ nñEBrÅ 4ceEss MET&{@E}

Access,

The three basic features of csþ,rAlcD are carrier sense, MurtÍpìe

(1Ísten-before-tarking) enabres a node to detect actìvity or traffic
on the transmission medium. If there is traffic , the node will
defero or wait" Murtip're access ailows ail nodes to share a common

bus transmission medium. FÍgure 2.10a shows carrier Sense Þlult.ipìe
Access" Figure 2"10b shows the defe*ar dqe to ca*ier sense.
Col I ision is defined as two or more simultaneous.ìy transmitted
messages overlapp'ing with each other on the transmission medium,
producing i nterference- cor r ision detection , ('r i sten-whi re-tar king)
provides the abirity to detect interference in the transmission.
F'igure 2'11a shows collision Detection. A collision checking intervaj
is the two way propagation deray required for the in.itiar bits of a
node's transmission to reach and return from the farthest node on the
medium' once a transmission is begun and successfu-rìy passes the
collision window, no collision will occur because the carrier sense of
other nodes wi r r recognize the transmi ssion in the med.ium. Th.is i s
refe*ed to as capturing the channer. If a coil ision occurs dur.ing
the col rision window, the transmitting nodes abandon their
transmissions and remain s-irent for a random period of time (backoff)
before attempting to retransmit. Figure 2.11b shows the backoff due
to coilision- In addition, each corìiding node emits a jam signal (a
short series of bits) to ensure that al I other nodes have detected the

18-
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coll ision (IEEE CSMA/CD, 1985 and Dig.ita.t, 19BZ).

Sendlns
node

Flgune 2.10a, Cannlen Sense tfultlple Access.

othen
node

1
coax 1al

coll 1slon
r-+llndow

cable

I tnoicatton
,t of tnansmlsston

Figune 2.10b Cannien Sense and defennal.
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2"3"I Architecture And Functions

The relationship of IEEE 802.3 csmq/cD to the iso Reference Model
'is shown in Figure 2.L2" The Data Link Layer of the osl Reference
Model is divided into two sublayers: Log.icaì Link control (LLc) and
Media Access contror (MAc). The physical ìayer of the OsI Reference
Model corresponds to the physi ca'r signa'r'ing 'rayer (pls) o the
Attachment unit Interface (AUI), the Medium Dependent Interface (Ì,lDI),
and the Phvsicar Medium Attachment (pr'tA) i n the IEEE g02.3 LAN

standard" csþrA/cD is supported by the Media Access control subìayer
(the bottom subìayer of the Data Link Layers) and the physicaì Layer.

GI
REF',ERS{C€ g@g-

lAtes

ÁPPIJO\TION

PR€S€NTATK}N

sFsstcÞ{

TRA'{SPORT

NETTTORK

OATA UNK

æflsffaAt

Flgune 2.12 Tha nelatlonshlp of fFtrç g0A.3 Csp.lA,/CÐ tothe fS Fþfenence mclel.
(from ttne CSUA/CD, 19g5)
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Within the MAC sublayer, two interfaces are defined: the
Physica'l Media Interface and the LLC Subìayer Interface. Figure 2.13
shows the þ{AC subrayer. The physicaì Media Interface provides a path
for bit streams between the pLS and þ{AC Sub'rayers. The LLC subìayer
Interface provides a path to transmit and to receive frames between
the LLC Subìayer and MAC Sub'layer.

The two main functions performed in the MAc subìayer are:

i) Data encapsuìation (transmit and rece.ive)

a) Frarning - frame boundary delimjtation, and

frame synchronization.

b) Addressing - handling of source and

destination addresses.

c) Error detectìon - detection of physicar medium

transmission errors.
i'i) Media access nanagement (corision avoìdance)

a) Medium allocatjon _ collision avoidance.

b) Contention resolutjon _ collision handlÍng.

2"3"2 &[AC packet

A frane is defined as a series of transmitted bits grouped
together" it may arso be referred to as a packet a.rthough the term
packet sometimes refers to the network ìayer of the osl reference

22-



ACCESS TO PI-fYSICÁL INTEFACE

Flgune 2.13 &þdle Áccees bntnol Functlons

model (Tanenbaum, 1gg1). Each subgroup of the packet is cared a
field- The fr{AC subr4yer packet consists of eight fierds: preambìe,
start frame delimitero destination address, source address" ìength,
LLC Data, pad" and frame check sequence. Each fierd contains a
different number of b'its and serves different functions in the packet.
During transmissiono the fierds within a packet are transmitted from
the top fierd (preambìe) to the bottom f.ierd (frame check sequence).
The bits within a fierd are transmitted from reft to right. Figure
2"r4 shows the MAc packet format. The preambre fierd (6a bits) is
used for packet synchronization. The start frame derimiter fierd (g
bits 10101011) is used to indicate the beginn.ing of the packet. The
address fierds (4g bits each) indicate the address of the receiv.ing

23-
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node and the transmitting node. The rength fierd (16 b-its) indicates
the number of octets (g bits) in the data fierd. The data fierd is
the LLC data" The pad fierd is a series of n octets added to the data
field when the data fierd 'is ress than the minimum number of bits
requ'ired- The Frame check sequence fierd (32 bits) conta.ins a cyc.ric
redundancy check (cRc) code. The maximum packet size is 151g bytes;
the minimum packet size is 64 bytes. Further detair describing each
field can be found in IEEE CSMA/CD (1985).
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2 on 6 OCTETS
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A

packet
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EITS WITHIN PAq<ET
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Flgune 2.14 M,AC packet forïnat.

message may consist of several packets. Messages w.ith only one
are called single-packet messages. Messages with more than one
are referred as multi-packet rnessages. The minimum.interpacket
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spacing between tvro packets in a message .is cailed the -interframe gap.
The interframe gap is intended to provide interframe recovery time for
other csMA/cD subtayers and for the physica.t medium (IEtt csMA/cD,
1985). IEEE csMA/cD (19g5) specifies the interframe gap ro be 9.6
usec- Figure z"rs shows a message consìsting of three packets.

intmfram gQ intmfrmn gru

{' {'

Packet

Flgß.q'€ 2.15 A messog€ constetg of tbse psck€ts.

Packet

Mess age

Packet
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2.3"3 CSÞ{,A/CD Network Operation

The operations of CSMA/CD are described

transmitting node operations, receiving node

recovery are discussed jn detaij"

2" 3" 3" i on"

Hhen the LLC subrayer requests transmission of a packet, the
Transmit Data tncapsulation component constructs a MAC packet from the
data supplied by the LLc sub'layer. This component checks the
validation of the data from the LLC subìayer, then the packet is
passed to the Transmit Media Access Management component.

0nce the Transmit Media Access Management component accepts the
packet from the Transmit Data Encapsulation component, jt will attempt
to transmit the packet to the pLS sub'layer. The Management component
first monitors the carrier sense signal provided by the pLS subìayer.
If the carrier sense indicates that another transm.ission has been
allocated the transmission medium, the transmission of the packet wiìì
be deferred" Hhen the medium is cìearu the packet begins to transmit
after an interframe gap (9"6 usec). The Management component sends a

serial stream of bits to the pLS interface for transmission. The pLS

generates the erectricar signaìs on the physicar redium to represent
the bits of the packet. If the transmission is compìeted, the r4AC

26-
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subì ayer wi I I .inform the

wait for the next request

2. 3.3.2

At each receiving nodeo the reception procedures are summarized
as foì ìow'ing" The a*iving packet -is f .irst detected by the pLS

subìayer" The pLS responds to the packet by synchronizing with the
preambìe field of the packet and the PLS turns on the carrier sense
signaì" The received packet from the medium .is decoded into binary
data" The preamb'le field, and the start frame delimiter field are
removed by the pLS and the remaining fierds of the packet are passed
to the Receive Media Access Management component. The r,ranagement

component col'lects bits from the PLS while the carrier sense signaì is
on" Hhen the carrier sense signal is off, the colìected bits are
passed to the Receive Data Decapsulation component. The Decapsuìation
component checks the destination address to decide whether this packet
should be received. Aìso, the component checks for the varidation of
MAc packet" If the packet is valid and the destination address is
recogn'ized, the packet is passed to the LLC sub.layer, otherurise, the
packet is discarded.

LLC sublayer. The LLC

for transmission from

subìayer wilì then

the upper ìayers.
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2"3.3"3 CoIlision And Recovery

If two or more nodes detect that the medium is clear within the
collision window, the nodes w'ir begin to transmit and a coilision
wi ll occur. The pLS notices the interference (coìì ision) on the
channelo turns on the collision detect signal, and performs recovery
operations" The Transm'it Medja Access Management component transmits
a iam signal (4 bytes of arbitrary data) to ensure that all colliding
nodes notice the collision. All co'lìiding nodes wait for a brief time
interval (backoff) and attempt to transmit again with the normal
transmission procedures. The backoff procedure of Ethernet is called
Truncated Binary Exponent.ial Backoff Aìgorithm.

2"3"3-4

0nce packets in the physicaì medium experience a coilision, the
sending nodes wiil backoff and wait a period of time before attempting
retransmission" The pe.iod of time for waiting is caì red
retransmission deìay" The schedujing of retransmission is a criticaì
feature in the performance of tthernet and is controred by a

truncated binary exponent'ia] backoff aìgorithm. The algorithm
un'iformly distributes the probabiìity of retransmjssion within the
foilowing interva'l:

Truncated Binar Ex nential Backoff A1 rithm

-28-



where

r=arandominteger,

k = mi nimum (n,10) ,

n = the number of retransmjss.ion attempts.

During each retransmission, a random integer r is generated
between the lower bound 0 and the upper bound z#k. The packet will
wa'it for a period of time equar to the integer product of r and the
slot time" before retransmission. The slot time is sì.ightìy ìarger
than the round-trip propagation deray of two nodes which are the
maxìmum allowed distance apart. In IEEE g02.3, srot time is specified
to be 512 bit times" The first transmission attempt proceeds with no

delay because n=k=0 and F=0, and hence the intervar is t0,1). The

second and further retransmissions wiil experience a certain deìay
according to the integer number n and the integer number r. If the
number of retransmission attempts is greater than 10, k wiri remain as
10 and the transmission intervaì wiil be t0,1024). The maximum number

of retransmission attempts for each packet is 16. If ar sixteen
retransmission attempts fair due to coilisjons, this event is reported
as a transmission error and the transmission interval is reset to
zero" The protocols of the upper iayers of the 0SI Reference Model

must recognize this error and decide whether to transmit or negìect
the packet" staììings (1984b) has indicated that the disadvantage of
the truncated binary exponentiar backoff aìgorithm .is the ìast-in,

29-
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first-out phenomenau nodes

col I isions wi I I have greater

have experienced a relatively

2"3.3"5 Persistence

Three d'iff erent

in the ì iterature;

p-persistent CSMA/CD"

which is described

different persistence

which have experienced a small number of

chance of transmìtting before nodes that
large number of collisions.

persistent csMA/cD protocors have been described

non-persistent CSMA/CD, l-persistent CSMA/CD, and

Ethernet uses l-persjstent CSþIA/CD protocoì

in F'igure 2"L6" Staìt ings (t9g4b) described the

of CSMA/CD as follows.
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For a l-persistent CSF4A/CD protoco.lu

ready for transmission wjjl npnjtor the

of the foìlow1ng act jons.

i) If there is
transmits the

ii) Otherwiseu the node wa.its unt.iì the

Ídle and then transmits the packet.

802"3 and Ethernet specifies that the

for 9"6 usec before transmission.

no transmiss'ion on the medlumo the node

packet imnediately"

a node which has a packet

physical medium to select one

iii) Hh'ile transmitting, the node continues to perform the
coìlision detection procedure. If a corìision happens, it
will perform the backoff algorithm and repeat step (i).

For the non-pers'istent protocolu a transmìtting node will examine

the medium and take the fo'llowing actions:

medium goes

In addition, IEEE

packet should wait

i) If the rnedium is idreu the node transmits the packet.

i i ) 0therw'ise,

probabi ì i ty

and repeats

medium.

the node waits

di stri buti on

step (i) untiì

a period of time drawn from a

(the retransmission deìay)

it successfulìy acquires the

-31 -



iii) [{hiìe transmitting, the node continues to perform the

col lision detect'ion procedure. If a col iis-ion occurs, it
wilì perform the backoff a'rgorÍthm and repeat step (i).

For p-persistent protoco'|, a transmìtting node will examine the
medium and take the foìlowing actions:

i) If the redium is idìe, the node transmits the packet

with probability p, and deìqys one time unit with
probability (1-p)" One time unit is equat to the maxinn¡m

end-to-end propagation delay.

i'i) If the medium ìs busy, the node will continue to tisten
until the channel is idìe and repeat step (i).

'iii) Hhile transmitting, the node continues to perform the

collision detection procedure. If a collision occurs, ìt
wil'l perform the backoff aìgorÍthm and repeat step (i).,'

Since the initial
bandwidth (Shoch et

be the most efficient
packet is scheduled

channel'is idle.

design of Ethernet tvas assumed an excessÍve

ô1, 1982), l-persistent protocoì was believed to
protocol. This is because .in this protocoìo a

for transmission without delayu as soon as the

-32-
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3. i !ruTROÐticTtoru

In the CSMA/CD access method, packets are sentn one bit at a

time, onto the physical channel. The messages may experience
collisions which necessitate recovery procedures and cause delay.
Therefore, the term performance refers to the accuracy and efficiency
with which packets are transmitted from the send.ing nodes to the
rece'iving nodes. physicaì channer utirization, message deìay, and

error rates are examples of performance parameters. These parameters

are directly affected by the number of users, the size of the packets,
and the bandwidth of the computer resources. There are two ways to
evaluate the performance of CSþIA/CD: real measurement from actual
networks, and theoreticar study (anaìysìs and simuìation). The aim of
this chapter is to sunmarize these methods and present a comprehensive
view of resurts from the ava'irabre riterature. A d.iscussion of the
merits and inadequacies of the pubìished references are discussed at
the end of this chapter.

3"2 ARETå{OþS

Measurements from phys.icaì networks and

conceptual networks are the two major methods

estimate the performance of CSMA/CD networks.

make use of a model, defined here as a

attributes to represent a phys.ical network.

theoretical study of

which have been used to

Theoretical studies

set of cond'itions and
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In the review of the literature, there was no reference found
which evaruated the iEtE g02.3 performance. Therefore, this rev.iew
only identifies isorated techniques and resurts whìch are appricabre
and relevant to segments of the current study. The fo-ilow.ing
subsections describe physìcal network measurements and theoret.ical
studies of conceptual networks.

3"2"I phvsical Network Measurements

Real measurements of an operational network provìde an accurate
indication of performance which can be used to validate theoretical
stud'ies. Actuar measurements of network performance are made by
attaching special dev.ices, oF monitors, to the network, or by using
monitoring software to record the network activity. This method is
general'ly more accurate than theory, but jt
perform because of the fast and comp.lex nature

Two articies which reported actuar measurements of csMA/cD

networks are Metcarfe and Boggs (1976), and Shoch and Hupp (1gg0).
Ne'ither references describe their monitoring procedure in detair.
Metcalfe and Boggs (1976) pubì'ished the first paper to describe the
Experimentia'l Ethernet. A singìe Ethernet cabre, one kirometer ìong
and operating at 3 Þrbps, was used to support 256 users. Shoch, and

Hupp (1980) used Experimental tthernet cable operat.ing at 3 È4bps.

Thjs latter network spanned approximateìy 550 meters and connected

rs

of

very difficult to

network traffic.
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over 120 nodes. Network activ-ity was generated by file transfer
between difference resources. Mon'itoring software was used to record
the network act'ivity by passÍve collection, which allowed a monìtoring
node to sense and record the network traffic in the cable w.ithout
generating any traffic itself. Both papers used Experimental Ethernet
which has not been used since. No detai'led experiment measurement of
an Ethernet network conforming to Ethernet specification version z.o
was found in this review.

3"2"2 TheoreticaÌ Studies

A theoretical study involves

to deri ve certai n performance

further divided into simulation or

In this review, the term simuration is appiied to a method which
makes use of a computer program, while mathematical techn.iques refer
to the use of any direct symboric formurat-ion to derive network
performance resurts. Both methods were poorìy described in the
literature" Also, the lack of any consistency in the methods and the
results made it impossib'le to generaìize individual technìques.

the prediction of network activity,
results. Theoretical studies can be

mathematical techniques.

Simulation uses a computer program to
model " Different values of the vari ables

different confjgurations and characteristjcs

construct the network

can be used to represent

of the networks. The
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'length of the packets, the rength of the cabren and the number of
nodes are the exampres of the variabres. During program execution,
the step by step iterations of the computer atgorithms predict and

represent the events in the network. The events may jnclude network
traffic generation, the backoff scheme, acknowredgment, and so on.
Different s'imurations reported in the riterature have emphasized

different parameters fo.input to the program. Hhen the execution of
the program finishedu the numerical results are recorded into a f.ile
as estimates of the network performance. Simulatjons are often based
upon the Monte carlo method (Bratìey et al, 1gg3). They have been
written 'in a variety of 'languages including c and Fortran and more
recentìy in specia]]y designed software packages which are based on
Fortran (Dahmen et ôr, 1gg4) and c (Konstantas, 1gg3). Arso, the
model may be time or event driven, but the event drìven approach has

been more corrãnon because of its superior efficiency (Konstantas,
1s83).

Queuing theory is the most frequentìy described mathematicar
technique found in this review. since there is no standard procedure
for the queu'ing theories, onìy some erements of queuing theory are
presented' The model for queuing theory analysis can be characterized
by the number of nodes, the arnount of buffer space in the node, the
queuing conditionsu and the tim'ing conditions. A finite number of
nodes Ís often assumed. The amount of buffer space for the messages

to queue in each node can be either infinite or finite. þlithin the
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gueuing conditions, an infinite number of messages capabre of being
transm'itted in the shared channer is usuaììy assumed. These messages
first arrive in the transm.itting nodes, then are queued (made to wait)
for a turn to transmit- The timing conditions control the arrival and
departure of the transmitted messages. 0nce the queu.ing moder is
defined, the sorution can be derived by ¿irect mathematicar anaìys.is.
For further references on queuing theoryo refer to Apostoìopouros and
Protonotarios (19S6) , Tasaka (19g6) o and Tobagi and Hunt (1979) .

3.2.3 Terminoloqv

Inconsistency in the use of terms

difficult to compare results. The

faci I itate comparsion:

D : the transmjssion delay between the time a packet

ready for transmission from a node, and the start
the successful transmi ssion. Figure 3.1 shows

definition of transmjssion de-lay.

S : the throughput

(packets) being

in the literature makes

following terms are defined

U : the utilization of the

channe 1 capacì ty be.i ng

of the network; the total rate of data

successfuìly transmitted between nodes.

it
to

is

of

the

networki the fraction of total
used" Since the definition of
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util ization is rerevant and confused in different
papers" utirization in this rev.iew .is crarified as

channe r capac'i ty bei ng used by unco'r r i ded packets on.ry.

0G : the offered road to the network; the totar rate of data
(packets) presented to the network for transmìssion.

p6d(et

!
Btterpt

tnsrsntsslon

-Iryl*-o_"t1---t
7_\/\

Bækoff on \
tþfemal

Fl$^n€ 3.1 The definltlon of trensrlselor¡ cfelay.

For example, 'if the total data offered to the network is r.2
Mbps' and the total data successfully transfemed between nodes is i
Mbps, then the offered load 0G is l.z Mps, the throughput S is 1.0
Mbps- In this examp're the utirization u is 0.1, since the totar
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capacity (bandwidth)

is often normalized

A'lpha is an important parameter which affects the performance of
the network (starì'ings, 1gg4b). Arpha is defined as the ratio of the
length of the transm'iss'ion medium (expressed in the equivalent in bits
between two nodes)" to the size of the packet in bits. Alpha can be
further expressed as the fraction of one way propagation time to the
equ'ivaìent tinre rength of the packet. Typicar varues of Alpha range
from 0.01 to over 1"0 for rocar area networks (star.ings, 19g4b).

one way propagation tine (in b.its)

of tthernet channel is 10 Mbps.

and 'i nterpreted as ut i I .izat ion

A'lpha =

The parameter S

U in some papers.

size of the packet (in bits)

. .. .(1)
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3"3 RESULTS

This section

the literature.

3"3"1 GeneraL Statements

The major results from the literature survey are summarjzed in
Table 3'1a to Table 3-1f. Ïhe Tables are divided into four columns
which are Author, Method, protocol" and Related performance Results.
under Method" the different methods are, distinguished. under
Protocol, ôñy modifications to the csMA/cD protocoi which have been
introduced are indicated. The modifications were main.ry in the
transmission attempt strategy. 0nìy the major :results are descr.ibed
in the Related performance Results.

sursnarizes the related performance resujts found in
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Arthurs and
Stuck, 1984

Buxo 1981

Choudhury and
Rappaportu 85

Anaìyt i cal

I

.Þ
l\)

I

Coìvinu 1983

Analyti cal

Dahmen et al,
1984

Modified
csMA/CD

Simulation&
analyt i ca'l

CSMA/CD

Analyti cal

RELATED PERFORMAÌ,{CT RISULTS

Haenle and
Giesslero
1978

Mod'l f i ed
CSMA/CD

Simulation

Modified CSMA/CD offers a
retransmissjon delay than

CSMA with
collision
avoi dance

I::lljljgnt operarion tf alpha is ìarse.
transm'tssion delay increases rapidly ñor loadsat about 0.6.

csMA/cD

Simulation

Shorter length
utiìization.

CSMA with collision avoidance resolvescollisions more effective'ly than CSMA/CD.

No

specified
protocol

shorter mean
non-modified CSMA/CD.

Greater packet sjzes can have better
performance with CSMA/CD.

Ygun. wai t'lng time i ncreases exponenti aì 
.ly 

wi ththe total offer loads
Mean. wa'iti ng time i ncreases w.lth packet
ì ength.

TABLE 3.1a : Summary of the ljterature results

packets reduce the channel

1) Expected graphs
?) Expected graphs

of throughput vs
of appl j ed ]oad

app'lìed load.
vs delay.



AUTHOR

Heymanu 1986

Jenqu 1986

METHOD

Anaìyt Í cal

Kanakia and
Tobagi, 1986

I

À
(^)

I

Analyt i cal

PROTOCOL

Marathe and
Haweo 198?

Measurement

csMA/cD

RELATED PTRFORMANCI RESULTS

Analyt'lcal

Data L'ink
LLC
protocol

If packet size increases, throughput and
average response.time wjll imprõve.
Analytica'l equattons.

Analytical equations for
Small value of alpha can
uti I ization.

CSMA/CD

1) !!e potential botileneck occursljnk layer.
2) suggest further development on

network interface unit.

TABLE 3.lb : Summary of the ljterature results

Transmission delay is often smaller than thedelays in the higher leve'ls.
Offered load is ãirectty-próportjonal to the
number of users.
Mean wait'ing time .is proport jonal to number ofusers.

f 
n hegW 'load (2000_users)o a packet on.ly

experiences one coltision'ón average per
successful transmi ssion.

channel utilizat.ion.
give a better channel

at the data

high speed



Metcalfe and
Boggs, 1976

Measurement

0'Rel I ly and
Hammond n

L982

I

À
.5

I

S'imulation

Pendse and
Soueid, 1985

PROTOCOL

csMA/cD

Schacham and
Hunto 1982

analyti cal
simulation

modified
CSMA/CD

RELATED PIRFORMANCE RESULTS

analyti cal

csMA/CD

analytical

f:l-large packet size (above 4000 bits), theutìlization of rhe experimentat Èttreiñéi ifãv,
wel I above 951.

modified
csMA/CD

The. suggested backoff aìgor.lthm performed
better than truncated biñary uactbrr ãrgõii*,min term of delay throughput ct¡ãrâcterjstjc.

analyt'ical

1

pers i stent
modified
csMA/cD

If the number of
throughput wi I I
point and remajn

The effects
pri ori ty.

Non
pers'i stent
CSMA/CD

TABLT 3.1c : Summary of the literature results

The mean retransmission delay stronglyaffects the network performai,ce. If-t-he meanjs loo sma'n, more cbllisioni-õå.rr.
Packet. length and cable fengih-ãifect thethe network performance.

.stations increases, the
increase up to a saturatÍon

constant.

of channeì capture based



AUTHOR

Shoch et a'I,
1,992

analyti ca1

I

.Þ(tì
I

PROTOCOL

Shoch and
Huppu 1980

CSMA/CD

RELATED PERFORMANCE RESULTS

measurement

Under heavy ìoad, only a short period of tjmeon the channel is losl due to .oìllsions
Channel efflciency depenài ;; iñ. size of thepackets. Larger packet sizes nãvè oetternetwork performance.

cst'tA/cD

When the packet size approaches the colljsion'lnterval, network perräi^máñðð-ãegra¿es to CSMAwithout collision àetection.- ---
Ethernet has been designeã io have excessive
bandwf dth. Ethernet nei*oit ,f,äü.id be run witha sustained load less than 50% òf channel
capac i ty.

TABLE 3.ld : Summary of the literature results

Ethernet is robust. Thg_performance degradesslowìy and recovers well'from momentary
overl oads.
If Alpha decreases, the network performance
i ncreases.
0n average, an individual packet does notexperience many col I jsions.
lhe transmjssion error rates are very ìow
and very few packets are lost.



cont:
Shoch and
Hupp, 1980

I

.À
Ol

I

PROTOCOL

Takagi and
K1 ei nrock o

1985

Tasaka,1986

RELATED PERFORMANCE RISULTS

Analytjcal

Under normal loadsu 99.1gß of the total packets
successfu'lly transmitted without latencyi
0.79?l of the total-packets nere d.layed-due todeference. 0nly 0.031 of the pãckets .lnvolved
in col'lisions.
Ethernet utiljzation increases with packet
size.
Under extreme overload, tthernet channel .isst'lll stable. The chanñel utilization remained
above 97%.

csMA/cD

Analyti cal

Mod i f 'led
CSMA/CD

Modified
CSMA/CD

TABLE 3.le : Summary of the literature results

General ana'lytical equations for the
performance of CSMA/CD.

1) Mean delay 'is exponent jal wjth total
throughput.

2) Proposed slotted CSMA/CD.

The performance of bufferd users onslotted nonpersìstent CSMA/CD protocoì.



Tobagi and
Hunto I97g

METHOD

Analytjcal

I

À\¡
I

PROTOCOL

non
pers i stent
CSMA/CD

TABLE 3.1f ; Summary of the literature results

RELATTD PTRFORMANCE RESULTS

Il.q.lflorghput detay characterjsrjcs of
çSMA/CD are better than CSMA. 

-
If the collision detect time is fixed" lonopackets have better perforrun.. in ðñånnãi"
ut j I izat'ion than st¡oi^t pacLeti.



From Tables 3.la to 3.1f , the s'ign'if icant results are summarized
as fol lowi ng:

i) If Aìpha is smail, the high utirization u of the channer

can be achieved" In order to make Arpha sma.rìer, a
greater packet size (above 4000 bits) is used. This is
because packets are exposed to corisions on-ry during the
collision intervar of their transmissions. Once a packet

has been on the physicar medium for that ìength of time"
no collision should occur. This result was reported by

Bux (1981), choudhurv and Rappaport (rggs), Dahmen et ar
(1984), He¡rman (1996), Shoch et at (IggZ), and Marathe

and Hawe (1992).

ii) Certain modified CSMA/CD protocoìs have demonstrated

superior performance to the standard IEEE g02.3 csMA/CD

protocoì. This resurt was reported by Arthurs and stuck
(1984)u Cotvin (1993), and pendse and Soueid (19g5).

iii) Message de]ays and coilisions are infrequent phenomenon
'in the network traff ic. 0n averôge an .indiv.iduar packet

experiences few coil'isions per successfur transmission
(Marathe and Hawe, IggZ ; Shoch and Hupp 1gg0).

iv) During momentarily heavy overload, [thernet performance
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degrades sìow]y and recovers weil. channer utirization
remained above 9l% in extreme.ly heavy offered loads
(shoch and Hupp, 1990). However, the channel utilization
in this paper incruded coilisionso deferra'rs, interframe
gap and packet datao and therefore over-estimated the
network performance.

3"3"2 performa¡ce Equations

It is difficurt to compare performance equations among different
references due to the fact that each paper used a different moder.
Alsoo equations derived from queuing theory are compìex in nature, and
not app'licable in this research. Therefore, onry the basic equations
describÍng the simpìe case of unmodified csl"lAlcD are presented in this
revi ew.

The equations of acquisition probabi.lity A, the transmission
deìay Do and the throughput S are derived by direct mathematical
techniques which can be found in starìings (19g4b) and Metcarfe and
Boggs (1976)" See also section 3.2.3 for definitions.

Acquisition probabi'rity A is the probabì ìity that on'ry one node
attempts a transmission and successfuìly acquires the channel. In
this case, real t'ime is considered to be divided into srot time. Each
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slot time is one end-to-end round trip propagat'ion time between the
two furthest nodes. Let N be the number of nodes continuous'ly sending

out packets. Assume also that a station attempts to transmit ìn a

cu*ent sl ot time wi th probabi r'ity 1/N, oF de'rays with probabi ì ity
1- (1/N). Therefore,

A- (N )

(1

The transmission deìay D can be represented in terms of srot
time" The probabi ì ity of a packet wait.ing 1 slot time before
acquiring the channel is A*(1-n); the probability for waiting i slots
is A*((l-n¡**'¡¡- Thereforeo the expected mean value of transmission
de1ay, EtDl is the geometric distrjbution of above two probabilities.

o (1/N) n ((1 -

- (1/N)) ** (N-1)

(1/N)¡ ** (N-1))

ElDl=(1_A)/A

The throughput

transmi ssi on t'ime to

S can be derived as

the packet transmission

s=

packet transmission time

packet transmjssion time + transmiss.ion delay

-50-
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In order to simpìify Equation (s), Equation (1) is used. Arsoo
the one way propagation deray is assumed to be harf of the srot time,
and the one t{ay propagation deray is aìways carcurated between the
furthest two nodes - Equation ( 1) can then be expressed as:

(I/2) slor time

A'lpha (a) =

packet transmission time (bits)

Substituting (6) inro (5),

s=
I/2a

r/2a + ((1-A)/A)

If the number of stations (N) becomes inf.inite, the acquis.ition
probabil ity A becomes *B* (1-(l/N)) ** (N-1) = I/e Therefore,

1

1 + 2an((1-A)/A)

limS=

N --+oô I + 3.44a
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Equat i ons

util ization of

3.3"3 Graphic Output

(7)

the

Graphic output has been used for both theoreticar studies and
real measurements. It is difficurt to compare the graphs from
different papers because each paper uses its own nx¡del and parameters.
Therefore, this section onìy shows the general characteristics of the
graphs fron the available papers.

and (8) are conrnonìy referred

CSMA/CD protocoìs.

to the throughput or
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Figure 3-2 shows the channeì utirization u as a funcilon of the
total offered ioad 0G. As the totar offered road .rncreases, 

the
channel utirization wiil increase to a max.imum rever. In the idear
case' the maxinu¡m utiìization is the maximum bandwidth (capacìty) of
the physicar channeì- Arsou the maximum utir'rzation is depended on
the packet size and Arpha in a heaviìy offered ìoad. shoch and Hupp
(1980) derived th'is resuìt from their measurements of an experimentaì
Ethernet' simiìar findings have been reported for the theoreticaì
studies ( Heyman" 1gg6 ; Jengu 19g6). It shourd be noted that the
simpìicity of this result is because there was no ìoss of bandwidth
due to colIisionsu deferraìso and interfranre gap.

Channel
Ulil¡zalion

10096

Total Ollored Load
Figure 3.2 The channel utiliaation

the total offered load.
H.pp, 1980).

Byt€s/pâcft€t

(-6ßf
ltg (-€{tßt
6{ (-CÌt,

as a funètion of
(from Shoch and
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Figure 3-3 shows the channer utirization u as a function of the
number of stations- The assumption is made that the number of
stations were cont'inuousìy transmitting messages. As the number of
stations increased" the channel utilization decreased because more
colìisions took pìace and more packets waited for transm.ission. For
ìarge size packets" the totar utirization was onìy decreased by a
small percentage- For smalì size packets, the total utiliza6on s,,as

decreased by a ìarge percentage. This resurt can be found in shoch
and Hupp (1980) and $.tetcaìfe and Boggs (1976).

Cnøsæ{

Lftg¡a6o¡r

M¡n@ade@

Figure 3"3 The channel utilization as a
number of hosts. (from Shoch

6rA byl@

ræw@
64 b:/i@

8@

4@

M@{f-@q6t
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Figure 3.4 shows the transmjssion delay D as a function of the

throughput s. If the throughput increases continuousìy, more

collis.ions occur, and individual packet experience more deìays and

backoffs to achieve successful transmjssion. From Figure 3.4, in
which transmission deìay D 'is defined as the ratio of mean transfer
time to the mean packet transmi ssion timeo D is exponent.iaì ly
proportionaì to the throughput s. packets experienced a large delay

when the throughput was greater than 0.5. Takagi and Kleinrock

(1985), Bux (1981)" and Dahmen (1984) reported this result from their
theoreti cal studies.

Delay ðs a function of
Flgune 3.4 (from Bux, lggi)
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Figure 3.5 shows the throughput as a functfon of Aìpha.
Throughput is defined as the totar rate of data being transmitted
between nodes (Staìlings" 1984b). The throughput was degraded when
Aìpha was increased- Thus, a decrease in the packet size can decrease
throughput. Thi s resul t was reported by Staì ì i ngs ( lgg4a) and
staììings (1984b)" It is important to notice that this resuìt appìies
to singìe-packet messages, and not necessariìy to the throughput of
ttu.rìtipìe-packet messages. Aìsoo Staì ìings (l9gaa) and Staì ì Íngs
(1984b) did not prov.lde a formaì proof of this result.

Thnoughput as

T

h
r
o
U

I
h
p

U
+

Figune 3.5
(frou Stallings, l984b)

Itl=#.of nodes
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3.4 E)¡SCL|SS¡Ofrt

The accuracy and generaf implicat'ions of the Ijterature review
are discussed in this section.

3"4.1 Accuracy

Performance results of Ethernet as reported in the literature
were derived from theory or physÍcal measurements. Since both methods

used certain assumptions and rimitations to formurate a moderu the
performance results are strictìy valid on]y for that particular modej.
Different models may have different results.

some major I imiting assumptions expressed by the I iterature
review are:

'i) The transmj ssion medium i s perfect.

Aìl theoreticar studies assumed that the transmission

medium is noiselessn the channej interferences are

caused by transmission conisions onry. However, in the
physicar network, noise can be caused by any transmiss-
ion faurt" cRc errors may be generated in this case.

The high reriabi'r ity of current technoiogy shourd

reduce this difference to insìgn'ificant proportions.
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ii) Constant packet ìength or var.iab-le packet length.

since rear Ethernet network acti vi ty cons i sts of
variabre size packets, it is more rearist-ic to use a

variable packet length in network performance

estimation- Tobag'i and Hunt (1979), and Heyman (19g6)

used variabre packet ìength whire gux (19g1) and Jeng

(1986) used constant packet ìength for their stud.ies.

The use of constant packet size shouìd yierd accurate

average results, but may produce under-estimates of the
performance when higher than average rength packets are

u sed.

iii) The Ethernet spec'ification is 10 Mbps for the bit rate.
However, most of the results were derived from

Expe.imentaì Ethernet which used 3 Þrbps (Moura, 1979;

Shoch and Hupp, l9g0;0,Reiììy and Hanrnond, 19gZ). A.lso,

the structure of the MAC packet and backoff aìgorìthm

between the Ethernet specificat'ion and the Experimentar

tthernet are quite djfferent. For exampìe, the preambìe

size and the maximum backoff intervar. Therefore, the
performance resurts from the Experimentar Ethernet

cannot represent the performance of the Ethernet

Specificat.ion"

iv) The overhead for tthernet is 26 bytes. some papers used
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smaller overhead,

Bux (1981). if
used, the network

v) S'ingì e-packet messages.

such as Shoch and Hupp (19g0), and

small overhead (less than 26 bytes) is
performance is over-estimated.

Higher levers of software genera'r'ry use murti-packet
messages' The tthernet protocoì specifies that each

packet be separated by at least one interpacket gap 9.6
usec" The majority of articles used singìe_packet
messages, incìuding Tasaka (1996) in his theoreticar
study" If singìe-packet messages are used, the
characteristics of the channer utirization of csMA/cD

is incompìetery represented. This is because each

individual packet in the message may be separateìy
delayed due to deferrals or coll isions; jf only
single-packet messages are considered, the chance for
the deray to occur is smarer than the muìti-packet
messages.

vi) Ethernet uses 1-persistent csMA/cD protocor whire some

papers used different persistent protocoì s such as

Tobagi and Hunt (1979), and Tasaka (19g6). Different
persistent csMA/cD protoco'rs have different performance

resurts' 0n1y the resurts from 1-persistent protoco'rs

were of interest in thjs report.
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vii) Network Size.

Smal I networks,

segment, were used

nor bridges were

typical ly required

des i gns 
"

vi i i ) Constant propagat-ion deìay (t.ime) 
"

generaìly one ìong single coaxjaì

by aìl articles. Nejther repeaters

used. Repeaters and brìdges are

in any study of practicaì network

Most papers assumed that the propagation deìay was small

compared to the packet transmjssion time, and that it
was identical for all source and destination nodes

(Moura et al, 1979; Marathe and Hawe, 19gZ). In fact,
propagation delay is h.ighìy variabìe.

ix) Reaì time was divided'into siots, but not bit t.ime.

Each slot time was equa] to the two way propagation

deìay" The transmission can occur at the beginning of
the slot on]y" Thi s assumption under-estimated the

channel traffic because transmissions can be attemptted

at any bit time in the real situations.

x) No acknowledgment was requìred to complete a message

transacti on "

Th'is assumption was used by all references and caused an

over-estimation of network performance because
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acknowledgments are small packets which use the channel

bandw'idth" This is espec'ially true for fuìl dupìex

terminal traffìc, where total message delay must include

the receipt of an acknowledgment on echo.

xi) Different backoff algorithms.

Ethernet uses truncated bjnary exponential backoff

algorithm. However, some papers used different backoff

a'lgorithms (Schacham and Hunt, L9g2; Choudhury and

Rappaport ' 1985) . The effect of these di fferent
a'lgorithms on the results is unknown but can be expected

to be significant by virtue of thejr presence.

In

necessary"

assumpti ons

order to make the moder tractabre, assumptions are

Howevero they shourd be carefuì ìy considered because

may easily make the model unrea'listic.

Many papers used modified CSþíA/CD protocoìs instead of using the
Standard IEEE 802.3 CSMA/CD protoco'l in this review. The modified
csMA/cD protocoìs clajmed that their performances r{ere better than
Standard IEEE 802"3 CSMA/CD. However, the mod'if ied CSi4A/CD were onìy
anaìytica'l predict'ions. S'ince modif ied CSMA/CD had not been
'implemented in real envirorwnent, no measured evidence was provided.
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In general, the published results

too restricted and not applicable to the

3.4"2 Observations

There were very few papers which dealt specifically with the IEEE

802"3 csMA/cD protocoì" Among those papers, the majority focused on

theoretical studies rather than physical measurements. This is ìikely
because physlcaì measurements are nucre expensive to perform than are

the generation of theoretical results. Also, measurement results are

nþre difficuìt to evaluate than theoretical results because of the

comp'lex activity i nvol ved 'in the physicaì network. Two actual

measurements of experimenta'l tthernet were found in this review. No

measurements based on the Ethernet specification were found in the

avai lable references.

found during this review

current study.

since the termino]ogy was incons'istent in the papers, many

authors calculated the channel utii ization which included the

collisions and deferrals. This is an extreme over-estimation of the

bandwidth uti I ization.

The performance of modified CSþIA/CD protocols were claimed to be

better than the Standard IEtE 802"3, however, standard'izatìon is more

important in practice" In addition, tthernet is consnonìy accepted by

most of the vendors. Therefore, the performance of Ethernet is more
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of interest than modjf ied CSl,lAlCD protocols.

In the theoretjcal studies, queuing theory and simulations are

used conrnonly" Simulations can represent a nore comp'l icated but

flexible network than queu'ing theoryu because the computer program can

be creative and flexible (Mayne, 19g6). However, developing a precise

program to represent the network behavjour correctly and effectively
wilì require a substantial anx¡unt of work.

In summaryu no singìe paper can be used as definitive reference

for this study" Pubìished performance results were dependent upon the
particuìar conditions of the models. The methods were too l.imited and

restricted. Nevertheless, the generaì nature of an tthernet has been

documented and mEy serve to explain the results described in
subsequent chapters"
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CHAPTER 4

fuTETHODS
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4"L ¡fuTRorlucT¡oru

Simulation is the general method which was used in this research.
Other techniques such as queuing theory and direct mathematical
analysis, as'introduced in the previous chapter, were found to be too
limited and restricted. The objective of this research ,,as to
accomodate compìicated and realist.ic networkso such that mathematical

techniques were not appropriate (grailey et dì, 19g3; sauer and

MacNair, 1983).

In this research, the conceptual model was IEEE g02.3 csMA/cD.

simulation lvas used to generate the solution. In addition the
procedures account for muìti ì pìe networks and certai n features
characteristic of higher revers of software, such as murti-packet
messages and device bandwidth which are usefur in performance

anaìysis" In this chapter, the technique and computer program of the
simulation are described in detail.

4.2 TEC¡{ru¡ot.,E

Simulat'ion made use of an event driven procedure at the bit
level" Time was assumed to be finite and consjsted of a sequence of
time slices" The time duration of each time slice was in the range of
1 to 20 seconds. Each time slice was divided into 100 nanosecond bit
times" tvents invorve any active use of the media, and nay occur at
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the start of any bjt tjme.

etterpted
tronsmleslon

Figure 4.1 shows the definition of time.

Flgnne 4.1 Faphlc nepnesentation of tlne.

The events encountered in the network s.imur ation are :
collisions, backoff, deìay, attempted transmission, defe'ar, and
successful transmission. In the simulat.ion, attempted transmissions
are first randomìy or specificaììy distributed in the time slice.
Thenu all the network events are resorved according to the position on
the time srice ìn the manner described in subsequent paragraphs"

l.{ester clock --}
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The following notations are used in order to present the events
in the tirne sl ice:

Ti = the ith attempted transmitted packet of a message.

Mj = the jth attempted transmitted message on the time scare.
Nk = the kth network.

p = the time period used by transmitted packet.

I = the positjon in the time scale

where the transmission beg.ins.

C = the position in the time scale

where the collision period passed.

t - the pos.ition jn the tjme scaje

where the transmission ends.

G = the .interframe gap which .is 9.6 usec.

Thus Nk(Mi(Ti)) refers to the ith attempted transmitted packet

of the jth message in the kth network.

In the aìgorithm developed in this research, each network has jts
own time scale or time clock" Network t has time clockl wh-ile network
2 has time cìockZ, and so on. Different time crocks are superimposed
to form a master crock. Figure A.za shows an exampre of two t.ime
clocks" with the'ir superposition on to master clock in Figure 4.2b.
The notation Ni 'i s referred to an event i n the ith network -
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For simpricity the argorithm is expìained with the aid of a

single network and a message consisting of a singre packet. severar
cases are considered to demonstrate the possib.le range of events.

Case 1: Successful Transm.ission.

successfur transmission of a packet is shown in Figure 4.3.
successful transmission is fulfilled if a node attempt.ing to transmit
a singìe packet at a bit time (position g), with no other packets
positioned within the collision window B-c. The collision window is
calculated for each attempted transmission within the coll ision
check'ing intervaì, which is equar to the max.imum two way propagation
t'ime, and is set in IEEE g02.3 to be 512 bit t-imes. Beyond c, carr"ier
sense will avoid collision. If any attempted transmissions are
positioned between C and t, they will defer.

Deferred transmission occurs when a node attempts to transmit a
packet whire the channer is being used by another transmitted packet.
Figure 4"4 shows the definition of deferred transmission. A packet 11
successfuììy passes the collision interval Bl-C. Another packet T2,
attempts to transmit at the position 82. Howevero as the bandwidth of
the channel was being used by the prev.iousry transmitted packet rr, ïz
must defer to a further position T2,.
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A collision js caused by

each other" Figure 4.5a

col I ision.

Case 2: Collision (case a).

In figure 4.5a, two transmissions (Tl and rz) wh.ich are on the
same network attempt to transmit at the same bit time (position B).
T1 and T2 collide with each other and produce an interference. In the
sjmulation, T1 and r2 are noved into a further position in the time
slice by the truncated binary backoff procedure specified by IEEE

802"3 (rEEE CSMA/CD, 198s)"

several transmjssions Ínterfering with

and figure 4"Sb shows the two cases of

T1
Backoff

Backoff

T1.

Flgwe 4.Sa Colllslon (cese

È{asten clock -->

a)
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Case 3: Collision (case b).

In figure 4.5b, the packet 11 is begun at the position 81. In
th'is event, T1 did not pass its collisjon interval B1-c because

another packet rz 'i s started and a cor i i sion occurs by 'the

interference of 11 and Tz. Both transmitted packets T1 and T2 are
aborted and backed off to positions Bl,and 82,, respectivelyo in the
time scale" If packet T2' is a successful transmission later on .in

the time scale, the deìay is the time interval between Bz and Bz,.
Similarìyu if packet Tf is a successful transmission at position 81,,
the delay is the time interval between 81 and 81'.

T1

T2

r

Backoff

Backoff
T2'

Flguno 4.S Colllelon (case bt

Ti'

Masten clock -->

81.
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This algorithm is a simpiification of actual events in that it
ignores the finite propagatìon delay between the -initiation of a

transmission and the detect'ion of a coil is.ion. Over a 500 meter
segment, the worst case deìay would be 4.3 microseconds.

To this pointu network events for a

consisting of a sing'le packet have

message may consist of multip'le packets.

message which consi sts of two packets

sìng1e network and a message

been illustrated. However, a

The network events for a

are descri bed as fol lows.
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Case 4: Successful Transm.ission - Muìtipìe packet.

Successfur transmission of a singìe two-packet message is shown

in F'igure 4.6. A node attempts to transmit a message Ml which

consists of two packets, T1 and 12. packets T1 and 12 are queued in
the nodeu and transmitted one by one according to theìr position in
the time slice" Transm'ission of the first packet of the message,

M1(T1), js attempted at posit'ion Bl. The second packet of the
message, M1(T2)o is attempted at position 82. Both Ml(Tl) and Ml(Tz)

successfuìly pass the'ir respective coljision intervals, B1_c1 and

B?-CZ as the network is idle at these times"

8l cr

Flgil-E-e 4.6 SJcces8fuL trsnernlsalgn of e neeeege.

E1 a-¿ % %

Þbster clock -)
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Case 5: Reply Packets.

Af ter the rece'ivi ng node successf uì 'ly receives al I the
transmitted packets of a message, an acknowledgment (repìied packet)

will be send back from the receiv'ing node to the transmitt.ing node if
indicated by the transmitting node. The acknow'ledgrnent is a singìe
packet, with a size equaì to the ìength of one packet of the receiving
node" For exampìe, if T1 is assumed to be the rast successfuììy
transmitted packet of the message M and rl contained a request for
acknowledgment, the packet Tk would be generated at the end of the
transmitted packet T1"

H1 Crl)

Flgune 4.7 Âcknowledgìrænt.

%

l4oeter clock -)
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Case 6: Deferred Transmìssion.

Fìgure 4"8 demonstrates a deferred transmjssjon. packet M1(T1)

is assumed to be successfu'lìy transmitted. A second message, MZo

consists of two packets, T1 and rz" DurÍng the bit by bit
transmiss'ion of the Ml(T1)" a packet M2(T1) is scheduled at position
821, within interval c1-E1. Because of Ml(T1), M2(T1) must defer to
the pos'ition 821' , which 'is the end of the packet M1(T1). t4zï2,) ,
which beìong to the message M2, has to be shjfted from BZZ to position
822'" It should noted that the t'ime period between 821 to B2Z is made

the same as 821, to BZZ' .

u, ffr) % trrl % trr)

Brl cr %1

% rr2)

Flgfl,re 4.8 &ferred tnensmLastofi.

Er %r'

%crd'

Bæ: Bæ.

!4eeter clock --)
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Case 7: Col l'ision - Multi-packet.

Figure 4"9 shows a similar situatìon in Figure 4.s but with a

collision in the murti-packet message. The packet Ml(T1) is attempted

at posit'ion 811" Another packet Mz(Tl) 'is attempted at pos.ition BzL"

which is within the coilision interval Bll-c1" Ml(T1) and M2(T1)

collide with each other. The backoff procedures random'ly move Ml(T1)

and M2(T1) 'into new positions, 811, and 821' respectiveìy. Since

M2(T1) is moved " t42(Tz) has to be shifted to a new transmitted
position fron 822 to 822' . It should be noted that the time interval
between 821 to BZZ is the same as BZ1' to BZ2, .

x, (Trl

Btt Bat c1

Flgtg-q 4.9 Co]]1e1on for mlltljecket ræeeege.

H1 rrr) '

Bæ.8¿t' Bæ' Brr'

Àhatsn clock 
-)
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To this po'int, the network events of a singìe network for both
single-packet and mult'i-packet messages has been described. l,tultiple
network are also of interest. A multi-network is defined by two or
rllore singìe networks connected together by bridges. Figure 4.10 shows

the simpìest case of a multi-network. Two s.ing]e networks, 1 and zo

are connected by a bridge" Since a bridge 'is a non-broadcast link
device, each network has it own set of independent events. If a

packet is transmitted on neturork 1, and both the transmitting and the
receiving nodes are on the network 1, this event will not have any

effect on the network 2. Since the bridge recogn'izes the destination
address of the transmitted packet, it wirì not forward and broadcast
unless required. However, network events of one network will affect
the activ'ity of the other networks if the transni tting and receiving
nodes are on different networks.

cases L to 7 for the sing'le network app'ry to the murti_network,
respecting the broadcast nature of the bridge. However, there are two
cases which are unique to a murti-network env.ironment; successfur
transmissions on separate networks, and transmiss.ion through a bridge.
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case I : successful transm'issions on separate networks.

Successful transmission for a message in a multi-network is shown
'in f igure 4" 11- Nr(Mj(Ti) ) refer to the 'ith packet of the jth message
'in network 1; N2(Mr(Tk) refer to the kth packet of the ìth message in
network 2" Nl(Mj(Tl )) is attempted at position 81. Nz(Þ{r (Tk) is
attempted at pos'ition Bz" It would appear that N2(Ml (Tk) is
transmitted within the corision interva'l of N1(Mj(Tj))" In fact, no

coìl ision occurs because N2(Mì (Tk) ) is on network 2 (using time
cìock2) while Nl(Mj(Ti) is on network

Nl {MJ ff1) Na 0'{t Crk)

1 (using time c'lockl).

Flgfld-e 4.11 gJcceseful tn@nsrnlsston ln e m¡ltl-retwonk.

E

l&ster clock 
-)
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Case 9: Transmjssion through a Bridge.

A packet may transmit from one network to another network. In
this case, the bridge serves as a path for the packet transfer.
Figure 4"rzan 4.12b, and 4.12c show a packet transmitted from one

network to another network. Packet Nl(Mj(Ti)) js forwarded to network
2- Nz(Ml(Tk)) and NZ(Mn(Tm)) are the network events in network z.
Nl(Mj(Ti )) successfuì iy passes its cor rision intervar on its own

network 1" The bridge buffers the packet Nl(Mj(Ti)) and attempts to
forward it to network z after a specified deray. If Nr(Mj(Ti))
arrives on network 2 successfully, it will become Nz(Mp(To)) the
transmitted packet in network z" However, if Nl(Mj(Ti)) fails to
fomard to network 2 due to coìr'ision" the bridge wi|r buffer it and

attempt to forward it again. The bridge .in effect becomes a second

generator of the packet"

F'igure 4"LZa" 4"I2" and 4.12c can

clock instead of two time clocks. The

transmitted from network I to network 2

4.13b-

be represented in a master

master clock for a packet which

is shown in figure 4"13a and
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In order to specify the route for the messages to pass through a

ìarge multi-network, a multi-network path table is manualìy entered
into the program. During prograln execution, the .inter_network route
for messages can be identified by utiliz'ing the multi-network path

table. An typicaì examp'le of the network transmitted path table is
gìven in Fìgure 4"19a at the end of this chapter.

In sunønary, the network events for murti-packet messages in
multiple networks are accounted for in the simulation. During
simuiation, aìl the network events are random'ly distributed in the
master clock" Next, all the network events are resolved to the
position on the master crock according to IEEE g02.3 and device
bandwidth iimitations; the network events may defer and delay to a

further pos'ition in the clock if necessary. In order to check for the
collisions, node to node distances are used to compute the collision
windows" All the stat'istical network information such as backoff,
defeffals" deìays, attempted transmissions, successful transmissions,
collisions are captured. 0nce the last event in the master clock .is

resolved, the simulation is completed.
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4.3 CORNPUTER PROGRAM

A computer program was deveìoped based on the technique descrjbed
in section 4"2. Different progranming ranguages were compared in
order to choose a suitabre one. The frowcharts and modures given in
the folìowing subsections describe the program .in detail. A user
guide to the simulation is given in Appendix C.

4.3.1

The computer faciìity
two super-mini-computers,

micro-computer, Micro-VAX I.
Virtual Merxrry Storage (VMS)

The programming technigues potentiaiìy available were concurrent
programning, common interprocess event fìag progranuning" and

structured progranan'ing" Concurrent Pascal progranrning h,as introduced
in IEEE CSMA/CD (1985) to explain the'imp'lementatÍon of IEEE g02.3

csl'lA/cD access method" However, IEtE cst{q/cD (1gg5) emphasized that
the program was not intended to be executed by a computer. As weìì,
concurrent Pascal was not available at the Health Sciences Centre.
comnon interprocess event fìag programming on the vAX/vMS operating
system was a'lso considered. Interprocess event f.lags are status
posting bjts that can be set or cleared ind'icating the occurrence of
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an event (De'itel ' 1984). If simultaneous execution of several
processes is required, 'interprocess f 'lags can be used to estabj ish
corsnun'ication and to synchronize the'ir activity (Dig.ital, 19g3).

Thus, each process can represent the activity of a sing're network.
Network events can be passed from one process (network) to other
process (network) by synchronizatjon of the event f'lags. In this
researcho synchronization of flags was also rejected due to the fact
that timing 'is diff icult to synchronize for compì'icated network

events" The most reasonable choice was structured progranrn.ing in
which the whole program was divided into several subroutines and a

mainline subroutine was used to control the execution of the other
su brou t'i ne s "

The advantages and d'isadvantages of various computer ìanguages

kere compared in order to find the most suitable one for the
requirements of the modei. No specia]-purpose simulation language was

available in Health Sciences centre, such as Gpss, simscr.ipt, and

simula described by Brailey et at (lgg3). The computer ìanguages

available were vAX Basic and vAX Macro assemb'ry. vAX Macro was

rejected because ìt
and very difficult
was selected"

is a non-structured language, not easy to ver.ify,

to control a compìex program. Therefore" vAX Bas-ic
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VAX-11 Bas'ic is a structured and high-level progranuning language.

It f ac'il itated programming and control ìing of the a'lgorithm in section
4"2 and supported alì operating system utilities. It also supports

subroutine and procedural structures such as record definition.

4.3"2 Flo¡scharts

Before wrìting

program, flowcharts

simulation program

the detai led 'instructi ons f or

were developed. The flowcharts

are shown in Figure 4"14a to

the

for the

Fi gure

computer

netu¡ork

4"14f"
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Define Network configuratjon and Master clock

Set up time sjice
Transmi ssion di stribution

st
onditi
heck i

Identify cument event and current position.

?

t thi s posi ti on-
in the sam

Update
stati stics

Backoff Deferred

Figure 4"IAa The flowchart of

_88_

Check for
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i)
ii)

Declare and define the computer variables.
Def i ne the I imitat'ion of the networks.

START

Des'ign the configuration between the networks
and the bridges"

For each network, design the configurat.ion
between the segments and the repeaiers.

Allocate and define the physical location for
each node in the networks.

initialize the statist'ical variab'ìes in orderto record the simulation results.

Fi gure 4. 14b

A

The flowchart
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i) Defjne a master clock which consists of
several time slices.

i i ) Input the number of time sl.ices, the total
number of network events in each time slice
and so on.

Create a time slice.

For each event, choose the source addressof the sending node, and the destjnation
address of the receiv'ing node.
For each event, check tõ see whether or notit wiìI pass through bridges and repeaters.

Randomìy d'istribute each event in this time
slice.

Check the validation of the position in the
time sl ice for each event due to the I/0
bandwidth I im'itation of the correspondi ng
source node.

Sort all the events in order of the
posit'ion in the t jme sl'ice.

Figure 4"I4c The flowchart of the
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c
I

Search for the posit'ion of the current event jn
the master clock.

exceed or
last event in

he master

Ident'ify whìch time clock (or network) ìs due.
For exampìe, ith network.

?

êvents occu
at this pos'it'io
and belong to
to the ith

channel for
ith network

busyr?'

Move these events at
the present position to
the id'le point of the
channel " (i "e" the end
of transmission of the
previous packet. )

Figure 4.LAd The flowchart of the computer program.
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channel for
as the

ìth networ
bu sy.?

Move this event
to the end of the
of the present
transmission on the
i th network.

Yes

Calcul ate the
coll'ision
interval.

fuì ly
passed the
col'li sion
i nterva l

2

This event successfuììy
captured the channel and
transmi tted "

Backoff the
collided
packets

through
bridge

Transmit this event to
next network and it becomes
a future network event.

Yes

F'igure 4"14e The flowchart of the computer program.
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i) Update the statistical var.iables whjch
represent the performance results.ii) Sort all the events in the order of
position in the t'ime sl.ice"

successfu'l'ly
transmi tted

Yes

require a
acknow-

Generate an acknowlegment at
the current position of the
t ime sl 'ice"

Figure 4"I4f The flowchart of the computer program.
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The simuìation begins with a definition of the variables in an

input data file" This is read by the program in order to construct
the network configuration. The input data specifies the connections

between the networks and the bridges, the connections between the

repeaters and the segments within each network, and the physical

location of each node.

Figure 4"r4c is the flow diagram of the timing procedure. A

master clock which consists of several time slices is defined. The

number of bit times 'is ass'igned in each tjme sl ice. Network events

occur at the beginning of any bit time, Then, the ìength of the time
slice and the maximum number of network events in the time slice are

assigned" For each network event, the source address (the address of
the sending node) and the destination address (the address of the
receiving node) are assigned from a uniform'ly random distribution.
special flags are set by the program for packets which must be

transmitted through bridges or repeaters. The network events are then

distributed randomly in the time sìice. Once all the events are set
up for this time slice, each network event is solved in the order of
its position in this time slice.

Figure 4.14d" 4"rfie, and 4"r4f show the steps to resolve each

event in the t'ime slice" The time limit is first checked to determine

whether the program ends or not. The current event in the tirne sl-ice
is searched and jts source address (source network, source segment,
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source node) is identified. Then, the number of events which belong
to the same source network are found, exactly at the bit time position
of the time srice. If there'is on'ry one event in this case, the
fo'l'lowing steps w'i'll continue at step D in figure 4.14e. If there are
more than 2 events, the channel is checked to see whether it is busy

or idle" If the channel ìs busy, these events w'ill defer to the end

of transmission of the previous packet plus the -interframe gapu and

the program wiìl continue to E in figure 4.74f. If the channe'l is
busyu a coìlision is assumed to occur, and the backoff procedure is
invoked, and execution is continued at E in figure 4.LAf.

At D in figure 4.14e, onìy one network event has occurred at this
position of the time slice. The channel is checked to determine if it
'is idle or busy" If the channel is busy, this event will be deferred
to a farther idle point in the t'ime sìice, and executjon will continue
at E in figure 4"14f" 0therwise, the colìision checking jnterval is
examined and the coll'ision window for each event in the checking

interval is calcurated. If any events occur inside the coilision
window, the colìiding packets w'iìr backoff and continue at E in figure
4'I4f' If all such events pass the respective collision windowsu the
channel is captured by this event. It is also determ.ined whether this
event passes the bridge or not. If so, it is praced in next network

and continue at t in figure 4"14f.
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At E in figure 4"14fu the statistics of the network performance

are updated" The remaining events are resorted in the order of the
pos'ition in the time sr'ice. If the cu*ent message ìs successfur, an

acknowledgment nrcssage is sent back to the source address if the
transmitted message so requested. If the positìon of any event
exceeds the present time slice, execution is ìooped back to B .in

figure 4"LAc. Otherwiseo execution is looped back to C in figure
4.IAd.

4.3.3 Subroutines

The computer program was divided into 48 subroutines. A mainìine
program is used to control the execution of the whole program by

calì ing the subroutines. 0n'ry certain important subroutines are
presented in this section.

A special routine is used to decide the number of transmissions
in the tire siice. The number of transmission in the t.ime slice is
determined by an input parameter car red ',number of sets of
transmissions"" One set of transmissions is equar to the number of
nodes Ín the network. For exampìe, if the network consists of ro0
nodeso one set of transmissions provides 100 messages jn the time
sl ice and these transmissions are randomry assigned source and

destination addresses,
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The input and output capacity routine (I/0 capacity) is executed
after alì the events are randomìy assigned in the current time srìce.
The purpose of this routine 'is to ensure that the events randomry
distr'lbuted in the time sjice are val'id with respect to the bandwidth
limitation for each node. Therefore, messages which beìong to the
same source address should have adequate deìays between messages.
Figure 4"15 shows an examp]e of bandwidth rimitation for a node. The

bandwidth limitation for tthernet is 10 Mbps; the bandwidth l.imitation
for a particuìar node (node A) is for exampìe 100,000 b.its per second.
Two packets Ml(T) and M2(T), which have the same source address, are
initialìy attempted at positions gr and 82 respectivery.

Ma (T) Ma (T)

Ftgune 4.15 An exonple of bwrdwldth ltmltetlon-

Itæ rløf
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If node A can transmit with a maximum of
second (10,000,000 bit t.imes), node A should al

times to be transmitted in BZ-81 bit times,

Bandwidth of node A * (BZ-81)

l=

if the size of the message M1 is smailer than x bits" M2 is valid
at 82" 0ther'wise, r4z is 'ir ìegaìry distributed, and is dereted from
the time slice" Initiaiiyu the i'lìegaì messages were repos'itioned but
th'is required approximateìy ten t.imes more execution time.

The propagat'ion time (delay) subroutine is used to check whether
an attempted transm'ission has passed the collision interval or not.
Figure 4"16 shows the definition of checking interval and collision
window on the master clock. Collision jnterval, as def.ined here, is
the one way propagation time from the first send-ing node to next
send'ing node" The checking interval covers the'longest interval
required to detect any co'ilisions or deferra'rsu and is equaì to si,z

bit times" If there is any attempted transm'ission jnside the check.ing
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intervalo the collision interval between the current transmission and

the attempted transmission js then found. if the attempted

transm'ission is outsìde the collision interval, there is no collision.
0therwise, the current transmission and the later attempted

transmission collid and the backoff algonithm is invoked.

t/ checking lntenvalK----- ----------)
rco1llslon
I¡ wlndow
K------->
¡

I

cunnbnt
tnansmlsslon

atterpted
tnansmlsslon

In the configuration of networks in figure 4.Ll" node A attempts

to transmit a packet to node B. During the checking interval, node C

attempts to transmit a packet. The program first identifies the

physicaì location of node A (DA) and then node c (DC). Thus, the

physical distance between node A and node c can be calculated. Th-is

di stance can be converted i nto b'it time by us-ing the propagation

Flgune 4.16 The
end

deflnitlon of colllslon lntenval
checklng lntenva1.
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velocity of coaxial cable which is o.7lc (c=300,000 km/s) (IEEt

csMA/cD, i985 ) . The converted d.i stance p]us the deì ays i n the
repeater and bridge can be referred to as the collision interval of
node A and node C" If the position of the attempted transmjssion of
node c is outside the coll'ision interval, there was no collision.
othenrise, the transmitted packet from node A will collid with the

transmitted packet from node C.

sending node

Flgune 4.17 The path of pnopagatlon delay.

The stop condition of the program 'is tested by a subroutine
called "time limit check"" If there is no transmission in the current
time slìce" and the current tirne slice is the last time slìce in the
master clocko the program normal'ly ends" If there is no transmission

Path of pnopagatlon delay
between node A and node C.
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in the current time slice and the current time slice is not the last
time sl ice 'in the master clock, a new tìme sì.ice, and a new set of
transmissions wìll be generated. The program will contìnue to resolve

transmissions 'in a time sl ice unt.il a normal end.

4"3"4 I,ist Of Assumptions

i) Bandwidth l'imitation

If there is any inval'id transmission based upon the checking of
\/0 subroutine, the invalid transmission is deleted from the time

slice" In reality, there should not be any inval.id transmission ìf
the I/0 devices are functiona'l'ly corrected.

2) Physical Delay in the devices

The physì cal del ays i n the devi ces were not included in the

simulation program. The typicaì example of one way deìay for two

transceivers and one repeater is 0.3 usec.

3) Backoff Position

The position whi ch backof f begins 'is aìways at the cument position
of the attempted transmission. This'ignores the time period due to
the propagation delay" The worst case of this time period for two

nodes at the farther end of a 500m segment ìs 4.3 usec. The backoff
retransmiss'ion interval is a multiple of sr"z usec which is far
exceeds the worst case value (4"3 usec) of this time period.
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4) The jam signal

The jam signaì which described

research" The jan signal

4"3"5 Output Format And Evaluation procedures

Once the program ends the results are recorded in four files.
The first fiìe, Hsc"0urz, records the configuration of the networks

and the simulation results. The second file, HSC.Our3, reports the
step by step simulation procedure which can be used for error
checking. The third fiìe, Hsc.0ur4, is the list of all the lnitial
transmissions in the master crock. Fìre HSC.0ur4 can be used when

required to verify that the distribution of transmissions is both rare
and random" The fourth fire, Hsc.ours, is used to report any
prograraning errors which occur during the execution. since files
HSc"0ur3, Hsc"0ur4, and Hsc.0ur5 are used for program validation, only
the file HSC"0uTz is of interest in this subsection.

The exanrpìe of the output f i le HSC"0ur2 is g.iven i n f igure 4.19a

to figure 4"19h" This output file'is based on the configurat.ions of
the exampie multi-network in figure 4.ig. Two networks, f.ive nodes

and one bridge are incruded'in figure 4.1g. Ll to L7 are the physicar
locations for each node.

ln

is

iEtt 802.3 was not included in this
32 bit times (3200 nsec).
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The output file Hsc.0ur2 is divided into twelve sections.

section (i) defines the size of the overhead for each packet. The

overhead can be specified by the user. In this case" the overhead was

specified according to IEEE 902"3. section (ii) shows the number of
networks and bridges in this simulation. Section (iii) shows the

paths for the transmiss'ion of a packets from one network to another

network" Sectìon (iv) defines the physical locations and connections

of the bridges. The bridge 'is connected between network 1 (with node

number 2o and physica] locat'ion 100"0 meters) and network Z (with node

number 5, and physicai location 100"0 meters). sectìon (v) defines

the repeaters and segments connection within each networks. There was

no repeater and only one coaxial segment in both network 1 and network

Figune 4.18 The netHonk conflgunatlon used
to lllustnate the output flle.
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2. section (v'i ) defines the transmission segment path for each

network" section (vii) shows the phys.icaì location and devìce type
for each node in networks. Section (vìii) defines the transm.ission
probabiìity for a packet to transmit from one network to another
network. Aìso, the transmjssion probabirity for a packet to transmit
within the same segment (the segment of the packet's source address)
which was assigned- Section ('ix) defines all the characteristics for
each node such as the device namee the bandw.¡dth, the number of
packets for each message, the 'length of each packeto ôñd

acknowledgment requirement (rep'ly flag). Basical ìy, section (i )
through section (ix) document the confìguration of the networks.

The simulation resurts are summarized in sections (x)" (xi), and

(xii). Section (x) defines the size of the time sìice, the number of
time slices, the number of transmissions in each time slice, and the
total simulation time"

Section (xi) shows the statistical results for each node. In the
example, vAXz (the node number lu segment 1" and network 1) had 165g

successf u'l ìy transmit messages, the total t.ime for the message delay
was 133280 bit times, the total time for transmitting messages which
includes the message delays is rg,loz,gg0 bit times. Therefore, the
total time used by the data of the messages was rg"Toz,ggo-133,2g0 =

18'569"600 bit times. tach ûlessage may consist of severar packets.
Single-packet messages were used in this case. Therefore, the number
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of successfuì ìy transmitted packets r{as equaì to the number of
successfuììy transmitted messages. Neither singìe coil ision nor
muìt'ipìe collis'ions occurred 'in this case. sìng-re coilision is
defined as one and onìy one coilision occurìng during the entire
packet transmission. Mu'rtipìe coriision is defined as two or more

colìisions occu''ing du'ing the entire packet transm.ission. An

initial deferrar occurs when a packet cannot acquire the channer at
the initially assigned pos'ition due to a busy channel. There were 1sl
attempted packets' representing 151/3699 = 4.0g1 of the totat
attempted packets had to be deferred in this case. If a packet has 16

consecutive and unsuccessful attemptsn an error will be reported.
There was no emors in this case.

section (xii) shows the sumnary of the simuration resurts. The

number of transmitted messages is the totaì number of messages

random]y distributed in the master clock inÍtial'ly. The total number

of singìe col lisions and multipìe coil isions occurring during
transmission of packets are also recorded. The total non_idle time is
the total time used by delays and data in the messages. Non_.idle time
is defined primariry for the purposes of carcurating message deìay.
Also" the total time used by data only .in the messages is reported.
Finally" the time on the time crock of each network when ar the
transmissions were compìeted is recorded. The channel utilization for
each network is the ratio of the totai time used by data and the
ending time in the master clock.
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The system flowchart is g'iven in figure 4.20 wh.ich shows the data
flow among the various high-level modules.
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THT LOCAL ARTA NETWORK SIMULATION PROGRAM

The configuratjon of the local area network

The Packet (frame) consists of :
Preamble field = 56SFDfield = I tjlDestination address = 4g
Source address = 4g
Length field = 16
CRC field = 32

The sum of transmit time for the above f.ields are 20g bit t.imes

THT NETI{ORK CONNTCTION:

The number of networks in the
The number of bridges in the
INPUT VALUE ACCTPTED, PROGRAM

THE

1

1

2
2

NETWORK

100
200
100
200

TRANSMITTED PATH TABLE:0000
0000
0000
0000

THI CONNTCTION

Bridge From
number net

11

Local Area Network
Local Area Network
PROCETD.

AND LOCATION OF BRIDGES:

From From To
iocation nodenum net100.00 2 2

=2
=1

tiil

Figure 4.19a 0utput format of the computer program.

tiiil

To To
location nodenum

100.00 5

livl
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THE RTPTATER CONNECTIONS:

DATA ACCEPTED FOR
Network number = 1

Number of local repeater(s) = 0
Number of remove repeater(s) - 0
Number of muìtiport repeater(s) = 0
Number of coax'ial segment(d)' = I
Number of linked segment(s) = 0
Number of coaxjal thinw.ire(i) - 0
TOTAL segments ( coax. & th i nw.iie )= 1

DATA ACCEPTTD FOR
Network number - z
Number of local repeater(s) = 0
Number of remove repeater(s) = 0
Number of muìtiport repeater(s) = O
Number of coaxial segment(i)' = 1
Number of jinked segment(s) = 0
Number of coaxial thinwire(i) = 0
TOTAL segments (coax. & thinwÍie¡= 1

F0R NETI,IORK NUtÞtBER

FOR NETIdORK NUMBER

Iv]

FOR NEThIORK NUMBER 1

FROM SEGHENT PASS SEGMINT
NUMBER NUMBER

1

2

SEGMENT PATH
THERE (IS)ARE

TABLT FOR NETWORK 1 WAS ALLOCATTD.
i SEGMENT(S) IN THE NTT[^,0RK 1.

Figure 4" 19b Output format of the computer program.

TO SEGMTNT
NUMBER

0

lvi l
GO THROUGH RTPTATTRS
FIRST SECOND
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FOR NETWORK NUMBER 2

FROM SEGMENT PASS STGMTNT TO STGMENTNUMBTR NUMBER NUMBER

110
STGMENT PATH TABLE FOR NITbIORK 2 I,IAS ALLOCATED.
THrRr (rs)ARE l SEGMENT(S) IN THE NET!{ORK 2"

NETWORK: 1 C0AX: 1

NUMBER 0F MAUs z Z

The physical location for each node:

20 100
The device type for each node:

VAX1 B

GO THROUGH RIPEATERS
FIRST SECOND

NET[{0RK: 2 C0AX: I
NUMBER 0F MAUs : 5

The physical location for each node:

20 30 40 50 100
The device type for each node:

VAXz UVAX PRO IBM B

lvii l

F'igure 4.19c Output format of the computer program.
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THE PROBABILITY OF
1100
I2 0 0
2I0 0
2 2 0 0

THT PROBABILITY OF
I"1AXNUM-INDICATORS =

The device type =
The Band width limit =
The number of packets =
The ass'igned packet length =
The repìy fìag =

The device type =
The Band width limit =
The number of packets =
The assigned packet ìength =
The repìy fìag =

The device type =
The Band w'idth lim'it =
The number of packets =
The assigned pack€t ìength =
The reply flag =

The device type =
The Band width I imit =
The number of packets =
The assigned packet 'length 

=
The rep'ly f ìag =

The devi ce type =
The Band width I imit =
The number of packets =
The ass jgned packet 'length 

=
The repìy fìag =

NET TRANSMISSION:

TX WITHIN THT SAþIT SEGMENT IS 1
2050

VAXl
.2E+007
1

160
F

VAX2

" 2E+007
1

10992
T

UVAX

500000
1

696
F

PRO

4s0000
1

160
F

IBM
450000
1

Læ92
F

Lvll'lJ

Iix]

Figure 4" 19d 0utput format of the computer program.
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The devi ce type
The Band width I imit
The number of packets
The assigned packet'length
The reply flag

The sets of ind'icators =
The reserve factor for set of tx =In'itial number of transm.issions =Total number of transmissions =Initiai set up djd not exceed the
TIME SLIDE = 100000000
Initial set up did not exceed the
TIME SLIDE = 100000000

Current number of indicators =
The t'imesl ice counter =

-B
=0
=0
-0
-F

tach timeslice ( in bit t.ime) = 100000000
The maximum number of timeslices= 1
The total simulation time = 100000000

THE NETI.,ORK NUMBER 1
THT SEGMENT NUI,IBTR 1

NETH0RK= I SEGMENT= 1 NODE= I
Number of successful transmit messages =Total time for the messages delay =Total time used for messãges and deìay =Total time used for messages transmisiions =
Number of successful tranimit packets =
Number of mu]ljple collisions (packets) =
Number of collisions (packets) " =
Number of initial defemed tränsmissions =
Number of errors =

291"6
O [x]
2041
2041

time slide boundary"

time slide boundary.

0
1

F'igure 4"19e Output format of the computer program.

Ixi ]

1658
0
610144
610144
1658
0
0
0
0
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NETI.J0RK= 1 SEGMTNT= I N0DE= 2
Thjs is a brìdge node.
Number of successful transmit messages
Total time for the messages delay
Total time used for messages and deìay
Total t'ime used for messages transmissions
Number of successful transmit packets
Number of muìtipìe coll'isions (packets)
Number of collisions (packets)
Number of init'ial defemed transmissions
Number of errors

THE NETI,JORK NUMBER 2
THE SIGMENT NUMBTR 1

NETþI0RK= 2 SEGMTNT= 1 N0DE= 1
Number of successful transm.it messages
Total time for the messages deìay
Total time used for messages and delay
Total time used for messages transmissions
Number of successful transmit packets
Number of muìtip'le col I i sions (packets)
Number of collisions (packets)
Number of init'ial deferred transmiss.ions
Number of errors

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

NETHORK= 2 SEGMENT= 1 NODE= 2
Number of successful transmit messages
Total time for the messages de'lay
Total time used for messages and deìay
Total time used for messages transmissjons
Number of successful transmit packets
Number of mu ]t'ipìe coi I i sions (packets)
Number of collisions (packets)
Number of initial deferred transmissions
Number of errors

1658
133280
18702880
.185696E+008
1658
0
0
49
0

Figure 4" 19f 0utput format of the computer program.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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NETWORK= 2 STGMENT= 1 N0DE= 3
Number of successful transm.it messages
Total time for the messages delay
Total time used for messãges and deìay
Total time used for messages transmisijons
Number of successful tranim.it packets
Number of mu]!lple collisions (packets)
Number of collisions (packets) "
Number of initial deferred tránsmissions
Number of errors

NETI{ORK= 2 SEGMENT= 1 NODE= 4
Number of successful transmit messages
Total t'ime for the messages delay
Total tjme used for messãges and de'lay
Total tirne used for messages transmisiions
Number of successful tranimìt packets
Number of mu'ltiple col lisions (packets)
Number of coìlisions (packets) "
Number of inÍtiaì deferred tränsmiss.ions
Number of errors

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

NETþJORK= 2 SEGMENT= 1 N0DE= 5
This is a bridge node.
Number of successful transmit messages
Totaj time for the messages deìay
Total time used for messáges and delay
Total time used for messages transmisiions
Number of successful tranimit packets
Number of mu]!lple collisions (packets)
Number of collisions (packets) "
Number of initial defemed tränsmiss.ions
Number of errors

383
550026
4839626
.42896t+007
383
0
0
702
0

Figure 4"199 Output format of the computer program.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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#r**SUMMARY**rH

STATISTICS OF NODES FOR NETWORK 1 :

The number of transmitted msSSôgêS =
The number of initial'ly defemed =
The number of s'ing'le coljisions =
The number of multìpìe collisions =
The number of errors =
The total non-'idle time in channel =
The total time used for messages =
The ending time in the master clock=
The channei utilization =

STATISTICS OF NODES FOR NI'II{ORK 2 :

The number of transmitted messages =
The number of initialìy deferred =
The number of single collisions =
The number of multipìe coll'isions =
The number of errors =
The total non-idle time in channel =
The total tjme used for messages =
The ending time in the master clock=
The channel utilization =

NORI'IAL END OF THE PROGRAM.

CPU TIMt=l 65363.3 sec
Connect TIME=I505"000 sec
Current TIME= 10:18 PM

Date = 12-Jun-87

1658
0
0
0
0
610144
610144
99907320
0.0061

LX]]I

204I
151
0
0
0
23542506
22859200
100010585
0.2286

Figure 4"19h Output format of the computer program.
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User Interface
Program (INPUT.COM)

Si mu I ati on
Program
HSC. BAS

HSC"0UT2 -

HSC"0UT3 -

the configuration of the networks.
the simulation results"

the step by step simuìation procedure.
used for error checking"

the list of the initial transmissions.

the programming errors trap.

HSC" OUT4

HSC" OUTS

Figure 4.20 The system flowchart
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CHAPTER 5

VALIDAÏOru
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It is desirable to have as accurate results as possible for the
network simulation- Therefore, varjdat'ion is required to check for
the accuracv and precision of the program and the moder. The accuracy

and precision must be characterìzed before the simulation can be used

with confidence to study different moders. The goaì of this chapter
is to describe the accuracy and precision of the simuration.

5" 1 PROGRAMM¡ruG VALIDATIOru

The simulation program was divided into 4g subroutines. Each

subroutine was checked to verify that it produced reasonable output
for alì possibìe inputs. The program was also checked by a.ltering one

input paraneter at a time while keep'ing aìl others fixed. It was

found that all outputs þrere as expected, based upon a w.ide variety of
different inputs such as packet ìength, time slìceu acknowledgment

packet" bandwjdth 'lim'itation, and physical location of nodes.

During the testing of the computer program, two phenomena were
found which provÍded add'itionar varidation for the program. The first
phenomenon was the Poisson distribution of the transmitted messages .in

a ì'ightly loaded network. The second phenomenon was the input and

output bandwjdth I imitation.
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It is known that when an event is both rare and randomu the
number of events are poisson in distribution (Brat'ley et al, 19g3).

In the simulation program, 'if the transmissions are rare and randomìy

generated in the t'ime sljce, the transmitted messages should po.isson.

This was confirmed as described in Append.ix D.

The bandwjdth limitation (I/0 subroutìne) was tested by using
evenìy spaced transmissions in a single network w'ith sing'le-packet
messages. Figure 5.1 shows the transm.issions in the time slice for
the Ilo checking" The tirne interval between packets was made onìy
just ìarge enough for a successfui transmission. If the entire
program i s f unctionaì ly co*ect, 'it shoul d not have recorded any

col I is'ions. During the simulation, al I messages, M1 to Mi , were

transmitted successfu ì iy. No col l i s'ions or emors were f ound. When

the interval was decreased, coll isions occurred, support-ing the
validity of the coll jsion a'lgor.ithm.

5"2 COMPARISOru WIT'FI !-¡TERAT'I.'RE

In literature review, chapter 3, no single paper was found which

described exactìy the IEEE 802.3 CSMA/CD. There were several l.imiting
assumptions in each article whjch made 'it difficult for comparison

with the simu'lat'ion method. Therefore, no detai led reference could be

used for the validation of the simulation method.
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Ml Ma MB M4

B:. Be Bg B.a

Flgure 5.1 Transmtsslons ln the tlrile sllce fon the
I,/O checklng.

5" 3 ACT¡..'A[. EXPERIMEruT

Ma

L_

An experiment was designed to verify the accuracy and precision
of the simulation. F'igure s.z shows the flow diagram of this
experiment. The three subsequent sections describe the methods, the
resujts and the discussjon of this experiment.

The method section describes the procedures of this experiment.
The experinental network was first defined and the network traffic was

generated" The statist'ics of the experimenta'l network were col lected
by direct measurement. Then, the same amount of network traffic was

input to the simulation and the corresponding network statistics were
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recorded. The

simulation and

di scussi on i s

simulation.

resul ts sect ion

the measurements

provìded at the

Define the configuration of the
networks for expóriment

compares the stat'istics between the

of the experimental network. A

end to sunrnarjze the accuracy of the

Create the network
activities (ìoad).

Col lect the
statistics from
physical networks.

i ) Put the same
network ìoad in
the simulation"

ii) Record the
network
stat i sti cs

5.3.1
l<---- Method

Compare the
stati st i cs
of the
simulation
and the
measurement 

"

Figure 5"2 The flow diagram

5"3"2

-+ 

l<-- RESULTS

D'i scussi on

5"3"3

-+le- DISCUSSION *+l

of the actual experiment
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5"3"1 Method

The experimental method is descrjbed

experìmental network. Next, the network load

an 'illustration of the statistjcal procedures.

the network is described.

5.3"1"1 The Experimental Network

The construction of a physi caì network was r imited to the
available computer devices in the Health sciences centre. By triaì
and emor,'it was found that the network configuration depicted in
Figure 5.3 generated the maximum traffic (offered ìoad). The

configuration consisted of two networks, network 1 and network 2. six
d'ifferent devices were attached to the networks. The physical

by first defi ni ng the

is described fojlowed by

Finaìly, simulation of

location of

VAXl

VAX2

UVAX

IBM

each device is given in F'igure s.3. These devices were:

= super-m'ini-computer ( VAX 795 )

= super-minì-computer ( VAX g650 
)

Bridge0l = bridge

= mini-computer

= micro-computer

( Micro-VAX I )

( rBMAT )

( LAN Brìdge 100 )
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Flgune 5-3 co'nflgnæetl0n of the expmlnæntel netwonk.

Mtnart /

tþt*n( /
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5"3"1"2 The Network Load

Once the conf.iguration of

network traffic was generated

DECnet Test Receiver ( DTS/DTR). DECnet is a famiry of software and

hardware corsnun'ications products which enable the operating systems of
Digitaì Equìpment corporation (DEc) to partìc.ipate in a network
environment' DTS and DTR are the DECnet transmitter and receiver test
programs- There are four basic network tests provided by DTS and DTR.

Onìy the "Data Test" utility was empìoyed in this study. Data Test
causes a node to continuousìy transmit messages with a specified
message size to another node in the network. For exampìeo the
following data test corrnand was executed in node vAX2:

DATA/ PR I NT/N0DE=VAX 1/S I ZE=1800/sE c0NDS=30

the physical network was defined, the

by a uti'lìty caìled DECnet Test Sender/

Node vAX2 continuous'ly transmitted messages to node vAXl for a

period of 30 seconds. The message s.ize was specified as 1g00 bytes
per message. Messages may cons.ist of mult.i-packets in the physicaì
networks" depending upon their size. By triar and error, it was found
that the network was predefined to allow a maximum size of packet
(1498 bytes) to be transmitted on the channel. A message with 1g00

bytes broke down 'into two packets. The first packet was 14gg bytes
and the second packet was 302 bytes. A typ.lcal examp.le of the DTS/DTR

output format is shown in Table 5.1.
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DTS version 2"00 initiated on g-JuN-iggr rr:07207.4r
DATA/N0DE NAME =VAX 1 / pR I NT/S I ZE= 1 800/SE C= 30

IDTS-S-N0RMAL, normal successfuì completion

Test parameters:

Test duratìon (sec)
Target nodename

Line speed (baud)

Message size (bytes)

Summary statistics:
Total messages XMIT

Total bytes XMIT

I'lessages per second

Bytes per second

Line thruput (baud)

S Line utilization

30

" vAX1 "

1000000

1800

DTS terminated on B-JUN-1997 L720h38.90

228t RECV

4105800

76.0

136860

1094880

109.4

Table 5.1 The output format of DTS/DTR Data Test.
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Different sizes of messages were tried in the range of 100 bytes

to 4096 bytes. It was found that message wìth 1400 bytes allowed the
node to offer a maximum amount of traffic to the channel. Therefore,
in the network traffic generation, singre-packet messages with 1400

bytes were used" Appendix E shows the DTs results of djfferent
messages size.

The traffic load of the experiment was set up by the foììowing
two DTS comnand:

i) DATA/N0DENAME=VAX1/PRINT/SIZt=1400/5EC=180 (executed

ii) DATA/N0DENAÞíE=uvAX/pRINT/sIZE=1400/SEC=180 (executed

DTS Data Test (i) requested the node vAX2 to continuousìy send

messages to the node vAXl; DTS Data Test (.ii) requested the node IBM

to send messages to UVAX. Both data tests executed simultaneously and

sent out messages w'ith a size of 1400 bytes. FÍgure 5.4 shows the
path of the data sent from the nodes

1n

ìn

vAXz)

rBM )
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Path of

Path of

DIS DM

lhtwt /

Flgune 5.4 Path of the Data Tests.

Data ïest fnom VÂXA to VAX1.

Data Test fnom IEM to UVAX.

DTS

MthM2
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5"3"1"3 Statistics rrom phvsical Network

Once DTS generated the traffic load, the statjstics from the
physical network were collected. The utilities available in Health
sc'iences centre for coilecting networks stat.istics are:

i ) Network Control program

ii) Remote Bridge Management Software
'iiì) 911 Monitor"

Network contror program (NCp) i s a DECnet-vAX utì r ity that
accepts terminal corrnands to configure, control, monitor and test a

Dtcnet network (Digitar Ncp, 19g6). The NCp command, sH0td LINE

c0uNTER, 
'*as used to show the statistics of the rine (physicar

channel) in the network- A typical exanrpìe of the NCp output format
is shown in Table 5"2- The definition of NCp counters can be found in
Digitaì NCP (1986)" The "bytes rece.ived counter,, shows the total
number of bytes received over the line while the,,bytes sent counter,,
shows the total number of bytes sent over the l.ine. The ,,data blocks
received/sent counter" shows the number of packets received/sent over
the Iine' The "singìe colIisions counter" ind'icates the total number

of times that a frame was successfuìly transmitted on the second

attempt' The "multipìe co'llisions" counter indicates the total number

of times that a frame was successfu'lìy transmitted only on the third
or later attempt. The initially deferred counter indjcates the total
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number of times that a frame transmission was deferred on its first
transmission attempt. The "send fai.lures" counter indicates the totaì
number of times a transmit attempt failed. This type of fairure
includes the excessive collisjons, carrier check faiìedu short
c'ircuit" open circuìt, frame too long, and remote failure to defer.
The "rece'ive fairures" counter indicates the totar number of brocks
received with some data eror such as block check error, framing
errore and frame too ìong.
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Known Line Counters

Line = UNA-O

36628

702213

6894

0

36946271

419930

217

0

97060 1

6292

19

26

404

74L75149

569229

0

16

655

18

0

as of 8-JUN-1987 18:51:46

Seconds since last zeroed

Data blocks received
Mul t'icast blocks received
Receive fai lure
Bytes received
Multicast bytes received
Data overrun

Local buffer errors
Data blocks sent
Multìcast blocks sent
Blocks sent, muìtipìe collisjon
Blocks sent, singìe collision
Blocks sent, initialìy deferred
Bytes sent
Multicast bytes sent 

,

Send failure
Collision detect check failure
Unrecognized frame destination
System buffer unavail able
User buffer unavailable

Table 5"2 The output format of NCp L.ine counter.
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Remote Bridge

control the br.idges

Bridge 100 was used

comrnands used for

Management Software (RBMS) was used to monitor and

in the network" The monitoring feature of the LAN

to gain additionar performance measurements. The

colìecting the statistics in the bridge are:

a)

b)

c)

$ RUN SYS$SYSTEM:NMS_RBMS$BCp

USE DATABASE BRIDGE bridge-name KNOHN LINE

SHOW COUNTER

The DCL command (a) is used to invoke the RBMS. The RBMS corsnand

(b) causes all subsequent conrnands to use the defined lines of the
bridge 'bridge-name'. The last consnand (c) shows the statistics of
the defined rines'in the b.idge. A typicaì exampre of the RBHS output
format is shown in Table 5.3.

RBMS, 1986):

Filtered frame : The number of frames received but not

forwarded by the bridge.

Three statistical counters are defined

Frames : Transmitted - all frames transmitted

bri dge"

Received - all frames rece.ived by the

with the exception of bad frames and

frames lost.

as fol ìowing (Digitat

-130-
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By trial and eroro it was found that the term ,rframe,r in the
RBMS counter i s the term "data brock,, .in the Ncp r i ne counter.
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Line counters for Line 1 as ofBridge BRIDGEO1, Address

Bridge seconds:
Ilylt'id protocot messages:
Filtered frames:
Bad frames:
Lifetime exceeded frames:
No fonrarding entry frames:
l-orwarding transition count:
Coilision Presence Test emors:

Frames:
Bridge frames:
Frames lost:

8-JUN-1982 1B:20:39
08-00- 28 -03- FC-5 1

7815243
0

12658069
36

0
0
1

0

Line counters for Line 2 as ofBridge BRIDGEO1" Address

Bridge seconds:
Ilyli id protocot messages:
Filtered frames:
Bad frames:
Lifetime exceeded franes:
No forwarding entry frames:
l-orwarding transitjon count:
Col lision presence Test emors:

Transmi tted

57 1 19909
6184066

0

Frames:
Eridge frames:
Frames lost:

8-JUN-1987 IB:Z0z4I
08-00- 28 -03- FC-s 1

7815246
4

4219501 5
83

0
0
1

0

Rece i ved

6437 4234
I
0

Table 5"3 The output format of RBMS Line counter.

Transmi tted

70970755
7827454

0

Rece i ved

108026963
L644629

0
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The 911 Monitor is an Ethernet monitor which consists of hardware

and software components. The hardware .is a br.idge (LAN Bridge 100)

which is attached to the network, and the monitoring software is
installed inside the bridge and a VAX host. The monitor collects the
statistics from the network. It then generates an Ethernet packet,

which contains the network statistics for display of the results at
the host VAX computer. The 911 Monitor used in the experiments was a

prototype device; it is now consnerciaiìy available as the',LAN Traffic
þlonitor" by DEC"

Figure 5.5 shows the installation of the g1l monitor in the
network- The configuration consisted of two networks, the 911 Monitor

only collected the statistics from the network 2.

Flgure 5.5 The 911 ù6nttsr. 1n the netþronk.

Mt*ar,( /

tþtpnr,( 2
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The disp]ay of interest for validation in this experiment is
I'Utilization Dispìay,,. A typìcaì example of the ut.ilization dispìay
is showed in Tabre 5.4. The rong term utirization of the network
which was recorded was based on a period of 13 days in this case.
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911 M0NIT0R v 1.46 * Stations 65 * AVG cuRR PEAK
03-JUN-1987 16:33:23 * Tvp Frd r * (00:30) (00:30)
LAN : hsc * MC Addr 7 * Utjl (%) O.Z O.Z 0.3
uptime : 00 00:17:s9 * cRC Err 9 * pkt/sec zs zs s6

*U T I L I ZAT I 0N S TATS D I S P LAY#irtre**È*È#**rt rrÈ{r*t*###r.rr-*#ffi #*È*r*
statist'ics are based on a 911 up T.ime of : 13 days 0l:17:39

911 0verflow information, percent of counter capacity used : o.4g i{

Long Term Utilization :

Long Term Packet Rate :

* 802 pkts 16 * MC (g)

Long Term MC vs SD statistics

SD Bytes

MC Bytes

0"11 %

19 pkt/sec

6.2 6.2 II.7

SD Packets

MC Packets

(bytes and packets):

Tabl e 5" 4" The ut'i r i zati on Di sp] ay of the 911 Moni tor.

SD = single destination
MC = multicast"

Byte Count

1480256128

140853520

Pkt Count

19233569

1743504

Percent

91"31

8"69

Percent

91 "69
8.31
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The measurement of the experimenta'r network were performed as

follows" The counters of RBMS and NCp were zeroed initially. Then,
DTS was used to generate the network load. After the DTS ended, the
statistics from the counters of the NCp and RBMS were recorded. For
the SH0H LINE C0UNTER of the NCp, the bytes sent/rece.ived counters
showed the actuar number of bytes in each node, and the data brocks
sent/received showed the number of messages in each node. Then, the
filtered frame counter and frames counter in RBMS were used to verify
that the statistics coilected from NCp were correct.

The next step was

each network based on

channel utilization in

physical channel.

Channel

Uti I ization =

to calculate the total

the above statist.ics.

thi s case was the data

Finalìy, the utilization display of
verify that the calculated channel

Sum of the bytes sent in the network (Mbits)

channel uti lization for
It should noted that the

actua'l'ly used by the

Total time for the DTS specified (sec) * 10 Mbps

the 911 monitor

utilization

-136-
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5"3" 1.4 Simulation

At thjs point, the real statistics of the networks were known.

These statistÍcs included the nurnber of messages sent from each node

and the number of bytes sent from each node. The simulation was then
set up based on these statistics. Normalìy, transm.itted messages in
the simulation program are randomìy distributed in the time slice.
However" the transm'itted messages in this experiment had to be

assigned in order to match the ìoad generated by DTS. The simuration
program was modified sìightly such that the transmitted messages of
vAX2 and IBM in the program were evenìy distributed in the time slice.
It was found that when a transmitted message was sent from VAXZ to
vAXl, vAXl rep'lied back with an acknowredgment packet to the vAX2.

The s'imuiation statistics were then compared to the measured

stat i sti cs .

5"3"2 Results

The goal of this section is to compare the the measured results
and the simulation results in the experiment. The measured results
are based upon six triaìs of DTS Data Test. The measured statistics
of the s'ix triars are gìven in Appendix F. Tabre 5.s is a surr,rary of
the measured statistics and simulated results.
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Node

Second

Message size(bytes)

Overhead (bytes)

I

ts(,
co

I

=>

Messages send

Bytes send

Messages sento
multipìe colljsions

VAX2

Measured Statistics

Messages sentu
slngìe collision

1400.0

1

VAXl

Messages sentu
i n j ti a'l ly deferred

139. 1

t e.8l

Send fai lure

194600.0

1

47.2

IBM

Receive fai lure

0.030
t 0.0161

82.6
t 5.el

1400 " 0

1

0"090
[ 0.025 ]

UVAX

3898. 7

B (NET1) =
[ ]=

0"008
t0.0061

5"879
t0"4681

35 "2t 1.01

I

VAX2

49290.0

0.011
t 0.0081

TABLE 5"5 Surnnary of the measured results and simulatÍon results.Bridge node on the network 1. - g iñÈfäi-=-g.ì¿ge node on the network 2.Standard deviation. = Not available

0.000
t 0.000 l

0.006
[0"006]

Simu lation Stat.i sti cs

1

0.107
[ 0.023 ]

0.000
[ 0.000 ]

1400

VAXl

0.002
t 0.002 l

0.000
t 0.000 l

?6

139

1

0.000
t 0.000 l

0.000
t0"0001

194600

TBM

47

0.069
t 0.015 l

26

B (NrT2)

1

1400

89

0

0.051
t0.0161

4183

26

0.00

0

1

B (NETI)

35

0

0.00

49000

5

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0



5"3"3 Discussion

The simulation results were compared to the measured results. It
was found that the some of the measured statjstics cìosely matched

those of the s'imulation for both vAX2 and vAXl. There were, howevero

some initiaì deferrais on the bridge of the simulated network 2 which
l{ere not seen in the real measurements. These initial deferrals were

most 'l'ikeìy caused by acknowledgments which origi na]'ly came f rom vAXl

to the brídge, and destined for the network z. since the bridge does

not maintain these statisticso there is no current means to compare

the deferrals in the bridge fron the simulation to the measurement.

There were arso some initiar deferrars on the IBM during
simulation not seen in the measurement. The reason for these
deferrals might be the send failure of the IBl4 device. The real send

failure counter indicated the total number of times a transmission
failed' This counter can be affected by excessive col lisions, caryier
check failed, and remote fairure to defer (Digitaì Ncp, 19g6). The

fact that only the IBM had send failures on the real network .impiies

that DECnet faciì'ity or the transceiver controlìer might be at fault.
since the simuration predicted 6 deferrars compared to onìy 0.069
actual send faÍluresu it would appear that the carrier sense and error
detection circuitry might be a probab'le source of the djfference. As

welìu there was no send failure or receive faiiure occurred in the
uvAX which imp'ries that the IBþ{ error detection cìrcu-itry was not
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functional 
"

In summary, the comparabìe simuration resurts differ
measured statistics by less than lgg (5 compared with 5.gg
in the same offered traffic road. However, futher data and

is required to compiete this comparison.

from the

deferra ì s )

anaìysi s
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5"4 COMMEruTS

Due to the bandw'idth rimitat'ion of the computer resources in
Health Sciences centre, a traff.ic road above 23i. courd not be
generated" There is no current means to compare the simulation
results of higher traffic roads to the measurenent of the physicaì
network. Further validation of the simulation program is required
with a physicar network which can generate h.igh traffic roads. Onìy
w'ith high network utjlization and cojlision rates can the accuracy of
the simuiation be fuì]y tested.
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C¡-.IAPTER 6

APPLICATION OF T!..!E METI-.IOD
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6.1 !ruTRODt.tCTtOru

The Hinn'ipeg Health sciences centre js in the process of
expand'ing the existing Ethernet local area network. Several design

optìons are be'ing considered for the expans.ion, as well as

modifications to the existing configuration in order to maximize the

performance of the networks. The simulation deve'loped in this
research was used as a computer aided design tool to predict network

performance and obta'in a satisfactory configurat.ion.

6.2 PRESETT ¡-tEALT!-t SCtEruCES CENTRE ruETWORK

Three subsections are given to describe

configuration, the simulation results, and the

the present networks.

6.2.I Network Confiquration

F'igure 6"1 is a schematic network diagram showing the physica'l

locat'ion of segments, repeatersu and bridges. The configuration

consists of two networks, Network 1 and Network zo connected by a

bridge" A second redundent bridge .is located between segment 3 of
each network" As this bridge is normalìy in a mon-itor modeu -it was

not included in the model.

the current network

actual measurement of
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Network 1 cons'ists of one local repeater, one remote repeater,

and two multiport repeaters. Table 6.1 shows al I the physical
'locati on of segments correspond'ing to the repeater type i n network 1 .

There are twelve segments 'in network 1, which includes two Ethernet

coaxial segments, one l.ink segment and nine Ethernet thi nwire

segments. Table 6.2 shows the physical location and the address of
each dev'ice in network 1" The addresses in the Table 6.2 are not

Ethernet addresses, but the input parameters for the simuration
program. A total of fourteen terminal servers (DECserver) " one Delni

and one vAX 1I/785 are connected to network 1. DECservers can connect

up to eight input/output dev'ices to the computer systems on the

Ethernet networks (D'ig'itar rs, 1996). The Derni is a concentrator

that allows up to eight Ethernet compatible devices (not terminaìs) to
be grouped together (D'igitaì, 1996)

Network 2 consists of four local repeaters, and one remote

repeater. Table 6"3 shows all the phys.icaì location of segments

correspond'ing to the repeater type in network z. There are seven

segments in network 2 which includes six Ethernet coax'ial segments,

and one l'ink segment" Table 6.4 shows the phys.icaì iocation and the
address of each device in network 2. Network 2 consists of three
Deìnis" twenty-s'ix terminar servers (Dtcservers), three
m'icro-computers and one VAX g650 (VAXZ).
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Netwolk 1

one rxlltl-pont
nepeaten &

segments 4.5,6

one local. nepeaten
& segment 2

one nulti-pont nepeaten
& segrlent 7, A, 9, 10. 11

I,,lr?70n 330m
------r---

t/ JJVU¡
\-_--_=r---1ll
rntr I I

I

til.';] I
F----1----J-----L--_ITFirll;
I I soor'\f IThnee 

I

aoom{ local 
i

42om{ne0eaten$
lle;
I segments r

I a,s.o j

lrl¡ll
lrli

I

5mom \./r---,¡\-_-

Figurc 6.1 l*alth kience Ethernet Network.

one
LocaI nepeaten
& segment 2

,J
Network 2
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Physica'l
I ocat i on
(meters )

To
segment
number

Table 6-1 The physica] rocation of repeaters in Network 1.

Note: Link segment does not have segment number.

P hys'i ca I
I ocat'ion
(neters )
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Node
address

1.1.1

1.2.1
r.2.2
1.2.3

Devi ce
type

1.3.1
1 .3.2

B

1.4.1
r"4"2
1"4.3

TS

TS

TS

Phys i caì
d i stance
(meters )

1.5.1
1.5.2

VAXl
DEL

330.0

1.6.1

TS

TS

TS

1.7 .l

85. 0
87. 5

1i0.0

1.8.1

TS

TS

1.9.1

10.0
15.0

TS

1.10.1

50.0
70.0
7 2.5

TS

1.11.1

TS

Table 6"2 The physical location of nodes
Note:
TS = DECserver
DEL = Delni

100.0
100.5

TS

TS

110.0

TS

50.0

80.0

50.0

120.0

50.0

in Network 1.
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Repeater
Type

I ocal

From
segment
number

remote

I ocal

I ocal

Phys'icaì
location
(meters )

i

I ocal

I

Table 6-3 The physicaì location of repeaters in Network 2.

1

To
segment
number

5.0

1

0.0

1

420.0

Physi cal
I ocat i on
( meters )

460.0

2

500.0

3

4

0.0

5

20.0

6

150 .0

i50.0

150.0
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2.3.1
2.3.2
2.3.3
2.3.4
2 "3.5

Phys ì caì
di stance
(meters )

VAX2
UVAX
PRO

IBM
ïs

2.5.1
2.5.2
2.5.3
2.5.4
2.5.5
2.5.6

2.6.1
2.6.2
2.6.3
2.6.4
2.6.5
2.6.6
? .6.7
2.6.8
2.6.9
2.6. 10
2.6.11
2.6.12
2"6"13
2 .6.14
2.6.L5
2"6.16

TS

TS

TS

TS

TS

TS

TS
TS

TS

TS

TS

DEL
TS

TS

TS

TS
TS

TS

TS

TS
TS

TS

20.0
150.0
152.5
182. 5
250.0
280.0

25.0
35.0
45. 0
55. 0
85.0

125.0
140.0
i80.0
220.0
250.0
252.5
270.0
275"0
280.0
300. 0
320. 0

Table 6"4 The physica'l location of nodes

Note:
TS = DECserver, DEL = Deìni
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6"2"2 Simutation Setup

Before the simulationo the input parameters for the computer
program must be found. It was known that most of the traffic is
created by the term'i nal servers corrnun'icat i ng wi th the mai n computers ,
UAX? and VAX1- By observing the counters jn the terminal servers and

averaging the statistics in the counters, the average packet sìze sent
out by vAX1" vAX2, and the Terminal servers was found during the
period from 10:00 to 16:00. The detaired statistics of terminar
servers are given ìn Appendix G. Therefore, the .input parameters to
the simulation were as summarized in Tab're 6.5. Tabre 6.s shows the
number of nodes" the packet size, the I/0 bandwidth l.imìtatìon and

acknowledgment requ'irement (Reply packet) for each device. The time
slice was chosen to be one second (10,000,000 bit-times). Aìso, a

si ng'le packet per message was used to represent the fuì I dup-lex

cottsnunicatjon used by the termina] servers.
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Devi ce

Type =

VAX2

No" of
Nodes

VAX

8650

Packet
Size =>
(b its)

VAX 1

VAX

785

0verheac
(b'its)

1

UVAX

592

Mi cro
VAX

Total
Packet
Size =
(b i ts)

I

208

IBM

608

IBM
PC AT

r/o
Band
w'idth

I

PRO

208

800

502

PRO

380

Reply I yes
Packet I

2.0
Mps

1

DTL

208

816

Time slice =
S'ingle packet

502

DELN I

1

2.0
Èlp s

TS

208

710

502

DEC

Server

Table 6.5 Input data for the simulation program.

lotg: Bridge (B) is considerd to be two special nodes; one oneach network. The bandwidth r'imitation .quãri io r0 Npð. - -

3

Yes

0.5
Mps

B

10,000,000 bit times
per message.

208

710

502

See
Note

40

No

0.45
Mps

208

7I0

502

2

No

0.45
Mps

208

710

0.896
Mps

1.0

No

7r0

sec

0. 112
Mps

No No No
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6"2"3 Simulation Results

The simulation results were sultsnar.ized

6.6b. Since there are two networks,

accordÍng to the network number. Seven

offeri ngs b{ere used. Tabl es 6.6a and

columns. The columns are:

Co I umn

Co I umn

A

B

: the number for the trials.
: shows the number of sets of transmissions. Each

set of transmissions equaìs to the totar number

of nodes in the networks.

: the number of messages distributed in the t.ime sìice.
: the total time used by the data and delays of the

mes sages.

: the totar tjme used by the data of the messages on'ry.

: the current position in the time slice when the
program ended.

in Table 6.6a and Table

the results were grouped

trial s of di fferent load

6.6b were divided into 14

Column

Column

c

D

Column E

Column F

Column G

Column H

Column I

Column J

Column K

Column L

the average message size.

the average delay per message.

the channel uti I i zat.ion.

the number of initially deferred packets.

the number of sing'le collisions.

the number of multiple coll isions-
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Coiumn M : the number of errors.

column N: the cpu time used for the simuration run.

All time is in units
'in seconds .

The graphs of each column in Table

function of number of messages3 were

The average message size was 773.0 b.its

for Network 2"

of bit time, except CpU time whjch is

6.6a and

pì otted 'in

for Network

Tabl e

F i gures

1 and

6.6b as a

6"2 to 6"7 "

762"7 bits
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Simulation Results: Network I

Tri al

I
ii
iii
'iv

V

vi
vii
viii
ix

209
327
633
863

1067
1244
1434
1807
2107

284299
449162
923043

1320797
1563544
i862860
222t130
2779990
3696392

Sìmulation Results: l{ett*ork 2

Ti me

for tx.
me ss ag es

r62382
251992
487696
666578
824456
962316

1t0707 4
1399570
1631 332

Tri al

i0001467
9972470
9999347

1000505 1

9974137
10001037
9990220

1000427 L

9999483

'i

ìi
iii
iv
V

vi
vii
v'iii
ix

Average
Message
size

776.9
770.6
770.5
77? "4
772.7
773.6
772.0
77 4.5
77 4"2

307
457
824

TL47
1345
1 590
t748
2245
2567

583. 3
603. 0
687. 8
758.0
692.7
713.9
77 6.9
763.9
980.1

375854
566620

1107799
1553855
i921983
222IL5s
2416934
3441806
4262535

Table 6"6a Simulation Results

234L70
348950
628330
875030

1027040
12 13860
1333 150
1709420
i955500

9994375
9971664
9995204

10004245
9999005

10001949
9991 12 I

10005001
9995374

Average
message
size

762"8
763. 6
762.5
762.9
763.6
763.4
762"7
761"4
76t"7

for Health Sciences Centre Network

461. 5
476.3
581.9
591 .8
665. 4
633. 5
620.0
771"7
898.7
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Ci-.-a-r.5imu latlon: ¡{etrdork i

l
ii
lll
iv
V

vi
vii
v11ì
ix

209
327
633
863

i067
I244
7434
1807
2107

1.62

Simul at'ion: Netu¡ork 2

4 .88
6.66
8.27
9.62

13 .99
i6.31

1

ii
i'ii
iv
V

vi
vii
vl I1
ix

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

209.2
581.6

3426.2
9033.4

i6465.3
26191.6
36883.2
7666L.4

I 33887.0

307
457
824

II47
i345
1590
1748
2245
2567

2.34
3.50
6.29
8.75

I0.27
T2.I4
i3.34
17 .09
19.56

Table 6"6b Simulation Results

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

209.2
581.6

3426.2
9033. 4

16465.3
2619 1.6
36883.2
76661.4

i33887.0

for Health Sciences Centre Network
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CHANNET. UTTLTZATTO¡ TS NUMBER AF MESSAG¿"S
FIGURE 6,2
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NON_IDLE TIME VS NUMtsER OF MESS,LGES
FICURE 6.3
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Network 2
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DELAY PER MESS.AGE VS NUMBER OF MESSAGES
FIGURE 6.4

I 000 2000

NUIlBER OF IlISSROES
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MULTTPLE COLUSIONS VS NT]MBER OF MESSAGES
FTCARE 6.5
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DEFERRALS VS NUMBER OF MESSAGES
FIGARE 6.6
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The average offered load for the present network was 6"4 sets of
transmissions- This value was ca.lculated based on the counters of the
terminal servers" Table 6.7 sunmarizes the simulation results for 6.4
sets of offered load 'in the average of four simulation runs. The

average and standard deviation for the delay per message .in network 1

were 620"1 and 47.2 bit times respectivery, the average and standard
deviation for the delay per message in network 2 were 404.g and Lo.T

bit tjmes respect'iveìy. The finite standard deviation expìains why

the Figure 6.4 is not smooth"
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NITWORK 1:

No. of tx.
TX. messages. >

No. of i nj ti a'l ìy
deferred
No. of single
collisions
No. of multìp'le
collisions
No. of errors >

(i)

Non idle time >

Time used by
TX. messages
Simulated time>

209

4

0

3

0

(i i)

Ave" Mess. size
Deìay/message >
Channel
Ut'i l'izati on

223

5

0

7

0

(iii)

284299

162382
10001467

229

5

1

5

0

(iv)

NETI{ORK 2:

31 1829

172216
9993611

No. of tx.
TX. messages. >
No. of ini ti aì'ly
deferred.
No. of s i ng'l e
collisions
No. of multìpìe
col l'i si ons
No. of errors >

776.9
583.3

1.62

239

6

1

2
0

Average

332916

176158
10000548

225.0

5.0

0.5

4.3
0.0

772.2
626.1

I.72

SD

(i )

32s187

185060
9977730

12.5

0.8

0.6

2.2
0.0

769.2
684.5

7.76

Non 'idle t'ime >

Time used by
TX" messages
Simulated time>

307

4

0

2
0

(ìi)

3i 3557

L7 3954
9993339

774.3
586.3

1.85

Ave. Mess" size
Delay/message >

Ch anne I
Uti i ization

269

3

0

2
0

(ii'i)

I
0
0

21362"3

9400.9
10981.0

375854

234170
9994375

733"2
620.t

7.74

293

3

0

2
0

('iv)

326358

206200
9992805

3.3
47 -2

Table 6.7 simulat'ion results for 6.4 sets of offered load.

163

762.8
461.5

Average

278

4

0

0
0

360932

224320
10001 3s4

0. i0

2"3

286.8

3.5

0.0

1"5
0.0

766"5
446 "7

2"064

SD

335852

212230
9962347

16"7

0.6

0"0

1"0
0.0

765.6
466.3

2.24

3497 49

219230
9987720

763 "4
444 "7

2"t3

0

0
3

22706"8

12488" 6
17318.1

746
454

2

6
8

19

1"8
10" 7

0.I2



The present Health Sciences Centre Network is at a very low level
of traffic. The channel ut.ilized by the data of the messages are
7-74% with standard deviat'ion 0.10% for network I and z.rg% with
standard deviation 0.rz% for network z. The average deìay per
messages is 620"1 bit times (62"01 usec) for network 1 and 454.g bit
times (45"48 usec) for network 2.
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6"3 FUTURE F{EA¡.T¡.I SC!EzuEq_€EET8E TUETWoRK PERFORMAruEE

6.3.1 Network Configurations

Hea.lth Science centre is in the process of expand.ing the present

network" More nodes such as term'inal servers and computer resources

will be added on the present network. The computer program can be

used to ass'ist the network des'igner to simulate the actual behaviour
of the future Health Sciences Network.

For the future network, the number of termjnal servers will be
'increased f irst. The 'input parameters and the rate of offered load
per dev'ice 'is expected to be constant. 0nry the number of term.inar

servers w'ill be altered. Two individual simulation runs wh.ich used

140 and 240 terminal servers were performed. The simulation results
are given in the next section.

The number of computers will also be increased in the future
network" This rneans that more D'igita'l VAX computers will be purchased

in order to fulfill the demand of additional users. In the
simuìation, the bandwidth limitat'ion of the two VAXs were increased to
6 Mbits/sec from 2 Mb'its/sec. Thus, one 6 Mbits/sec vAX is equivarent
to three of the current VAX computers. The simulation results are

aì so g'iven i n the next secti on.
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6.3"2 Simulation Results

The simulation results

servers to be i40 and 240

For 40 terminar servers, the channer ut'ization is predicted to
be under 2-51( of the Ethernet bandwidth for each network. About g7%

of the offered transmitted messages did not experience initiar
defeffals, single coll isions, or mu'ltiple col lisions in each network,

For 140 term'inal servers, the channel ut'ilization is predicted to
be under 6% of the Ethernet bandwidth for each network. About 94i, of
the offered transmìtted messages did not experience initial deferralso
singìe collisionss oF muìtipìe coilisions in both networks.

For 240 terminaì servers, the channel utilization is predicted to
be under 9% of the Ethernet bandwidth for each network. About 91% of
the offered transmitted messages did not experience .initiaj deferraìs,
singìe coll'isionsu oF muìtipìe cor.isions in both networks.

Based upon this resurtsu the future network shourd easiry support
a large number of terminal servers.

folincreas ing the number of termi nal

are surønarized in Table 6.g and F.igure 6.g.
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NETI{ORK 1:

No" of terminal servers

No. of tx. messages
No. of initia'lìy deferred
No. of si ngìe col I isions
No. of multipìe coìlisions
No" of errors

Non'idle t'ime
Time used by tx.mess.
Simulated time.

Average message size
Delay Per message
Channel Ut'i I i zati on

Present

40

225.0
5.0
0.5
4.3
0.0

NTTWORK 2:

Fu tu re

No. of term'inal servers

140

3 13557
1 73954

9993339

No. of tx. messages
No" of initiaìly defened
No. of single collisions
No" of muìt'iple col'lisions
No. of errors

628
22

2
t6

0

I
0
0

240

863980
483298

9992193

733.2
620.1

1"7 4

947
54

2
28

0

Non idle time
T.ime used by tx.mess.
Simulated time.

769.6
606.2
4.84

1304300
731306

9988367

Average message size
Del ay Per message
Channel Utilization

Present

40

77 2.2
605. 0
7.32

286.8
3.5
0.0
1.5
0.0

Table 6"8 Simulation results for different number of
Terminal Servers.

Future

140

349749
2r9230

9987720

746
20

2
13
0

0
0
3

240

951682
570070

10000 13 7

764.6
454.8
2.19

1130
55

4
40

0

1531098
861610

10000385

764.2
511. 5
5.70

762"5
592.5
8.62
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UTILIZATTON VS NUMBER OF TERMTNAL SERVERS
FTCURE 6.8
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The simulation results of two vAXs (w'ith 6 Mbps bandwjdth
'ìimitat'ion) and 40 terminal servers are g'iven in Table 6.9. The

number of sets of transmission was abitrariìy chosen to be 50 wh.ich

should produce moderate network act'iv'ity. The channel uti l'ization j s
r2"r1,, for network 1 and i5.9% for network 2. The average de'lay per

messages'is 1003.2 bit times (100.32 usec) for network 1 and 910.0 bit
times (81.0 usec) for network 2" The average packet size is 772.0 bjt
times for network 1 and 763.9 bit times for network z. Based upon

this resuìtso the future network should be able to support more vAX

computers 
"
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STATISTICS OF NODES FOR NET|^JORK 1 :

The number of transmitted m€SSôg€s =
The number of initially deferreð =
The number of single collisions =
The number of mult'iple col l.is jons =
The number of errors =
The total non idle time in channei =
The total time used for messages =
The end'ing t'ime in the master clock=
The channel utilization =

STATiSTICS OF NODES FOR NETI.JORK 2 :

The number of transmitted fiêSSôgÊs =
The number of initiaj'ly deferreð =
The number of single collisions =
The number of mult'ipìe collisions =
The number of errors =
The total non idle time in channel =
The total time used for messages =
The ending time in the master clock=
The channel utilization =

1 567
267
15
1s6
0
2781634
1209666
10001037
0.1210

CPU TIME=

Table 6.9 Simulation resuits for two VAXs with the
bandwidth lìmitation of 6 Mbps.

2084
295
23
197
0
3280393
1 59 1960
10001949
0. 1592

61793.700 sec
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CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION
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The simulation deveìoped in this research provides a computer

a'ided design mechanism in which arbìtrari ìy specifìed Ethernet

networks can be tested for performance and efficiency. The results of
the simulation agree in generaì with those from the review of the
I iterature in chapter 3; the deìay per message, the number of
collisions and the number of deferrals exponentially increase with the

number of messages. In add'itionu the simulation can be used in the

design of a large network configuration with detailed and exact
'impìementation of IEEt 802.3 CSMA/CD. The s'imulation generaììy proved

to be valid, ôlthough more extensive analysis and testìng is still
requ i red "

The simulation was appìied to light offered loads as shown in
Chapter 5. For the available data, the program produced results which

differ from actual measured performance by less than z09-. Further

validation of the program and the nxrdel is required for heaviìy loaded

networks - Thi s woul d ì'i ke'ly requi re a very ì arge phys.icaì network

such might include 10 to Z0 VAX computers.

The s'imulation has been used to pìan the expansion of the Health

Sciences Centre network and has provided detai led performance

predictions which have guided future design. The results indicate
that the present Health sciences centre network has more than

sufficient bandwidth to support al r forseeable requirements.

Addìtional testing of the simulation'is required before.it can be used
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with confidence on networks with ut'i I izations greater than 30%"

CPU tinre used to execute the simulation is exponential with the

offered ìoad, as seen'in figure 6"7" Offered'loads above 301 require
more than 20 hours of cpu time for a vAX g650; the simulat.ion program
js therefore impract'icaì for heavy loads. Most of the CpU execution

time was spent sorting the transmissions in the order of posìtion on

the time slice. Future enhancements should be made to increase the
program efficiency by using different sort"ing a]gorìthms such as the
partition exchange sort (Bate et dl, 1994), oF by using lr,lACRO

subroutines for the intensive'ly used component of the program.

In'its present form, the s.imulat.ion

addresses of the send.ing nodes and the

would be useful to be able to assign and

be the send'ing nodes. This could

change to the program.

The checking intervar is 512 bjt t.imes in the program. The

f igure of 5L2 bit times was assumed to be the worst case wh-ich .is

based upon the farthest two nodes on the network limitation (2g00

meters)" If the distance between the farthest two nodes in a

simulation is much smaller than zg00 meters, a smaller checkÍng

interval can be used to i ncrease the program effì ci ency.

program randomìy assigns the

receiving nodes. However, it
control particular nodes to

be ìmpìemented through a minor
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The abil'ity to graphically dispìay the transmissjons in the tÍme

sl ice is another suggestìon for further consjderation. VAX Bas.ic

version 3.0 can provide a good graphic output to the terminal. vAX

Basic version 3.0 is not cumentìy available in the Health Sciences

Centre and will be installed in next year.

In conclusion, the concept of computer aided design of Ethernet

networks has proved to be of practicaì value. The current
impìementation appears to be sufficiently accurate for practical
purposeso but add'itional testing is needed. In its current state, the

simulation has proved to be useful o and the results obtained for the

Health Sciences centre justify further efforts towards ô more

efficient program design.
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Packet Format

t---
Pr@smble

stslions mu6t be åbþ to lransmit ard feceiv€ påcl€ls on lh€ common coåxisl csbl€ with_üre trølcâted psck€l format and sæclng. Esch pscksl eìo{Jld b€$elæd ås a 8€Quence ol 8'bil byl€s; th€ lesal s¡gnifbsnr on ø esctt uyte (atarilrç 
-;m.t -tú- 

o,.eombt€) ls trar*rn¡tted firsl
Møxlñum P@c&of sr:@.'1526byles(Sbylepreambl€ + 14b¡¡t€headêr + lsoodalsbyt€s + 4byt€CRC)
Ml nlñum Packøt sr:o.' 72 byres (g byle presmbþ +'r4 byte rreader + 4€ d8tå byræ + a byte cRC)
P¡øømþlø: Thts 64'bil synchron¡zalion panern conla¡ns atlernating 1 'E arÉ 0'6, 6rÉlng with two cons€cu¡v€ 1,8.The preambþ b: 1010101o rOlol01o 1010101O 10101oro 1010101ó 10101oro io1O1Oîo 1010101 1.
Doslln@tlon Add¡øss: Thb 4éi'b¡t ti6ld sp€cifies th€ slslþn(s) to wñich lh€ packel ts beirç transrnifled. Each atallofl exarnin€a lhls li€6 lo delermin€whether it should sccept lhe packel. Th€ fißl b¡l Eansrìltled indicåles ttÞ $çé of €ddrÊss. ir ir ir á ô,-i¡r. tblct contÊlns lhe un¡qu6 addr€ss ol fl,ì€ onedestrnation stalion' lf it as a 1. th€ lield specif¡es a logicsl o"oup or-r*ipoíÃs: a speciat cçq€ is tho'broêdcsst (a¡ stations) 6dctr€€s, wñich iB all .t,s.
&u¡cø addrøss.' Th¡s 4a'bit f ield conlsinG lhe uniqu€ address of th€ stÊtbn thsl is ransrnttt¡ng lh€ psckat.
Tvpø Fløld: Thb 16'bit lþld b us€d lo uontify l¡ts high€r'let,al .¡otocol t)rp€ sssociat€d w,rh rtì€ psct<et. ll d€lúñnln€€ ho, th€ dsta fþts b ¡nterpr€ted
D@le F¡ølcl: This fieb contains 8n inlegral number ol byteâ r8t€ing froír 48 ro 1500. (rho minimum enGur€a thar valid pockets will b€ dbt¡ng{rl8ñ&l€lrom cotlislon fragments.)
Pocføt Cà@c& S@q.roncø.' Thi6 @.bit li€6 conlain€ a r€durÉansy ctìsck (CRC) cod€, d€llnêd by the €,en€rating polynornisl:
G(x). xQ * 16 * r8 r r2. r1E * x12 + x1l . r10 * rB * 17.15. 14 * x2 * x * l
Th€ cRc covefs ltlå addresG (deslinåt¡on/source), typo, arÉ dals llatds. Th€ llr8t trans.nifled blt ol th€ d€ôünalion fl€ld 18 the high.order' brm of th€messåge polyflomhl to b€ divided by G(x) producing'remaindÊf R(x). Th€ trigtr.oroer term of R(x) er th€ fior-trar*r,iü6d blt ol th6 pack€l ch€ct s€quencsfield' Th€ algonlhm use6 ô lin€ar iee¿uircr regbtõ whlch is iniiidrry p.eeet-to-att t'a. ¡ttor ino bsr data bit t8 tran&rined, th€ conr€nt. of thia r€gtsler(thê rsmå¡nder) ats ¡nv€rled and transrnitled as t¡c cRc tøø. Àft--"d;no-a €lood psc*ol th€ r€c€iv€r,s shtfl rÊ€btsr contålm 110æi11 æoæ1oo11011101 01111011 (*31, ... ,r0).
Mlalñum Pøckat spoc,trg" This Epsclr€ ls 9.6 us€c. th€ rniñímum ümo thal mugt 6lôps€ aftêr one trarrsmbalon bsforÊ anollì6r ¡.anarnietþn may b€gln.RounûlilpDølay.. Themå.ximumend.lo.€Rd,round.fipdelayforabnisSt.Zussc.
cotllslon Ftl|,øt,'tgr" Any t€ceivê(t bll s€quencs smsll€r ttun tlìo minlrrum vatid pock€t (with mlnimum dats fbË) ls d6csrd.d ss å colllslon fregm€nt.

Control Procedu re
The control proc€dufe dêlinê6 how and wlì€n a ho€i 8ùatlon m€y r8nûtil gack€ts into the comfnon cåbb. Th€ t€y HJrpo€€ ls falr r@oluüon of occssÍon8l@ntenflon arnono transm'ttino statioß,
Dølø¡: A Stat¡on mu6t not r8ô8¡nil inlo ltì€ cosxial cSbl€ wtì€n csrrkrr lg p{6€nl or wllhln lh€ ñinknum pack€t çsclng llm€ aftsr csrrfer hss 6rÉsd.T,!?!l^.ltt A station msy lran6mil il ¡t i6 not dderring. ll msy conünu€ !o trans¡nit unflt eiths th€ 6nd of th€ påcksl ls r€achêd or s coll¡sbn lgdetected.

A¿þt': ll a collis¡on'is delected, trans¡nission of tle packet mu6l t€rmin8le, a¡ú a iam (4.6 q¡æ ot afbitrary d8!a) is trsnsrnitted lo 6n5urs üìst all orh€rpaniopants in tÌìe colfision algo recognize ib oècurrenca.
Bêltans¡nlt: After a stalion hss detectêd I collis¡on 8nd Sborted. it íuJ6il wall for a rarøom rctßnsrniss¡on dotey, óÍlaf ag u8Jal, 8fìd lh€n Stlsmpt lorelraftsm¡t the packel' The rarÉom l¡me ¡nlerval b compuled usirç lhe backoff ålgorithm (b€low). Aft;-16 trarÌ6rni86ion å¡emptq I hrgh€r l€v6t (o.g.sollwafe) deciEion 6 made lo determine wh€thgr to continue or sbåndon 1ñ€ €ffort.gøckolf: Retrafìsm6sbn detåy6 are computed us¡ng the Truncâted ilinery Erponanl¡st Eackoll ålgofithm, wilh the 8im of f8irty rÊsolving cont€ntion amonçup lo 1024 st'alions. The detay (the number of time unrls) belore tho nh attempt ¡s a unilormty d¡sù-ibuted random numbêr rråm [o ,o ãn..,1 r* o("irö(n'0 ¡s lh€ or¡gín8l snempt). For atlempts 11'15, lhe inlerval b ttuncstf,d 8nd remains at [o to 1023]. The unit of time for Û,e retra.*så¡J"; ä,t ;512 bil tlmæ (S1.2 usêc).

RA

Dô6t.
Add r.

Concise Ethernet Specification

4

Sou rc,
Add r.

A9a

l-- """ 
covors thøsø rl@lds 

-]

Packot

lypo
Flold

I â

Deta
Fl€ld
Êñ

cRc

1a

Prøambl@

AA

t_J
[\ i mlntmum packet Spactng

Døst.
Add r.

Á.4

So u rcr
Add ?.

;e

Typo
Fl€ld
la

Dsts
Fløld
Â¡

Channel Encoding
Månch€ster encoding is us€d on lhe coaxial cable. ll has a
50% duty cycle, arÉ insures a lrang¡tion in the middt€ of erery
bil cell (-datâ r8nÊition',). The first hatf of th€ bil ceil conlâins
lhe comptem€ñl of the bit vatue, and lhe second håtf containsth€ tru€ yâlue of th€ b¡t.

Data Rate
Data ¡ate is 1 O M bits/sec a 10O nsec brt ceil t O.O1 %,

Ca rrie r

cRc

The øesence ol dåla transil;on8 indicatæ rhst cårri6f b pfesenl. It a traßsillon b not 3€€n b€tw€€n 0.75 8rÉ 1.25 bll fim€3 s¡nc€b¡t cell' then cat¡i€r hss been lost. ind¡cåt¡n€ th€ erø oi a paÀei -ror 
Ãrço"* of dolerrin€, carrer means any activ¡ty on thebelrç Þroperty formed. specifically, it Ë any acllvlty ofl eirnør receive or coiliglon d€rect 3i0nsl6 in ltlo tsst 160
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T@rmlnøtoa

Trangcel
Cable

Coay Cable

f?'ï";.i i:t **-iri'*"ffi 
t: 

"ï;t'"J.. iïf 
t'sriarion incrudes bstch-ro-bårch varisrions. periodc vE ¡arions ¡n imp€dsnce or up

Cøör@ ¿oss.' The maxamum locs from one erú ol a cåble Êegmenl lo lh€ ofh€r end b g.5 db al fO MFÞ {equival€nt lo _SOO meters of tow loss cåbte).shleldlng: Th€ ph!¿sic.l channel t*dwar€ mu6t op€rale ¡n an ambienr l,,rd or 2 yorts Fler m€ter from 10 KHz ro 30 Mr-tz and s v/merer from 30 MHz to1 Gl-lz' The shi€E Ì¡8s a ransfsr impeoance ã'Ã *,"n r .irriotr-pei ñrä o""' rne frequency ãrçe-of o.r MH¡ to æ MHz (exåcr varue is â funcrionot frequ€ncy).

9ffi"ftr",Íl""li*,1***iå.To,t1lo;H" #t ,i ::üîiï robanv bu'dins or Ac srourd arono irs rensrh. rr ror sårery reasons a sround
Physlcol Dimeaslons: Thb specil¡es ltre dimensbns of a cable wh¡ch c'n æ yg with rhe stêndarcr tep.. ortrer cabres rnsy arso be used. r rhey are
not to be us€d wilh a lsp'typ€ lransc€i\€r ts¡¡c¡r as use wilh connecror¡zed 1,anscei\¡ers, o, 

"a 
i -*"tùi 

betu/e€n 
'ecrions 

ro sòich srandsrd raÞs areconnecled).

Center,Conductoc O.o{iSS. d¡s¡n€ter solid linned copper
lore ráalerEl: Foâm polyelhy'€ne or foam leflon FEp
Core O.D.: 0.2a2 - minimlnshield: 0'326' m¡¡imum shbrd o.D. ()go% c.overage ror ourer bfairJ sh¡e6)Jacket: pvCorteironFEt --
Jâclel O.D.: 0.¿¡OS.

Coax Connectors and Term¡nators
coox csÞles mugt b€ terr¡¡nåled wilh tnôl€ N'serÞs conrìeclors, arø cable secr¡ons wiil b€ ioiri€d with femaþ.lemeþ adspters. connecror sheils shåil b€insrhled s¡Jch lhål ttìe cosx 6h(ekt b prol€cted trom contact þ builJing sr*;.. A sreere o, ooor È 

"ìäpt"¡c. cåbre .egments 
'hourd 

b€ terminaredHilh ô A f€fi¡åle N'6efb6 connaclor (c8n be mÊde up of â bafrel 
"onl..aã, 

a.É â måle terminalor) having an imp€danc€ ol 50 ohms t r%, and able todbs¡pare 1 watL The oun'id€ sJrfåce of the lerminåror .hourd aÌso be insuhted.

Transceiver
CONNECTION RULES

nt".JS tFffi'ffi 
iËt i.trdl tffi#,3t:ttaffi,ffî"lg"rher ü¡ån 2's î,eters. Fortowirìs rhis pråcemenr ruþ reduces ro a very low (bur

COAX CABLE INTERFACE

lnÐut t¡nBodanc@" The resistive comporænl of llre impedance mu6t b€ gre€ter then 50 Kohms" The lotal capacitanc€ must b€ le6s tt|8n 4 picofarsds.ì'lotttlnel lfansmtt ¿eve'i. Tr€ ùnporlsnl psrsrn€t€r is average Dc þvel wilh so%.duty cycþ.waveform input. lt-must be -1.025 v (41 mA) nominst withI range of -o'9 v lo '12 v Is to 48 tef-ñtu'pe.r'ro'pe¿i ec*"*ì"rü ni,ir ue ð¿niere¿on-ir*;"Jåg" DC þver and ,s varue cån rang€ rrorn 1.4v P'P lo twice lh€ sverage .ric cvet'- Tú' 
"üdä61 n€ver eo porir¡* oi ìr* .o.r. r¡,e qu¡óni-sLre ot !r,e g¡.x b rogic hrgh (o v). vorsgeßreasurern€nts are m6de on th€ coax no6r ttle fa-neceiver with tË-,-nLù *äfËr".,o. posit¡veäne¡rt,L-*rr"nt ltowing out of the center conductor o,lhe coax.

RIa@ øncl Følt rlme: 25 ns€c t s rsec wilh a ma'imum of 1 nsec diflerence betu.e€n rise rk,re and rat rirne in I given un¡t. Th€ inrenr b rhar dvldt6houb nol s¡gnl¡cântly exceed tt¡ål presenl in a 10 MHz sin€ wave of 6ame peåk,lo.pesk ampritude.signøl symmøuy: igyrf,r,ew on oulpul should nol exc€ecl 2 nsec lor I so-so s4uare wave inpul to either lraôsmil or receive section of transcciver.TRANSCEIVER CABLE IMTERFACE
Signal Pdlrs: Eoth trarìsceiver 8nd hosl Elat¡on shsil dr¡ve and present at the receiv¡ng erÉ a 7g ohm båtanced toad. The d¡flerentiat srgnat voilâge sha¡tb€ 0.7 volls nominat p€ak with a common *o¿" ìoìt"g" between 0 and + S votts using power return * ,"t"."nau. (Thrs amounls lo shifted ECL tevetsff;i"'åff9*å.1*,,f Ju,,['oo i]:J"#lL;',1-|f' ,"# 

L.-',il;il'""'l*,.ë ä"i. 'îil'.î"Ï"n, 
,,",. or a r¡ne co.i*"pon¿s ro rosic h¡sh.

collision ggn@'" The Eclive Êlate ol th¡s line rs a 1o À/tHz war€form and ¡rs qui€6cenl state b logrc high. lt is act¡ve I lhe lransceiyer ¡s lrarEmittingand anolher lrans¡nission ¡s detecled'' ot ir- tio- ot more orher starions arè trans¡nriling, ¡"dã-pã"¿èîi of rhe srate of rhe rocar rransm¡t srgnaf .

ff"tï' ;'*#"'Lll "*#'åîå"ï""J*. i#'å",ïiäî":"#ifJi"i":f b o'5 ampere Actuar vortaee ar rransceiver 6 derermined
ISOLATION

The ¡mpedsnc€ b€tween ltle coax @nneclion arts lhe transceiver cåbte connecrion rnusr exceed 2so Kohrns ãt 60 FÞ snd withsrard 2s0 vR¡,rs ar 60 Hz.

Transceiver Cable and Connectors
¡'4arrmum s¡gnål lo6s - 3 db @ 10 MHz. (equivalent lo -50 melers ot either zo or 22 AwG tw¡sled pa¡r).
Transceiver Cable Conneclor pin A6.sionÍEnr

Coa¡

Tap
Tranacølvor

Cosx Cabl€ Sogmønt

S6cl

Fsms!€+êmsle
Adsptor (Earrst)

(1 otectrlcaleegmont) 

-

Csblê

Malo coar
Conn€ctor

F6mal€ csbl€
connêctor

Mslê caþle
Connoctor

Conn€ctor¡tcd
Tren6ceivc¡

T€fminatol

1. Sh¡etd.
2. Collision + g. Coflis¡on.3. Transmil + 10. Trånsmit -1. Reserved 11. Res€rved5. Receiye + 12. Receiræ.j Pow€rRelum 13. + powert. Reserved 14. Reservedì. Res€rved 15. neserve¿
'Shield must b€ lerm¡nated lo connector 6h€lt.

M@l€ 15 p¡n
D-Søriøs conn€clor
wlth lock po6t6.
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4 psir # 20 AWG or 22 AWG
78 ohm dllt6r€nliat lmpedance
1 ovorslt 6hletd ln6ulating iackot
4 ohm6 ñsx loop resl6tance lor powør pair Fomale 15 pin D.Soriee

conn@ctor wlth 6lld€ lock
a636mbly.



COMPARSION BETI,¿TEN EXPERIMENTIAL ETHIRNTT
AND ETHERNET SPECIFICATION
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TableBlsummarizesthe
Experimental tthernet and Ethernet

Data Rate
Maximum end to end length
Maximum segment ìength-
Encodi ng
Coax" cable impedance
Coax" cable signaì levels
lransceiver cable connectors
Length of preambìe
Length of CRC
Length of address fields

difference the

Specì f icat'ion,

Table B 1 Comparison of Experircntal Ethernet

Experimentaì
Ethernet

between the

Version 2"0"

2"94 Mbps
lkm
lkm
þ{anchester
75 ohms
0to+3V
25 & 15 pin D ser.ies
1 bit
16 bits
I bits

Ethernet
Speci fi cati on

10 Mbps
2"5 km
500 m

Þlanchester
50 ohms
0to 2U
15 pin D series
64 bits
32 bits
48 bits

and Ethernet Specification
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APPTNDIX C

USER GUIDI FOR SIMULATION
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I.OSFR G&J¡DF F@R 'fr$-gE SgMü.8ËÁT'8@ru PR@GRAM

The simulation can be executed by the

1) Sketch the configuration of the network.
2) Enter the approprìate network data into a input file.
3) Run the compìled versjon of the simulat.ion program.

The configuration of the network must be first sketched. An

example of a sketch configuration is il lustrated in figure c_1.
Th'is conf igurat'ion consi sts of two networks which are connected by

a b.idge. One segment and three nodes are located in network z.
Network I consists of two segments which connected by one rocal
repeater' and a total of three nodes. The description of bridge,
repeaters" and segments can be found in chapter 2. The repeaters
are classified as rocar repeater (LOCAL), remote repeater (REM0TE)

and muìtiport repeater (MULTI). The segments are classified as

coaxial segment (COAX), rink segment (LINK) and thinw.ire segment
(THIN) " The segment where the bridge connected i s car red spine
segment. The spine segment is always defined as segment 1 in a

network" One connection of both the repeater and bridge must be

always connected to the spÍne segment in th.is simuration. Nodes

can be classified as a dev'ice, such as a terminal server (TS), a

bridge (8), a station (S), a computer device and so on. D.ifferent
types of devices may have different characteristics ìncrud.ing

c2-

fo'llowing steps:



bandwidth ìimitation, acknowledgment requirement, packet ìength
and number of packets per message. The source address for each

node consi sts of network address, segment address and node

address" and ì s represented by three numbers. For examp-r e, the
source address for the node located on network 1 0 segment 2 and

node number 1 is represented by (1,2,1). The bridge is considered
to be a node in both networks. The connect.ion of the bridge in
network 1 is considered to be a specicaì node which car red Node

(1,1,2). The connection of the bridge in network 2 is called Node

(2,1,3)" Node(1,1,1), Node (2,1,1) and Node(2,1,2) are stations S.

Node(1 "2,r) is terminar server TS. Node( L,r"z) and Node (2,1,3)
are I (bridge). The phys'icaì rocation for each node has to be

ass'igned by the user.

-c3-
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Figune C-L An Exanq:le of Netwonk Configunation.
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.ir.

Once the

the approprÍate

an input fi le"

assi st the user

gíven at the end

sketch of the network

network data for the

A design aid program

in this regard. The

of this appendix.

The IN'UT-C.M program is seif expìanatory and easy to use.
once the program executed, questions with detailed expìanations
are d'isprayed on the terminar. t{hen the execution of lNpur.coM is
compìeted, the data is written into an input fire cailed Hsc.DAT.
A typicaì exampìe of the HSc.DAT based upon the previous
configuration is shown in figure C_2.

conf igurat ion

configuration is

INPUT"COM was

'l 'i st i ng of the

The INPUT.COM is
and can be executed

the fo I 'low'ing 
conrnand:

is compìeted,

entered into

deveìoped to

INPUT"COM is

@di sk : I dj rectory] INpUT" COM

written in Digita'l Command Language (DCL)

in any VAX/VþIS operation system by invoking

N0TE : if the user is famiriar with the input data for the
simulation program, the user can edit the input fiìe
HSC.DAT and manua'ty Ínput at the data instead of
usìng the program INpUT.COM.

-c5-



2, NtT
1, 8R IDGE
1,1
r12
2"7
2"2
7 

"2 "200 "300,2, 3
1,0r0r2r0r0
0r0,0r 1r0r0
1"1r-1r-1"-----
1 , 2, g0 ,20, LOCAL
1"1,-1r-1,-----
1, NtT
1,2, C0AX
100 &
200
S&
B

2, 1, CoAX
150
TS

2, NET
1, 3 

" 
CoAX

110 &
130 &
300
S&
S&
B

NETP ROB, O. O
1,1,0.0,0.9
1"2,0.9" 1.0
2uLu0.9"1"0
2,2"0.0,0"9
STGMENTPROB, O. 75

number of networks
number of brìdge

Table for the network path table.

Bridge connection
Number of repeaters and number of segments

Segment connection
location of repeater
Segment connection
Network 1

Segment 1, number of
Physical location of
Physicaì locatjon of
Device type of Node
Device type of Node
Segment 2, number of
Physical locati on of
Device type of Node
Network 2

legment 1, number of nodes in segment,
Physicaì location of Node(2,1,1)"
Physicaì location of NoOe(2 ,t,Zi

MAX NUM 0F INDIcAToRS,2000 ! Maximi¡m num¡ðr-oi-t;;;;ì'r;iäir]='"-
J|yrlflg5,-10000000 ¡ ÏË j."sth õr .ãär, tjme srice in bir-rimes

nodes in segment,
Node(1,1"1)
Node(1,1,2)

(1,1,1)
( 1, 1,2)
nodes Ín segment,
Node(1,2"1)

(1,2,1)

$I=I.llE!!lçq'3 t Maximum"nurue"-oi tìme sl ice
RESERVE FAcrOR TIMESLIcE "o.zt Reserved 'rength-roi tne time srice
IIM=PIII-=DIVISE'3 

-! 
rqùr¡u. of djfference devicesTs'400000"2"2000,T ! Device name,bandwidin,pãcteis fõ" r.rruges, and:"10909,1,1000,F ! acknowreOgméñr iiuõ. "-

B,0r0r0o F

Physi ca1Physical location of Node(2"1.3i
Device type of Node (2,1.i)'uevtce type of Node (2,1,1)
Device type of NoOe (Z,t,Z)
Device type of No¿e (2,t,¡)

t- Network transmission probabi I jty
Network 1 to network 1 in the rãnge of 0.0,0.g
Network 1 to network Z in the range of 0.g,f"O
Network 2 to network 1 jn the range of 0.g"f"O

RESI RVE-FACTOR-S TT_TX, O. O
NUM-OF_SET_TX,5

Network 2 to network 2 in the ranle of O"O,O.gProbability to transmit within same segment

COAX

Figure C-2 An typical example of input data file.
-c6-
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COAX

Reserved factor of the offered
0ffered transmissions in terms
set of nodes "

load"
of how many



Step 3: Executed Simulation prosram

The BASIC source

HSC"BAS" 0nce the input

program can be executed

batch queue.

The foììowing steps are executed in order to obtain the image
file HSC.EXE from the BASIC source fìle HSC.BAS.

fi le of the

fi le HSC.DAT

by subnitting

i) compile the source basic fire HSC.BAS to obtain a object
fjle HSC.0BJ using the foljowing DCL command:

BAS i C/ L I ST/OBJ ECT/SYNTAX HSC . BAS

Link the object fire HSC"OBJ to obtain the image fire HSC.EXE.

LINK HSC.OBJ

s'imulation program i s cal led

is formatted, the simulation

its image file HSC"EXE into a

ii)

The image file HSC"EXE

the folìowing steps.

i) Create a submitting fjle. For exanple, BAT.COM

ii) The BAT"C0M fire consists of the fol]owing statement.
RUN djsk: [dìrectory]HSC"EXE

'iìì) Submit the BAT"COM 'into the batch queue VAX$BATCH.

SUBMIT/N0L0G/QUEUt=VAX2$BATCH BAT.C0t"1

-c7-

can be submitted to the batch queue by



Once the BAT.COM js submitted in the batch queue, the ìmage

file HSC'txt will be executed. The simulation results are recorded
in the output f iles which are i rustrated in section 4.3.4.
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b
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$(r
$!

Local Area Network Simulation Input Data.

Note: This command procedure is spec'if ied for use w.ith
DEC VT-200 (compatable) termjnal

created by Gilbert Tang.

ON

ON

ON

ON

ERROR

SEVERI
t.lARN I N6
CONTROL

NPUT COM

THIN GOTO INDING
TRROR THEN GOTO ENDING

THEN GOTO ENDING

_Y THEN GOTO ENDING

SETUP

l.lOUT == "l{RITE SYS$OUTPUT,'
l'lF I Lt == "WRITE OUTFI LE ,,

BEL[0,7] = %X1t
ESC[0,8] = lXlB
SET_NQR}'|AL = ¡r,'tSC'[1;0m,'
SET_FLASH - ..,,ESC'¡o;ir,'
SET-¡{6FLASH =,','ESC,ió;O*,,
ToP-=" ' ' tscr#3"
B0T =,,' ' ESC'#4"
BIG ="''ESC'#6',
GRA =," ' ESC' (0"
us =ilrrtscr(Bil
[{OUT US

LINEl = "ssssssssSSsssSsssSss,,
LiNE2 =,'oooooooooooooooooooo,,
BRIKE = "vvúvwvlyvwvwvwvwvwvwvwvwvwvwvw',

normal
no bl'inking & background
no blìnking
double size char" (top)
double size char. (botiom)
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$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

!MAIN PROGRAM
!

GOSUE HEADER

GOSUB GRAPH

GOSUB INFILI

GOSUB NET-BRIDGT

GOSUB NET_TABLT

GOSUB BRIDGE-CONNECTION

GOSUB NUMBER_SIG_REPEATTR

GOSUB REPEATTR_LOCATION

GOSUB NODT-LOCATION

GOSUB NET_PROB

GOSUB SEG_PROB

GOSUE INPUT_TIMESLICE

GOSUB DI FFERENT-DTVICIS

GOSUB TRANSMISSION INFO

GOSUB TNDING

!--------
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$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$!
$t

!---------
!HIADER
!

HEADER:

ï99] ll 'E!ç'[0;0H, ,EsC, [2J' , rsc,I B;24r,,
I.JOUT BEL,BEL
MTSSAGE = " L0CAL AREA NETWORK SIMULATION u

t.l0uT ToP,SET_FLASH,MESSAGE

lqgl g0T,SET-FLASH,N¡SSner,sET N0FLASH
t-J0ur BIG,GRA;LINE1, It ltr 1

ll9ll] PllKtr'19u,ul.l: Bv Gilbert rans >",GRA,,,t,,,BRrKE
td0uT BIG, LINE2, LINt2"US
ldAIT 00:00:01

rityl!

!
I

I

iNFILE:
INFILE:

SUB_NAÌ'I[ == rrf N F I L E l
GOSUB SUBHEADER

INQUIRE FILENAI,,|E,,tnter the fijename
IF FI LENAMT . tQS. ",' THtN FILENAtvtE =
DIRDEF = F$DIRECTORYo
oPEN/HRITE 0UTFILE'OiRO¡T"FILENAME'
! WFILE DIRDEF"FILENAMI

RETURN

for the LAN data,,
,'HSC. 

DAT ''
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$
5
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
s!

!---------
!GRAPH

GRAPH:

i,J0UT GRA, " I qqqk I qqqk I qqqk ,,

l.l9UIGRA,,' x x N0DEqqqq> x x x x ,,
HOUT GRA 

" 
" mqwqj mqwqj mqwqj ,,

HQIIGRA," x x x ¡r

H0ur G RA, " aqqq gvqqqqqwgqqqqq gqqqwgqgqq qvqqqq qqqqqvqqqqqqqqwqqa,,liq9IqRA'" x x ,,HOUTGRA," 'lqvqk ìqvqk x tgvgk,,.ryq!/IGRA," x x x x X ¡ x,,
ÏSUI 3y," mqqqi mqqqi coAXiAL sEGMENT ,noqoj ,,

RETURN

NET_BRIDGT
NET_BRIDGE:

SUB_NAtrlt ==,'N E T B R I D G E,'
GOSÛB SUBHEADER

Ii,OUT " "
INQUIRT NUMNETH0RK ,'Enter the number
IÎ{QUIRE NUMBRIDGE ,'Enter the number

HFI LE NUMNETI,IORK, ,,, NET,'
wFI LE NUMBR IDGE u 

,' 
o BR IDGE',

RETURN

of
of

network(s)'
bridge( s) ,,
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$l
$INET TABLE
$-
$ NET TABLE:
$-
$ SUB_NAME ==,,NETW0RK$ cOsÚs susueRorn
$ [¡J0UT " "
$ p6¡1 l rr

$ t'lOUT "Exampìe: CRTATE THE NETI{ORK TABL[,,$ wouT t' '¡e_$ wou, ii:!:;;.ff'Eåii,il"Íiì;t' ",r;;:
$ wour :,tnter netpath or (t)xit :ttlur._

$ H'uT GRA,ii:!iii-:::"ii,il llllüd":;i:$ wour GRA,:i:!:i:,iiiiåil,'1,{i¿Xll ;"1,,,
$,,úour r*,ii'iliiir:::'ïi,;i 1',;i10j"1,,,_
$ wour GRA,;tnï" 

netpath or ( t) xit :2 '2 'r

$ r{'uT GRA,:j:!ii[*"':":: .. 1:]-', '',jli;-
$ r,r'uT GRA,;;_'lt5t-"etpath 

t' 
::]*l"trl;;:$ wour GRA"lfüiiil"':":: '" l:]'1. "rlur,

$ wour jjtt"t netpath or (E)xit:4'á,'1i

$ w'ur ,, 
tnter netpath or (E)x'it :4,i'",ì-

I llQ _,Enter netpath or (E)xit :4,å""i$ wour rr , ,,c
,'Enter netpath or (E)xit,E "u",1

$ wouT ,,il

$

TABLE"

$
$
$
$
$
$

INPUTPATH:
INQUIRE NETPATH ',Flt.f netpath or (t)xit,,IF NETPATH "NEs" 

,,,, 
"AND. i{rrpniH "¡rÉs" 

,,t,,
IF NETPATH "NEs" ',T,, THTN GOTO Tl{purpnrH
þJOUT "

$ RETURN

$

THEN WFILT NETPATH
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$
$
$
$
$

BRIDGE CONNECTION

$

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

BR IDGE_CONNECTION:

SUBNAME ==,'BRIDGE
GOSTB SUBHEADER

BRIDGE LOOPIX = NUMBRIDGE
rF BRTDGE_LO0PIX .EQ. 0 THEN G0T0 sKrpBRrDGr

wOur "THE cONNtcrION BtrwEEN THE NETHORKS AND THE BRIDGES:,,
!{ouT il 

'l

!19!.lI liP"idge is used to connect rwo networks (net A and net B)',w0uT ,,,, 
,

wguT GRA"" tqqqqqqqqgqqk lqqqqqqqqk ìqqqqqqqqgqgk ,,

!QUIGRA,',x x x x x x,,
!{qq CRA,,,x NETWORK A rqqqqqu BRIDGE tqqqqu NETW0RK B x ,,

WQUIGRA,"x x x x x x,,wqul GRA'" mqgqqqgqqqqqi mqqqqqqqqi , mqqgqqqqgqqqj ',t.louT us 
,

BRIDGE CONNECT LOOP:
IF BRIDGT_LOOPTX .EQ. O THTN GOTO SKIPBRIDGI

t.l0UT "For bridge,,,NUMBRIDGt-BRIDG¡ t-OOplX+t
INQUIRE NETA "Bridge connects from I.l ¡ (Enter network number),,

J53Yt*' 
NtrB ",, to Net s i¡nter network numberj"

INQUIRE PHYA "Physicaì locatjon of bridge in Net A,'
INQUIRE PHYB,'Phys'ical location of br.idge in Net B"tlOUT rr rr

INQUIRT NODA ,,Node number of the bridge in Net A,,
INQUIRT NODB ,,Node number of the bridle in Net B,'tlouT rr rr

wFILE NETA r', r,' "NETBr ",,' u 
pHyA u,' r,, rpHyBr,,,,,, NoDA r,' r,' u N0DB

BRIDGE LOOPIX = BRIDGE LOOPIX - 1
GOTO BRIDGE CONNECT LOOP

SKIPBRIDGI:
RETURN

CONNTCTION"
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s!
$INUMBER-STG RTPEATER$-
$ UUMEER SIG REPEATER:
$-
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

SUB_NAlrlt == "S E G M E N T A N D
GOSUB SUBHTADER

SEG_R_LOOPIX = NUMNTT¡iORK
IF SEG_R-LOOPIX .IQ" O THEN GOTO SKIP SEG R

Yqll] 914' il lqqqqqqsqqqqqqqqqqqsqqqqqqqssqqqqqqqsqqqqqqk',
w0uT GRA,,' x
ï99I :: xil,US, " 19" each network, input the f ol ìowing: ,,

fg!.|I :: xil,US,', l) the number of locäl refeatãrs] ,,

H9!lI:: xll,US,, ?) the number of remcte räpÀaieii, ,,

fqyl:: xll,US,,, 3) the number of multipori-rãpðut.rs, ,,

I9llI :l xll,US,,' 1) the number of coaxiãi iegrãnii, ,,

l,l91.l] :: o::,u!,,' g) the number of ltnr iegme;l;;-- ,,

f99I I x"rUS,,' 6) the number of thinniie sôõ*ents" ,,

lrlOUT GRA," x x,,
I9!'lI 9lA' " mqqqqqqqqqsqqqqsqqqsqqqqqsqqqqsqqqqqqqqqsq qi,,
I{OUT US

SEG R LOOP:
rF sE-LR_Looprx "EQ. O THEN G0T0 sKrp srG R

RTPEATER"

W0UT "For network :,',NUMNETWORK-SEG R L00pIX+l
INQUIRE LOCALR ,,Enter number of tóðàT-".pÃât.", ,,

INQUIRE REMOTE "Enter number of remote .äpÀaie"s ,,

INQUIRE MULTIp "Enter number of muttipori-i.p.ui.., ',INQUIRT COAX "Enter number of coaxiäl segreñti ,,

INQUIRE LINK ,'Enter number of liÀf. i.grðñt; -- ,,

INQUIRE THIN "Enter number of thinwiiË sàõments ,,

!{0uT 'r "

$ SEG R _LOOPIX = StG R LOOPIX - 1$ GOTO STG R LOOP$ SKIP SEG R:
$ RETURN 

_

wFILE L0CALR,r,r,,,REMOTEr',,,'rMULTip,,,r,,"COAXr,'o,,rLINKr,'uruTHIN

uGRA,rrxrr
,GRA,'r xrr

,GRAr',x,t
,GRA r.xrl
,GRAorrxrt
,GRArrrxrt
,GRAr "xll
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$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

$

$

$

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

REPEATTR_LOCATION
RTPTATER-LOCAT ION:

SUBNAMT == "RE PEATE R L0CAT I 0N,,
GOSÚB SUBHEADER

[{0uT r' 
"

[{OUT "tnter the interconnection of one network,,
I{OUT "Exampìe:,,
tdOUT GRA,' 2 3

" A=LOCAL REPEATER,'
w0uT GRA,il _qggggqqqwqqq qqqqwqqqqq

" B=REM0TE REPTATER'i 
.''

[-J0UTGRA," x x
" C=MULTIPORT REPEATER"

HOUT GRA," x x
" l=SPINAL COAXIAL StG.,,

h,OUT GRA, ìqqvqqk ìqqvqqk
" 2,3=COAXIAL STGMENT'

wouT GRA,,'

llquJ GRA'.' mqqwqqj mqgwqqj mqqwqqj ,,HqqGRA,,, x X ¡ ,,

I9!lI 914 " 
" qqqsqqqqqvsqqqqqqqqqq vqqqssqqqqqqqqqvqsqq,,

[{OUT GRA' rr 'i ' ' rrrrrrììr'Y 
'HOUT US

wouT " "

R_L00PIX = NUMNETI'IORK
NET REPEAT LOOP:

.ll-F:L0gPIx .rq" 0 THEN G0T0 END REpEATER L00p
wFILE "1,1,-1,-1"---__,,

" 4,5,6=THINtIIRt SEGMET{T',

xAxxBx

456 ',

x x x "r-
x x x "r-
x x x t'u-

Ivqvqvk ",-
x C X ttr-

-c16-



$
$
$

$
$
$
$

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

MORERTPIATER:
IdOUT "For network: ',,NUMNETWORK_R L00pIX+l
TNQUIRE/NOPUN R_T _

rF.N'T. R r;i¡Ntåfii; å'ilrrepeaters 
ror rhis network ? ,'

['J0ur "The Fepeater conneõts the^spìna't segment (segment r) to,,INQUIRE SEGNUM ',segment number ?,,
INQUIRE LOA -

"tnter the rocation of repeater connects the sp.inaì segment,,INQUIRE LOB -
"Enter the location of reDeater connects the segment ' 'SEGNUM,,rrNQU rRE RTypE^,,,Enrer..the tvpi gl^"gng;!g;!_ 1 iocnl, REM'TE,MULTT ),'f I.ll u1, ,' 

,SEGNUM, ',, ,', LOA,i; ,r, LoB, ,,, ;, nrvpe 
t -

INQUIRE MORER lltl.l^lgl!_fp.utei,i ínformation ? (y or n),,IF þIORER THIN GOTO MORTREPTAÏTR --
INQUIRE THIN1 "which number is the first thinwire or none <cR>,,INQUIRE THINZ "!,Jhich number is the lasi ir,inoi"e or none <cR>,,IF THINl .NES. ',,'THEN t{FILt rHIN1,,;-;,rHiüe
!{0uT ,,,r

R_HERT:
R_L00PIX=RLOOpIX-1
GOTO NET-REP_EAT-LOOP

END REPEATIR LOOP:
RETURN

! --------
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$
ó
ò
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

$
$

fYUUT

NODE_LOCAT ION:

SUB NAþ|E ==,,N O D E L 0 C A T I 0 N"
GOSTB SUBHEADTR

LO CATION

[{ouT ',,,
bIOUT''NODT LOCATION"
NET_LOOPIX = NUMNETII0RK

NET HLOOP:
IF N'ET_LOOPIX .EQ. O THIN GOTO END NTT
PRISTNT-NETNUM = 

.NUMNETHonT-¡IÈr_Iõopii-r

hlFI LE PR'ESENT_NETNUM, ,, 
, 
,, ,,¡jETu 

'-'

wouT il'r
[{OUT "For network: " pRtSENT I{ETNUM, ,'

TNQUTRE/NoPUN ToTALSEG _
I'How many segments in network ' 'pREstNT_NtrNUM, again ? rl

TSEG = TOTALSEG

SEG_NLOOP:
IF TSTG .IQ. O THEN GOTO END SEG
PRESENT_SEG = TOTALSEG-TSEG+T
INQU IRE_NUMOFNODErrtnter number of nodes for segment "PRESENT sEG, ,,

INqUIRE TyptsEG ilÇl!." tvpe oi rugr.nl ì;ÞriËsÉHr s¡e , ,,-
"(COAX or THIN)r''

HFILt PRESENT_SEG, ",,,,NUM0FNODE, ", " uTypEstG
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$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$l

L0CL00P = NUMOFN0DE
LOCLOOP HERE:
IF LOCLOOP .EQ. O THTN GOTO TND LOC

IryQUIRE NODEL0C,,Enter node Tocatjon,,IF LOCLOOP .NE. 1 THEN [-JFILE NODILOI,', g.,
IF L0CL00P .EQ. 1 THEN HFrLE NoDELOC
LOCL00P = LOCL00p-1

GOTO LOCLOOP HERE
END_LOC:

TYPEL00P = NUMOFNODE
TYPELOOP HTRE:
IF TypEloop "EQ. 0 THEN G0T0 END TypE

INQUIRE NODETYPE ,,Enter node îype;IF TYPELOOP.NE. 1THTN I.,IFILE ÑõDETYPE," &',rF TypEloop "EQ. 1 THEN WFrLE ñOóËrvpÈ,
TYPEL0OP = TypEL00p-1

GOTO TYPELOOP HTRE
END-TYPE:

TSEG = TSEG -1
GOTO STG NLOOP
END SEG:-

NET_L0OPIX = NtT L00pIX-l
GOTO NET NLOOP

END_NET:

RTTURN
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ô
o
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

$

llt-:nEtyKUb
!-

NET-PROB:

SUBNAIIE =="NETþl 0RK
GOSUB SUEHEADER
HouT GRA,,' \T0 NET}J0RK ,,

H0UTGRA," FROM\ I Z N ,',US,,,EXA¡{pLE:

liquJ qRA, " I qgqgqwqqqqqw wqqqqqk,,
WOUT GRA," x 0.0'x Cj.Sdx x g.XXx,,uUSo-

,,From net number; 1"I{OUTGRA," 1x0"9x0.91x x1.0x,,,US,-" to net number: 1,'
t.lOUT GRA, 'r N tqqqqqnqqqqgu tqqqqqu',,US"_

'rEnter the range for 
.proU. j 'Cj"O,O"é,,

[{OUTGRA,"E x0.8-x0.0x xQ.XXx,,W0UTGRA,"T 2 x0"B2x0.gx x1.0x,,
HOUT GRA," W tqgqqqnqqqqqu tqqqqqu,'
hlouT GRA",' 0
t{ouT GRA, " R

t.lOUT GRA," K tqqqqgnqqqqqu tqqqqqu,,HOUTGRA," xQ"7ix'O"l'x x0.0x,,
IqUI GRA, " N x 0.75x 0"71x x 0.7 x,,
I"JOUT GRA," mqqggqvqgqqgj mqgqqqj"
I.JOUT US

tcFILT "NTTPROB,O.O"

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$

$
$l

PROBABILITY"

MORINET PROB:
I NQUI RE-NETA
INQUIRE NITB
INQUIRT RANGE
wFI LE NETA" ,' ,
INQUIRT MORE

l^louT ""
IF þIORE

RETURN

"From net number,t
" to net number,'

,,"51!:r..tl,'.^l3lg. for prob" (e"g 0.1,0.8),,
", NETB, " ,,' ,RANGE
"Input next entry for net probab.iìity tab'le ?,'_"(y or n)"

THEN GOTO MORENET PROB
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q t----___
öl
$!SEG
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$!

SEG_PROB

SEG PROB:

SUB NAt'lt ==,'S E G M E N T p
GOSÛB SUBHTADER

IJoUT rr rr

IdOUT ..SEGMINT PROBA
l.louT il ,,

H0UT "Enter the probabi I .ity for
INQUIRT SEGP "the same segmént"

HFI Lt "SEGMENTPR08, " oSEGP

RTTURN

$l
$!INPUT TIMESLICE$l
$ INPUT TIMESLICE:
$-
$ SUB_NAI'IE =='TTIMESLICE DATA$ GOSUB SUBHEADER
$
$ wour rr il

$ WOUT ''TIMTSLICT DATA,,$ WOUT n,
$ IHQUTRE MAX TNDTCAT0RS _

"Enter the maximum number of transmissions ailows$ wrl LE 'r,rAx_nur,r_oÈ_l ñó iõÀrons, ,, 
, MAX INDI CAT0RS$-

$ r¡lQurRE LrN TTMESLICE
"Enter rhg_J:rulh of rhe t]19_st.ice (in b.it rime),,I wrILE ,'TIHESLIðt",,,¡_¡ñ rrùtsLICE$-

$ lnQUrRE MAX TrÞtEsLICE
. "Enter the maximum number of time sIices,,
I wrlLt ¡,MAx_rlnrslicE,;,Nnx 

TTMESLICtù-
$ INQUIRE TIþIESLICE FACTOR

^ "Enter the reservã factor for the time slice,,
I *rrLE "REsERvT_rncron_iimrsLrcr,;,iiNÈSiióÈ_rncron

INPUT-TIMESL ICE:

SUB NAI'IE == 'rT I
GOSUB SUBHEADER

HouT ,. il

WOUT ''TIMTS
t{OuT il il

ROBABILITY"

BILITY"
the transmission within,,

LICT DATA''

$ 
_ _.¡bYE-vLg errrrLJLrvl

$ RTTURN

$
$ !------

i n the program,'
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$
¡
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

!-------------
!

!DIFFERENT-DEVICES
DI FFERENT-DEVI CIS:

SUBNAMT ==trDIFFtRtNT
GOSUB SUBHEADTR

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

$

$

$

$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

HouT rÍ
I{OUT "DI FFERTNT DEVICES"
HoUT r rr

INQUIRI NUM DIFF DEV -[Enter the ñumbei of different devices,,
HFILE "NUM_DIFF-DEVICEO"'NUM DIFF DEV

NUMDEVS = NUM_DIFF-DEV

NUMDEVS LOOP:
¡¡gg1 u iI
IF NUMDEVS .TQ. O THTN GOTO END NUMDEVS
IdOUT I¡FOr thc dCV'iCE NUMbET .',NüM DIFF DEV-NUMDEVS+I
INQUIRE TYPENAME

"Enter the device type,,
INQUIRE BtJ -

"Enter the I/0 bandwidth for this device',
INQUIRE NUM PACKETS -

"Enteithe. ryrlgr of packets per message for this device,,INQUIRE PACKET LINGTH -
"Enter the packet length (in bit time),'

INQUIRT REPLY "Enter whethõr a acknowregrneåt after a,,-
" message is transmjtted i¡/f),

wFILE TyptNAME,li ,li ,94r,,, ,', NUM_PACKETS, ',, ", PACKET_LENGTH" _
ttrttrREPLY

NUMDEVS=NUMDEVS-1
GOTO NUMDEVS_LOOP

END NUMDEVS:
RETURN

D E V I C T S''

I
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!

!TRANSMiSSIO
TRANSM ISS I ON-I NFO:

SUB NAI{E == ,,T R A
GOS[8 SUBHEADER

l,{OuT r' 
"

WOUT"TRANSMI
b¿ouT r,,,

$ TRANSMISSION INFO:
$-
$ SUB_NAtrtE ==,,T R A N S M I S S I 0 N D A T A,,$ Gos[a suaH¡norn
$
$ 1¿OUT ',,,
$ WOUT"TRANSMISSI0N DATA,'$ u¡ouil,,
$ t¡ouT "one set of transmission is equa'l to totaj number of nodes.,,$ t¿our "Reserve factor is the fraction of transm.ission set,,_rr reserved.,'
$ WOUT u,
$

I I|¡QUIRE SET_TX "tnter number of set of transmissions,,$ WOUT ',Enter the reserve factor for the number I$ truQurRE REs-sET "of set-ôf r.unsrissiòni to.o : i"öi,;"-'$-
$ wrILE ,'REstRvt_FAcr0R SET_TX,,,,Rts str$ u¿rILE "NUM_0F_str_TX,",5eT Ti ' -----$-
$ RETURN

$
$ !------(r
$!SUBHTADER
$!
$ SUBHIADER:
$
$ TOTAL LEN == 40
I SUB_LENG == F$LENGTH(SUB_NAþ!E)$-
$ BLANK_LEN == SUB_LENG/2$ eLANKJTR == Ill4q(l f #As,' , (ToTAL_LEN_SUB_LEN G) /2," ")
f tuB_ouT == F$FAo(',!#À4",Ìornl_rÈñ,arnxr_slnísue_¡{AþrEl

$ WOUT I,ESC'7"
$ wour rr,rlÇiIg;oH,'Esc'[1;5m,,ESc'#6',,suB 

Our$ wouT ilr'ESC,8"
$
$ RETURN

$
$ l------

SSION DATA"

r il)

_NAþrE)
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$
ô
ù
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$l
$t

ENDING

ENDI NG:
CLOSE OUTFILE

[*,ouT ""
INQUIRE/N0pUN pRINIggJ ,'Do you ì.ike to pr.intIF PRINTOUT THEN LASER 'DIRÓEF.,FILENAMË'

WqqT .' "ESC' [0;0H', tSC, IZJ',ESC'[0;24r,'
MESSAGE = ,,

I{OUT TOP,STT
[{OUT BOT,SET_
[,ÚOuT ,'I -

EX IT

GOOD LUCK
FLASH ,MESSAGE
FLASH,MESSAGE,STT NOFLASH

the file ? ,,

-c24-
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::: APPENDIX D :::

:::

POISSON DISTRIBUTION TEST
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Thi s appendix descrjbes a

progran" If the transmj ssions

di stri buted 'in the time sl ice,

in their distrjbution lBratìey et

The input to the simurat.ion progran was designed to make the
transmissions rare and random. In this wôyo the distribution of
transmissìons in the time slice would be expected to be poisson in
nature. Output file Hsc"0ur4 was used to test thi s expectation.
This fi I e þ/as based upon a time sr i ce which was consisted of
10,000,000 bit times, and the number of transmissions in the time
slice was set to 1000. The time slice rdas arbitrary divided into
1000 sampìing ceils, such that the rnean (m) was equar to 1.0.
Thus,

stati stical test

are made rare,

the transmi ssions

ô1, 19831.

of the simulation

and are randomìy

should be poisson

Mean (m) =

and each cell consists of 10,000 bit times"

Number of transmissions

Number of cells

1000
= 

- 

= 1"0
1000
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tach cer r was examined in order to find out the number of
transmissions contained w.ithin the cer l. The next step was to
count the occu*ence of the number of transmissions. Table D_1

compares the varues of the poisson function (m=1) with the
simulat'ion results. The simulation resurts were close to the
values of the poisson function (m=1).

Number of
transmissions
(x)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Number of
occurrence

Normal ized

number of
occuffence

388

343

173

74

2T

1

0

0

Expected

val ue

f (x ) m=l.0

0.388

0.343

0. 173

0.074

0.021

0.001

0"000

0"000

Table D-1 Comparison of poisson function (m=1)
with poisson result from simulation.

0.3679

0.3679

0. 1839

0.0613

0.0153

0.003 1

0.0005

0.0001

-03-



The chi-Square test was used to compare the two frequencies. It
was concruded that with a chi-Square sum of 0.01 and 5 degrees of
freedom" the simulation correctìy generated a poisson distributjon
wi th a confidence r ever of greater than gg.5 percent.
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::: APPENDIX E :::
::::::."

RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT MESSAGT SI ZES
DTS
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The DTS Data Test uti I jty rvas

message size for the experiment in

from VAX2 (VAX 8650) to VAX1 (VAX

from 100 bytes to 4096 bytes. The

the NCP L'ine counters and the DTS

show the results from the counters.

Data Test is shown as follows:

RUN SYS$SYSTEM:NCP
ZERO KNOhIN LINE COUNTTR
SHOI'I KNOI{N LINE COUNTTR
TELL VAXI,,GILBERT password,' : :
TELL VAXl,,GILBERT þassword,': :

RUN SYS$SYSTEM:DTSEND 
.

_ gAT4/N0DENAtrtt=VAX1/pRINT/SIZE=
RUN SYS$SYSTEM:r{Cp

used to find the appropriate

section 5.3" DTS sent packets

785) with message sizes ranging

resuits were recorded in both

counters. Tabi es E.1a to E.1c

A typicaì example of this DTS

$

$
SHOþ¿ KNOIdN LINE COUNTTR
TELL VAXI"GILBERT password":: SH0w KN0[,N LINE c0uNTER

ZERO KNOl.lN LINE COUNTER
SHOtd KNOI{N LINT COUNTIR

variable /SEC=10

-E2-



Message
size

100
300
s00
700
900

Number of
messages

1100
1300
1450
1480
1500
1700
1900

1948
1809
L473
I497
1274

N0. of D.B"
TX (RX)

1989
1845
1501
1525
1301

1189
1298
1204
864
806
658
723

2100
2300
2500
2700
2900

( 1 20e)
( 1238)
(e22)
(es0)
(7s7]'

Bytes Sent

1225
1324
1231
1755
1643
1345
L478

261244
604261
786592

i098668
1189963

3100
3300
3500
3700
3900

(7 46)
(805)
(738)
(e20)
(86e)
(718)
(7891

757
766
804
726
744

Bytes
Recei ved

1350323
1731s09
1786969
1338513
1265149
1163557
L4244t7

1544 (832)
1561 (86e)
1636 (e28)
1482 (867)
1516 (896)

4096

606
567
599
483
465

56065
57383
42535
43827
37089

Table E" 1a

D.B" = data blockTX = transmitted
RX = received

1845
1731
L823
L477
1425

561

34961
37149
34067
42439
40101
331 55
364?5

164L743
1815217
2065897
20 11 139
2209519

(e68)
(883)
(e76)
(786)
(7 47)

1574 (850)

193991s
1931704
2158524
1839180
1864512

39205
40101
42817
40005
41339

DTS Data Test results

216589s

44651
41041
45011
36275
35287

39219
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Message
s ize

100
300
500
700
900

Number of
messages

1100
1300
1450
1480
1500
1700
1900

1948
1809
I473
L497
I274

N0. of
TX

1989
1845
1501
1 525
1301

D. B.
(RX)

1189
r298
I204
864
806
658
723

2100
2300
2500
270A
2900

( 120e)
(1238)
(e22)
(e50)
(7e7)

Data
si ze

L225
7324
1231
1 755
1643
1345
I478

Block
(TX ) ave

3100
3300
3500
3700
3900

131.34
327 "51
524 "04
7?0.43
9 14.65

(7 46',)
(805)
(738)
(e20)
(86e )
(718)
(78e)

757
766
804
726
744

Data Block
;ize (Rx)ave

1102.30
1307 

" 78
1451 

" 64
762.68
770 "02
865.09
963.75

1544 (832)
1561 (86e)
1636 (e28)
1482 (867)
1516 (896)

4096

606
567
599
483
465

46.37
46" 35
46.13
46.13
46.54

ave = on average

1845
L73T
1823
1477
1.425

561

46"86
46.14
46.16
46.13
46.74
46.17
46.17

1063.31
1162.86
1262.77
1357.04
1457 "47

(e68)
(883)
(e76)
(786)
(7 47\

Table E"1b DTS Data Test results

1574 (850)

1051.44
11 15.94
1184"05
1245.21
1308 "43

47.L2
46.t4
46.13
46.L4
46"L4

1376.05

46" 13
46.48
46.11
46.15
47.23

46"14
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Message
s ize

100
300
500
700
900

Number of
me s s ages

1100
1300
1450
1480
1500
1700
1900

1948
1809
1473
1497
1274

N0. of D.B.
TX (RX)

1989
1845
1s01
1525
1301

1189
1298
1204
864
806
658
723

2100
2300
2500
2700
2900

( 120e )
(1238)
(e221
(es0)
(7e7)

Data Block
s'ize (TX )

1225
L324
1231
I 755
1643
1345
L478

131"34
327 .51
524.04
720 "43
9 14.65

3100
3300
3500
3700
3900

(7 46)
(805)
(738)
(e20)
(86e)
(718)
(789)

757
766
804
726
7M

Data Block
;ize (Rx)ave

1 102 .30
1307.78
1451.64

1480 (45.36)
1498 (42.04)
14e8 (232.0)
1498 (429"5\

1544
1561
1636
L482
1516

4096

606
567
s99
483
465

lable E.lc DTS Data Test results
* = 1498 bytes# = 2996 bytes

46.37
46" 35
46.13
46.13
46.54

832 )
86e)
e28)
867)
8e6)

1845 (s68)
1731 (883)
1823 (e76)
1477 (786)
L425 /747)

561

46.86
46.I4
46.16
46.13
46.14
46"L7
46"L7

* (624.62)* (827 .72)
*( 1027.54)
*( 1216.00)
*( 1416.94)

1574 (8s0)

** (158.32)
(351.82)
(s56.1s)
(73e.63)
ß29 "29\

**

47.I2
46.14
46.13
46.14
46.14

**
**

**( 1132.15)

46.13
46.48
46" 11
46.15
47 "23

46.14
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::: APPTNDIX F :::

STATISTICS OF THE TXPERIMINTAL NTTI{ORKMTASURID
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Measured stati st.ics:

Seconds since zero

Messages rece.ived

Bytes rece'ived

Messages send

Bytes send

DTS Counter

Messages sento
mu'ltipìe col lision

( vAXz )

Messages sent,
s'ingle collision

180

N/A

Messages sent,
initial ly defemed

N/A

IBM

23598

Measured statistics in one second:

33037200

180

NCP LINE Counter

N/A

VAX2 sent out 131.1 messages with
VAX1 sent out 76" Z rnessages oiih
IBM sent out 34.3 messaões wiii,

VAX2

N/n

N/A

6166

8632400

196

For network 1:
The total number of bytes sent oer
The total number of bìts ,ent ã.l^
The channel util.ization *u, O"Oõãe

15033

N/A

704535

VAXl

N/n

N/A

24822

33895746

For network Z:
The total number of bytes sent per

210

24652

33869240

N/A

The total number of bits ae;i ;;.
The channel util.ization ou, O"igS

N/A

15278

4

727305

l4

size 1400 bytes to VAXI
size 46.9 bytes to VAX2
size 1400 bytes to uVAX

1043

TABLE F.la Measured statistics of trial 1

0

second was 3463.4
second was 21706.9
or 0.28%

1

2t

second was Z3I4gl "7
second was 1851982.2
or 18"51

per
per
per

second "
second.
second "

bytes 
"

bi ts.

-F2-
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Measured statistics:

Seconds since zero

Messages rece'ived

Bytes received

Messages send

Bytes send

DTS Counter

( vAXz )

Messages sent,
muìtipìe coll'ision

Messages sent,
singìe col lisìon

180

N/A

Messages sent,
initialìy deferred

N/A

IBM

24559

34382600

Measured statistics in one second:

180

NCP LINt Counter

N/A

vAX2 sent out 136"4 messages with size 1400 bytes to vAXl per
vAXl sent out 88"5 messages with size 47.1 uytes to vAX2 þerIBM sent out 35.9 messages with s'ize 1400 uytes to uvAX þer

VAX2

N/A

N/A

6461

9045400

192

16992

For network 1:
The total number of bytes sent per second was
The total number of bits sent per second was
The channel utiìization was 0.036 or 3.6%

N/A

800343

VAX i

N/A

27084

N/A

35315828

199

For network 2:
The total number of bytes sent per second was 241266"7 bytes.
The total number of bits sent per second was 1930133"3 uits"
The channel utilization was 0.193 or 19"3%

27153

35323343

N/A

N/A

17809

10

907400

24

1146

TABLT F"lb Measured statist'ics of trial 2

3

4

15

4559"8 bytes
36478"4 bi ts.

second.
second.
second "
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Measured stati stics:

Seconds since zero

Messages rece'ived

Bytes received

Messages send

Bytes send

DTS Counter

( vAXz )

Messages sent,
mu'ltiple collision

Messages sent,
singìe collision

180

N/A

Messages sent"
initialìy deferred

N/A

IBM

25656

359 18400

Measured statistics in one second:

180

NCP LINE Counter

N/A

VAX2

VAX2 sent out 142.5 messages with size 1400 bytes
VAX1 sent out 80.6 messages with size 46.7 Uytes
iBM sent out 33.9 messages with size 1400 Uytes

N/A

N/A

6109

85s2600

196

15806

For network 1:
The total number
The total number
The channel util

N/A

738183

VAX 1

N/A

N/A

26295

36801201

208

For network 2:
The total number
The totai number
The channel util

27475

36856659

N/A

of bytes sent per second was
of bits sent per second was

ization was 0.034 or 3"4%

N/A

17637

9

888806

17

of bytes sent per second was 24106I.1 bytes"
of bits sent per second was 1976488"9 bits"

ization was 0"i98 or 19"8%

1 123

TABLE F"lc Measured statistics of trial 3

3

1

to
to
to

23

VAXl per second.
VAX2 per second"
uVAX per second "

4273.1 bytes"
34184"8 bits"
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Measured statistics:

Seconds since zero

Messages received

Bytes received

Messages send

Bytes send

DTS Counter

( vAXz )

Messages sentu
muìtip'le collision

Messages sent,
single col lision

180

N/A

Messages sent,jnitially deferred

N/A

iBM

22æ8

31651200

Measured statistics in one second:

180

NCP LINE Counter

N/A

VAX2 sent out 125.6 messages with size 1400 bytes
VAX1 sent out 75.1 messages with size 4g.g Oytes
IBM sent out 36"1 messages with size 1400 Uytes

VAX2

N/R

N/n

6500

9100000

186

13965

For network 1:
The total number of bytes sent per second was
The total number of bits sent per second was
The channel utilization was 0"035 or 3.5%

N/A

653414

VAX 1

N/A

N/A

23178

32442667

192

For network 2¿
The total number of bytes sent per second was zz63gs.5 bytes.
The total number of bits sent per second was 1911164.a uits.
The channel utilization was 0.181 or 1g.l%

24798

32507422

N/A

N/A

16363

4

833196

15

L024

TABLE F"ld Measured statistics of trial 4

1

1

to VAX1 per
to VAX2 per
to uVAX per

25

4339"6 bytes
34716.5 bi ts "

second.
second "
second.
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Measured stati stics:

Seconds since zero

Messages received

Bytes receìved

Messages send

Bytes send

DTS Counter

( vAXz )

Messages sent,
multipìe collision

lulessages sent,
single collision

180

N/A

Messages sent,
initial'ly deferred

N/A

IBM

27204

38085600

Measured statistics in one second:

180

NCP LINE Counter

N/A

VAX2

VAX2 sent out 151.1 messages with sjze i400 bytes
VAX1 sent out 87.1 messages with size 46.7 bytes
IBM sent out 34.9 messages w.ith size 1400 bytes

N/A

N/A

6290

8806000

190

16555

For network 1:
The total number
The total number
The channel util'i

N/A

773777

VAX 1

N/A

N/A

27 560

39001447

197

For network 2:
The total number
The total number
The channel ut'il i

29539

39100685

N/A

N/A

19242

of bytes sent
of bits sent
zation was 0.

5

939201

T2

of bytes sent
of b'its sent
zation was 0.

1 164

per second was
per second was

038 or 3"8%

1

TABLE F.le Measured statistics of trial s

2

per second was 260508"9 bytes"
per second was 2084071"1 bits"

208 or 20.8%

to VAXI per
to VAX2 per
to uVAX per

18

4767 " 5 bytes
38140" 1 bits.

second.
second.
second.
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Measured stati stics:

Seconds since zero

Messages received

Bytes received

Messages send

Bytes send

DTS Counter

(vAX2 )

l4essages sent,
muìtipìe col ìision

Messages sent,
singìe collision

180

N/A

Messages sent,
initial ìy defemed

r{/A

IBI'I

2658s

372i9000

Measured statistics in one second:

180

NCP LINE Counter

N/A

VAX2

VAX2 sent out 147.7 messages with size 1400 bytes
VAX1 sent out 87.4 messages with size 46.6 bytes
IBM sent out 36.4 messages with size 1400 bytes

N/n

N/A

6558

9181200

185

L6L62

For network 1:
The total number of bytes sent per second was
The total number of bits sent per second was
The channel utilization was 0"038 or 3"8%

N/A

753664

VAX 1

N/A

N/A

26926

381 13658

187

For network 2:
The total number of bytes sent per second was ZS7llB"9 bytes"
The total number of bits sent per second was 2320010.0 bìts"
The channel util'ization was 0"232 or Z3"u

28623

38198776

N/A

N/A

18472

2

890963

22

1225

1

TABLT F"if Measured statistics of trial 6

4

to VAXI per
to VAX2 per
to uVAX per

25

4764.5 bytes
38116" 1 bi ts "

second.
second.
second.
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MEASURED STATISTICS OF THE TERMINAL SERVIRS

::: APPENDIX G
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frame size
(bytes )

vAX 8650 (vAXz)

104 " 34
80 "27
60 "40
60. 17
64"18

Transmit rate
(frames/sec)

SD=standard deviation

The probabiìity for the termina'l
is 0.68.

1" 83
1" 96
6.50
3" 08
3" 49

frame size
( bytes )

Termjnal Servers (TS)

64" 15
64.16
64.03
64.06
50.07

Transmit rate
( frames/sec )

frame size
(bytes )

1.38
1"45
4.20
2.02
2 "43

vAX 785 (vAXl)

69"59
78.61
73"58
80.08
76.90

servers replying to VAXZ

Transmit rate
(frames/sec)

TS1001
TS 1002
TS 1004
TS 1007
TS2001

SD=standard deviation

The probability for the terminal
is 0.75"

3" 59
2.86
5" 16
3" 73
1.18

frame size
( bytes)

Terminal Servers (TS)

64.05
64.06
64.02
64.05
64.81

Transmit rate
( frames /sec )

2.67
2"TL
3 "93
2 "90
0 "86

servers replying to VAXl

TS1011
TS 1012
TS1013
TS1014
TS 1015
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NCP>CON NODE TS1OOl

Console connected (press CTRL/D when finished)

DECserver 100 Term'inal Server Vl"2 (BLiZ) - LAT V5.1
Enter username>

Local> show counter

*

Seconds Since Zeroed:
Bytes Received:
Bytes Sent:
Franes Received:
Frames Sent:
Multicast Bytes Rcv'd:
Multicast Bytes Sent:
Mu lt'icast Frames Rcv td :
Multicast Frames Sent:
Franes Sent" Deferred:
Frames Sent, 1 Collision:
Frames Sent, 2+ Collisions:

ETHERNET COUNTERS *

Messages Received:
Itlessages Transmi tted :
Messages Re-Transmitted :
Non-Circuit Messages Rcv,d:
Non-Circuit Messages Xmt'd:

Local> ìogoff
Local -020- Logged out port

27092
5173914
2408971

49588
37555

645215
6968
4359

52
155

6
5

Excessive Col lisions: 0
Carrier Check Fa'iled: 0
Frames Too Long: 0
Heartbeat Absent: 0
Late CollÍsions: 0
Data Underun: 0
Block Check Error: 0
Framjng Error: 0
Data Overrun: 0
System Buffer Unavailable: 0
User Buffer Unavailable: 0

* SERVER COUNTERS *

44832
36936

0
564
454

Dupl'icates Received: I
Illega'l Messages Rcv,d: 0
Illegal Slots Rcv,d: 0
Dupi'icate Node Count: 0
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NCP>CON NODE TS1OO2

Console connected (press CTRL/D when finished)

DECserver 100 Terminal Server Vl.2 (BLIZ) - LAT V5.1

Enter username>

Local> show counter

* ETHTRNET COUNTERS *

Seconds Since Zeroed:
Bytes Received:
Bytes Sent:
Frames Received:
Frames Sent:
Muìticast Bytes Rcv'd:
Multicast Bytes Sent:
Multicast Franes Rcv'd:
Multiiast Framei Sent:
Frames Sent, Deferred:
Frames Sentu 1 Collision:
Frames Sentn 2+ Collisions:

Messages Received;
Messages Transmitted:
Messages Re-Transmitted :
Non-C'ircui t Messages Rcv 'd :
Non-Circuit Messages Xmt,d:

Local> logoff
Local -020- Logged out port

27090
4272664
2512573

53229
39162

645326
6298
4360

47
176

9
6

txcessive Col l'isions: 0
Carrier Check Failed: 0
Franæs Too Long: 0
Heartbeat Absent: 0
Late Collisions: 0
Data Underrun: 0
Block Check Error: 0
Framing Error: 0
Data Overrun: 0
System Buffer Unavailable: 0
User Buffer Unava'ilable: 0

* SERVER COUNTERS *

48345
38594

0
94
48

Dupìicates Received z 7
Iìlegaì Messages Rcv'd: 0
Iìlegaì Slots Rcv'd: 0
Duplicate Node Count: 0
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NCP>CON NODI TS1OO4

Console connected (press CTRL/D when finished)

DECserver 100 Terminal Server Vl.2 (8112) - LAT V5.i

Enter username>
Locaì> show counter

* TTHERNET COUNTERS *

Seconds Since Zeroed:
Bytes Received:
Bytes Sent:
Frames Received:
Frames Sent:
Multicast Bytes Rcv'd:
Multicast Bytes Sent:
Muìticast Frames Rcv'd:
Multicast Frames Sent:
Frames Sent, Oeferred:
Frames Sent, 1 Collision:
Franes Sent, 2+ Collisions:

27079 txcessive Collisions:
10634106 Camier Check Fai led:
7282104 Frames Too Long:
t7607I Heartbeat Absent:
L13732 Late Col I i s'ions :
645392 Data Underrun:

6030 Block Check Error:
4361 Framing Error:

45 Data Overrun:
495 System Buffer Unavailabìe:
24 User Buffer Unavailable:
18

Messages Received:
Messages Transmitted:
Messages Re-Transmitted:
Non-Circuit Messages Rcv'd:
Non-Circuit Messages Xmt'd:

Local>'logoff
Local -020- Logged out port

* STRVIR COUNTTRS *

171622 Dupl i cates Rece'ived : 17
113601 lìlegal Messages Rcv'd: 0

0 lììegal Sìots Rcv'd: 0
0 Dupìicate Node Count: 0
0

0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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NCP>CON NODE TS1OO7

Console connected (press CTRL/D when finished)

DECserver 100 Terminal Server VI.Z (8112) - LAT VS.1
Enter username>

Local> show counter

* ETHERNET COUNTERS *

Seconds Since Zeroed:
Bytes Received:
Bytes Sent:
Frames Received:
Franes Sent:
Multicast Bytes Rcv,d:
Multicast Bytes Sent:
Mu I t'icast Frames Rcv 'd :
Multicast Frames Sent:
Frames Sent, Deferred:
Frames Sent, 1 Col l'ision:
Frames Sent, 2+ Collisions:

Messages Received:
Messages Transmitted:
Messages Re-Transmitted:
Non-Circuit Messages Rcv,d:
Non-Circuit Messages Xmt,d:

Local > 'logof f
Local -020- Logged out port

27072
5022714
3506304

83474
54738

645125
5719
4361

43
313

L4
15

Excessive Coì lisions: 0
Carrier Check Failed; 0
Frames Too Long: 0
Heartbeat Absent: 4
Late Coll isions: 0
Data Underrun: 0
Elock Check Error: 0
Framjng Error: 0
Data Overrun: 0
System Buffer Unavailable: 0
User Buffer Unavailable: 0

* SERVER COUNTERS *

79016
54600

0
0
0

Dupìicates Received: 0
Iììegal Messages Rcv,d: 0
Iìlegaì Slots Rcv,d: 0
Dupìicate Node Count: 0
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NCP>CON NODE TS2OO1

Console connected (press CTRL/D when finished)

DECserver 200 Terminal Server Vl.0 (BLZO) - LAT V5.1

Please type HELP if you
Enter username>

Local> show counter

DtCserver 200 V1"0 BL20

Seconds Since Zeroed:
Bytes Recejved:
Bytes Sent:
Frames Received:
Franes Sent:
Multicast Bytes Rcv'd:
Multicast Bytes Sent:
Multicast Frames Rcv'd:
Multicast Frames Sent:
Frames Sent" Deferred:
Messages Received:
Messages Transmitted:
Sol i c'itat'ions Accepted :
Sol icitations Rejected:
Muìtipìe Node Addresses:

Local> logoff
Local -020- Logged out port

need assistance

LAT Protocol V5"1 Uptime: 57 04:20:06

27088 Frames Sent, 1 Collision: Lz6065811 Frames Sent, 2+Collisions: 15
3296756 Send Fajlures: O94508 Send Faiìure Reasons: 00000000065841 Rece'ive Fai lures: O645189 Receive Failure Reasons:0000000005588 Unrecognized Destjnation: 04362 Data Overrun: 0M User Buffer Unavailable: 0282 System Buffer Unavailable; 089919 Duplicates Received: 1165572 Messages Re-Transmitted: 017 Iìlegaì Þlessages Rcv'd: 00 llìegal Slots Rcv,d: 00 Iììegaì Multicasts Rcv,d: 0

9
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NCP>CON NODE TS1O11

Console connected (press CTRL/D when finished)

DECserver 100 Terminal Server Vl.Z (BLIZ) - LAT VS.1Enter username>

Local> show counter

* ETHERNET COUNTTRS *

Seconds Since Zeroed:
Bytes Received:
Bytes Sent:
Frames Received:
Frames Sent:
Multicast Bytes Rcv'd:
Multicast Bytes Sent:
Multicast Fra¡nes Rcv,d¡
Mult'icast Frames Sent:
Frames Sent, Deferred:
Frames Sent, 1 Collis.ion:
Frames Sent, 2+ Collisjons:

Messages Received:
Messages Transnitted:
Messages Re-Transmitted :
Non-Circuit Þlessages Rcv'd:
Non-Circuit Messages Xmt,d:

Local>'logoff
Local -020- Logged out port

27065
6754289
4630155

97063
72286

645205
7336
4364

56
518
62
63

Excessive Col lisions: 0
Carrier Check Failed: 0
Frames Too Long: 0
Heartbeat Absent: 0
Late Collisions: 0
Data Undemun: 0
Block Check Error: 0
Framing Error: 0
Data 0verrun: 0
System Buffer Unavaiìable: 0
User Buffer Unavailable: 0

* STRVTR COUNTERS *

92470
72003

1

326
163

Dup'l'icates Received: 9
Iììegaì Messages Rcv,d: 0
Illegaì Slots Rcv'd: 0
Dupìicate Node Count: 0
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NCP>CON NODE TS1O12

Console connected (press CTRL/D when finished)

DECserver 100 Terminal Server Vl.Z (BLl2) - LAT V5.l
Enter username>

Local >

t

Seconds Since Zeroed:
Bytes Received:
Bytes Sent:
Frames Received:
Frames Sent:
Multicast Bytes Rcv,d:
Multicast Bytes Sent:
Multicast Frames Rcv,d:
Multicast Frames Sent:
Frames Sent, Deferred:
Frames Sentu 1 Collision:
Frames Sent" 2+ Colljsions:

ETHERNET COUNTTRS *

Messages Received:
Messages Transmitted:
Messages Re-Transmitted:
Non-Circuit Hessages Rcv,d:
Non-Circuit Messages Xmt,d:

Loca I >
Local -020- Logged out port

27066
6084757
3661894

7740L
57158

645317
7205
4364

55
370
45
4T

Excessive Collisions: 0
Carrier Check Failed: 0
Frames Too Long: 0
Heartbeat Absent: 0
Late Coll isions: 0
Data Undemun: 0
Block Check Error: 0
Framing Error: 0
Data Overrun: 0
System Buffer Unavailable: 0
User Buffer Unavailable: 0

* SIRVER COUNTERS *

72972
57040

0
0
0

Dupìicates Received: 8
Ilìegaì Messages Rcv,d: 0
Iììegaì Slots Rcv'd: 0
Dupìicate Node Count: 0
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NCP>CoN N0Dt TS1013

Console connected (press CTRL/D when fjn.ished)

DECserver 100 Terminal Server Vl.2 (BLIZ) - LAT V5"1

Enter username>
Local> show counter

*
Seconds S'ince Zeroed:
Bytes Received:
Bytes Sent:
Frames Received:
Frames Sent:
Multicast Bytes Rcv,d:
Multicast Bytes Sent:
Multicast Frames Rcv'd:
Multicast Frames Sent:
Frames Sent" Defemed:
Frames Sent, 1 Collisjon:
Frames Sent, 2+ Collisjons:

ETHIRNET COUNTERS *
27062 txcessive Collisions: 0

10265834 Carrier Check Failed: 0
6804626 Frames Too Long: 0
139520 Heartbeat Abseñt: 0106282 Late Coll isions: 0
645089 Data Underrun: 04847 Block Check Emor: 04363 Framing Error: 037 Data 0verrun: 0755 System Buffer Unavailable: 076 User Buffer Unavailable: 0

86

Messages Received:
Messages Transmitted:
Messages Re-TransmÍtted:
Non-circuit Þlessages Rcv'd:
Non-circuit Messages Xmt'd:

Local> logoff
Local -020- Logged out port

* SERVER COUNTERS *

135092 Dupl'icates Received:
106182 Iìlega'l Messages Rcv,d:

0 Illegaì Slots Rcv,d:
0 Dupìicate Node count:
0

40
0
0
0
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NCP>CON NODE TS1O14

Console connected (press CTRL/D when fÍnìshed)

DECserver 100 Terminal Server Vl.2 (8112) - LAT VS.1
Enter username>

Local> show counter

" ETHERNET COUNTIRS *

Seconds Since Zeroed:
Bytes Received:
Bytes Sent:
Frames Received:
Frames Sent:
Mu lt'icast Bytes Rcv ,d:
Multicast Bytes Sent:
Muiticast Frames Rcv'd:
Multicast Frames Sent:
Franes Sentu Deferred:
Frames Sent, 1 Collision:
Frames Sent, 2+ Collisions:

Messages Received:
Messages Transmitted:
Messages Re-Transmitted:
Non-circuit Messages Rcv'd:
Non-circuit Hessages Xmt'd:

Local> ìogoff
Local -020- Logged out port

27060
8077940
50æ284
100877
78520

645317
5240
4364

40
Æ7

54
49

Excessive Collisions: 0
Carrier Check Failed: 0
Frames Too Long: 0
Heartbeat Absent: 0
Late Coll isions: 0
Data Underrun: 0
Block Check Error: 0
Framing Error: 0
Data 0verrun: 0
System Buffer Unavailable: 0
User Buffer Unavailable: 0

* SERVTR COUNTTRS *

95931
77892

0
272
146

Dup'li cates Received z tZ
Iììegal Messages Rcv,d: 0
Ilìega'l Slots Rcvrd: 0
Duplicate Node count: 0
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NCP>CON NODE TS1O15

Console connected (press CTRL/D when finished)

DECserver 100 Terminal Server V1.2 (8112) - LAT V5"1
Enter username>

Local> sh counter

* ETHERNET COUNTTRS *

Seconds Sìnce Zeroed:
Bytes Received:
Bytes Sent:
Frames Received:
Frames Sent:
Multicast Bytes Rcv'd:
Multicast Bytes Sent:
Muiticast Frames Rcv'd:
Multicast Frames Sent:
Frames Sent, Deferred:
Frames Sent" 1 Colìlsion:
Frames Sent, 2+ Co1'lisions:

Messages Received:
tnlessages Transmi tted :
Messages Re-Transmitted :
Non-Circuit Þlessages Rcv'd:
Non-Circuit Messages Xmt'd:

Local> ìogoff

Local -020- Logged out port

NCP> exit

27065
2463068
1510317

32028
23303

645269
6157
4365

47
159

11
8

Excessive Collisions: 0
Carrier Check Failed: 0
Frames Too Long: 0
Heartbeat Absent: 0
Late Col I isÍons: 0
Data Underrun: 0
Bìock Check Error: 0
Framing trror: 0
Data Ovemun: 0
System Buffer Unavailable: 0
User Buffer Unavailab'le: 0

* SERVER COUNTERS *

23917
L9523

0
548
277

Duplicates Received: 3
I ì'l egal Messages Rcv' d: 0
Iì1ega'l Sìots Rcv'd: 0
Dupìicate Node Count: 0
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